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Painful Varicose Veins?
Besides being unsighly and uncomfortable, Varicose veins can be a warning sign of a 
condition called Venous Insufficiency that claims over a half a million lives each year.
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 Varicose Veins 

 Spider Veins

 Itching and Burning

 Leg Pain and Cramps

 

 Heaviness and Swelling

 Skin Discoloration

 Ulcers and Blood Clots

 Problems Walking for  
 Long Distances

Are You Suffering From:  

Newest Non-Laser Tech-
nique for  

Varicose Vein Treatment
called ClariVein

now available at  
USA Vein Clinics!
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for about 30 years—became the first and only 
same-sex couple to be issued a marriage license 
in the state. “A [Travis County] judge made a 
one-time exception to allow the license to be 
issued, saying Goodfriend was in poor health 
due to ovarian cancer and denying the couple 
the license violated their rights under the US 
Constitution,” reported Reuters. Neverthe-
less, tomorrow the Texas attorney general 
will ask the state supreme court to have the 
license—and the marriage—declared void. 
It takes a big man to ask a bunch of judges to 
void the marriage of a woman dying of cancer. 
Congratulations, Sarah Goodfriend and Su-
zanne Bryant!

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20 Meanwhile in 
Kansas, today brought a rare and cherished 
thing: a news story concerning the where-

abouts of a clown 
statue .  As  the 
Associated Press 
reported, in one 
intrigue-riddled 
sentence: “A ce-
ramic clown that 
went missing from 
a closed Wichita 
amusement park 
more than a decade 
ago has been found 
at the home of a sex 

offender who once worked at the park and 
two decades ago helped restore the clown.” 
The 50-year-old statue of Louie the Clown—
the mascot of Wichita’s Joyland amusement 
park—was found earlier this week in the home 
of Damien Mayes, a 39-year-old man currently 
in prison for aggravated sodomy and indecent 

liberties with a child. “Police say that the near-
ly 50-year-old clown is worth about $10,000,” 
reported the AP.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21 Nothing 
happened today, unless you count the 4-year-
old in Wasilla, Alaska, who was shot in the 
leg after his mother’s handgun fell out of its 
holster and fired. “Troopers say the family was 
leaving a pickup when the woman’s .357-cali-
ber handgun fell, struck the pavement on its 
hammer, and fired,” reported the Associated 
Press. “The shot hit the 4-year-old just above 
the knee. The bullet went through the boy’s 
leg and lodged in a building.” The boy was non-
fatally injured, and no one has been charged 
with anything.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22 The week ends 
with the annual television broadcast of the 
Academy Awards, starring an overbearing 
Doogie, an over-rewarded Birdman, beauti-
ful and pertinent speeches from John Legend 
and Common and Alejandro Iñárritu, an “In 
Memoriam” appearance by the Northwest’s 
beloved Misty Upham, and the whiplash drama 
of Patricia Arquette. Blessed with an Oscar 
for her beautiful work in Boyhood, Arquette 
took the podium to deliver a rousing call for 
women’s equality, and then stumbled back-
stage into an infelicitous phrasing that, on the 
upside, inspired 1,001 intro-to-intersectionality 
discussions across the nation. n

Send hot tips to lastdays@thestranger.com 
and follow me on Twitter @davidschmader.

Lactate onto something other than a bottle at 
THESTRANGER.COM/SLOG

the weekend. “Despite press reports… a wine 
bottle was not used as a weapon,” reported the 
BBC, noting that the three women were arrest-
ed for “alleged disorder offences” and alleged 
assault, and the man was not seriously injured 
in whatever went down. Exhibit C: A cinema 
in Sinaloa, Mexico, from which a 33-year-old 

woman was ejected after alleg-
edly being caught masturbating 
at a weekend screening of Fifty 
Shades. “The flustered female 
was caught red-handed in the 
12th row when outraged patrons 
sensed something fishy was go-
ing on,” reported La Verdad, in 
prose as lithe and subtle as Fifty 
Shades itself.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17 
In worse news, the week contin-
ued in Glendale, Oregon, where 

the parents of a 7-week-old boy who died last 
month were arrested on charges of murder 
after authorities determined the baby died of 
starvation. And oh, yeah: “Investigators say 
the mother used her breast milk for online 
pornography instead of feeding the child,” 
reported KPIC, identifying the parents as 
27-year-old Stephen Williams Jr. and 22-year-
old Amanda Hancock. “Both parents worked 
in the online porn industry, and Hancock told 
investigators she would self-lactate for money 
and lactate onto something other than a bottle.” 
Last Days is a fervent believer in the need to 
treat America’s porn performers better. (We 
all appreciate their work, and then treat them 
like irreparably stained freaks. It’s not fair.) 
But today’s fatally idiotic wet-nurse fetishists 
give porn stars, parents, and the great state 
of Oregon a bad name. Williams and Hancock 
remain jailed on charges of murder by abuse.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18 The 
week continued with much better news in-
volving a comparably reprehensible person: 
Hunter Moore, creator of the notorious “re-
venge porn” site IsAnyoneUp.com, where 
anyone—from vengeful exes to malicious hack-

ers—could post sexu-
ally explicit photos of 
women without their 
consent. On Moore’s 
site,  photos were 
appended with the 
subject’s biographi-
cal information , 
including full name, 
hometown, place of 

employment, and social-media presence. It was 
absolutely shitty and seemed like it shouldn’t, 
even couldn’t, be legal—a sentence that was to-
day proven factual as Moore pleaded guilty to 
an array of charges that could put him in pris-
on for years. “On Wednesday, Hunter Moore, 
28… pleaded guilty to unauthorized access to 
a computer, aiding and abetting unauthorized 
access of a computer, and identity theft,” re-
ported Ars Technica. “The charges each carry 
a maximum penalty of two to five years in jail, 
though Moore will not be sentenced until a 
later date… Besides a prison term and years 
of supervised parole, Moore’s plea agreement 
specifies that the government may delete all 
the data on Moore’s seized digital devices.”

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19 In bet-
ter news, the week continues in Texas, where 
today Sarah Goodfriend and Suzanne Bry-
ant—a lesbian couple that’s been together 

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 16 This week 
of incriminated villains, fatally diverted lacta-
tion, and a missing clown statue found in an 
exceedingly creepy place kicked off in that 
unquantifiable miasma of tradition, ideals, 
aesthetic preference, diversion, and defense 
mechanisms known as popular culture, 
which in recent weeks has been 
dominated by Fifty Shades of 
Grey, the zillion-selling series 
of softcore porn novels with an 
attention-grabbing BDSM tinge, 
which began life as Twilight fan 
fiction and recently hit cinemas 
as a big-budget Hollywood film. 
Prior to its opening, Last Days 
saw this film, and here’s what 
we learned: Dakota Johnson is 
a hero, Jamie “Muppet Baby 
Colin Firth” Dornan is a hand-
some snooze, and their film con-
tains far more discussion of paperwork than 
it does kinky sex. But following its opening 
weekend, Fifty Shades of Grey might well be 
remembered as the movie that turned cinemas 
into crime scenes.

Exhibit A: The West Oaks Mall outside Or-
lando, Florida, where several dozen teens un-
able to purchase tickets to the R-rated Shades 
stormed a screening on Valentine’s Day. “One 
employee was struck and suffered a minor 
injury during the incident, police said, leading 
to one arrest for battery,” reported ABC News. 
Exhibit B: A cinema in Glasgow, Scotland, 
where three women—aged 31, 38, and 51—
were arrested after allegedly assaulting a male 
audience member at a Shades screening over 

To submit an unsigned confession or accusation,  
send an e-mail to ianonymous@thestranger.com. Please 

remember to change the names of the innocent and guilty. 

WHAM-BAM-THANK-
YOU… MOM?
You started the conversation with the 
statement that your 3-year-old son 
already knows the biological difference 
between girls and boys. That led you to 
ask him what I am. He replied that he 
thought I was a girl. You told me that 
you corrected him as to my gender, and 
he replied, “He must have a really big 
penis!” We both laughed. That led me 
to make a joke that my member’s size 
is adequate to the task. Given that we 
were in the children’s play area of our 
neighborhood coffee shop, you shushed 
me. Lady, stop using your son to find 
out if a guy wants to fuck you. Just be 
an adult and ask for it.

—Anonymous

LAST DAYS
The Week in Review  BY DAVID SCHMADER
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Will Someone Please Adopt…

SCRUFFLES, 
THE GOP KITTEN?

Here at The Stranger, we’re terribly concerned about the rising num-
ber of homeless pets—which is why we’re devoting space 
every week to animals considered to be unadoptable 

for ideological reasons. WON’T YOU OPEN YOUR HEART AND 
HOME TO ONE OF SEATTLE’S UNWANTED KITTENS?

Meet Scruffles, the GOP Kitten. She’s a 4-month-
old, short-haired tabby, and she loves warm snuggles. 
Also…

• Scruffles thinks evolution is a construct invented by 
atheists. She firmly believes that only strict compli-
ance with the true word of God will rescue America 
from its escalating worship of sodomy and its even-
tual descent into the fiery pits of hell.

• Scruffles loves wrestling with balls of yarn and 
giving affectionate “head butts” during cuddle time.

• Scruffles believes “climate change” is not sup-
ported by scientific data and is actually a scheme to put 
Americans out of work. This adorable kitten further believes that even if there is such 
a thing as global warming, humans (and kittens) are not the cause.

• Scruffles is an energetic, loving cat with a mischievous streak. Just watch what 
she’ll do with an empty box and a laser pointer!

• Scruffles hates immigrants, documented or otherwise.
• Scruffles enjoys napping in the sunshine, and her gentle snoring sounds like a 

teeny-tiny race car.
• Scruffles will not accept a homosexual household.
• Scruffles gets along very well with children and old people—especially those living 

in Christian environments.
• Scruffles will not accept a household that depends on government assistance.
• Who’s that hiding in the pant leg of your jeans? Why, it’s Scruffles!
• Scruffles will love you, even though she hates your sin. (Such as drug use, which 

she considers to be a moral failing.)
• Scruffles enjoys licking her tiny little paws and cleaning her tiny little face! TOO… 

CUTE!
• Scruffles has been spayed and comes with a microchip ID—though she has so far 

refused her vaccines. (Scruffles claims they are a violation of our individual liberty.)

To adopt Scruffles, please contact the King County Republican Party at 425-990-0404.

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:lastdays@thestranger.com
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March 4 & 5
The Moore TheaTre

abrahaM.In.MoTIon

presenTed In 
collaboraTIon wITh sponsored by

KYLE 
ABRAHAM

“The best and brightest creative talent to emerge in  
New York City in the age of Obama.”

-oUT MaGaZIne

“...Lush movement, infectious music and magnetic dancers...”
-sIobhan bUrKe, ny TIMes

The Andrew W. 
Mellon Foundation

EST. 1907
2ND AVE & VIRGINIA ST

TICKETS CALL (877) 784-4849
GROUPS 10+ (206) 315-8054 

S T G P R E S E N T S . O R G

March 11th – 7:00pm – town hall seattle – free

noted aclu technologist chris soghoian on

Reining in the Surveillance Society

Aerial drones … license plate scanners … Stingrays. Government 
has more means than ever to conduct surveillance and intrude 
on our privacy. Noted technologist Chris Soghoian of the national 
ACLU explains how new technologies threaten freedom and what 
we can do to control their use.

RSVP: aclu.org/tech2015 

THERE HAS BEEN A SURGE IN  
HATE CRIMES ON CAPITOL HILL.

WE NEED REAL, CONCRETE SOLUTIONS.

JOIN SEATTLE CITY COUNCILMEMBER 
KSHAMA SAWANT AT A  
COMMUNITY MEETING. 
 
Questions? Contact Adam Ziemkowski:  
206-684-8256  •  adam.ziemkowski@seattle.gov

JOIN THE STRUGGLE!

PUBLIC FORUM 
                           with KSHAMA SAWANT

ALL PILGRIMS CHRISTIAN CHURCH
- 500 BROADWAY E - 

Tuesday, March 3 at 7:00 PM

END HATE CRIMES 
AGAINST THE 

LGBTQ COMMUNITY!

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:adam.ziemkowski@seattle.gov
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aim of these negotiations: find a winter home 
for the $234 billion company’s Arctic drilling 
fleet. Then, on January 8, the Seattle Times 
broke the news: A two-year partnership be-
tween Shell and the port had been proposed. It 
was the first time the public learned a climate 
bomb might be stashed on Seattle’s waterfront, 
and it was followed, less than a week later, by 
a strange public meeting of the elected officials 
who make up our local port commission.

That meeting took place in a Sea-Tac 
Airport conference room in the middle of a 
Tuesday afternoon, and it involved some swift 
and questionable decision making—whether 
by design or happenstance is unclear. Dur-
ing the meeting, all five port commissioners 
expressed discomfort with the potential en-
vironmental impacts of Arctic drilling, but 
when one commissioner—Tom Albro—raised 
a motion that could have stalled the push to 
host Shell’s rigs and led to more debate, no 
one seconded his motion. Absent a second, 
the deal was effectively sealed and the five-
day period for the people of Seattle to react to 
this proposal ended.

The speed with which this public process 
played out stands in stark contrast to the 
more than four months that were taken for 
behind-closed-doors decision making at the 
port, where commissioners knew about the 
proposed lease for Shell’s Arctic vessels as 
early as late summer of 2014. “If one were to 
run an actual public process, the port would 
have heard loud and clear from the public, 
‘Please don’t do this,’” Seattle City Council 
member Mike O’Brien told The Stranger. 
“Whoever’s in charge of the port knew the 
answer they would get, so they designed a 
process that was very secretive with the ab-
solute minimum of public input as possible.”

Shell declined to comment on the negotia-
tions, but among the notable elements of the 
secretive proceedings that led to the deal: 
a “verbal nondisclosure” agreement with 
the company, in which local elected officials, 
according to a source familiar with port com-
mission proceedings, understood they were 
not to talk about the ongoing deal.

T o understand the scale of what happened 
as a result of this sham of a democratic 

process, it helps to take a step back from Rob-
erts Rules of Order and the port commission’s 
normally snoozy meetings—way back. Shell’s 
plans to drill in the Chukchi Sea off the coast 
of Alaska this summer hold significant and 
potentially dire consequences for the entire 
planet. A research letter published in the jour-
nal Nature in January argued that all Arctic 
oil and gas reserves should be considered 

“unburnable” in order to prevent anything 
above a two degree Celsius rise in global tem-
perature by the end of this century—a tipping 
point scientists have long believed will trigger 
dangerous permanent damage.

Nevertheless, Shell wants to drill in the Arc-
tic this summer and Seattle makes a perfect 
winter home for the company’s rigs. It’s not too 
long a trip to get here by sea from Shell’s leas-
es in the Arctic circle, and the Port of Seattle 
doesn’t involve the kinds of fossil fuel property 
taxes Alaska’s Dutch Harbor does, according to 
environmental lawyer Peter Goldman. (If you 
wonder whether paying taxes really matters to 
a $234 billion company, consider that Shell has 
recently demonstrated how much it’s willing to 
do in order to avoid them. In 2014, a coast guard 
investigation found that taxes were at least part 

of the reason why the company decided to route 
a rig called the Kulluk from Alaska to Seattle 
in the winter of 2012. During that trip toward 
Seattle, the rig  grounded off of Sitkalidak Is-
land. It was carrying more than 150,000 gallons 
of diesel fuel.)

It now appears that nothing about the 
proposed deal with Shell stopped the Port 
of Seattle staff from pursuing the estimated 
$28 million in revenue that will be generated 
by Foss Maritime allowing its terminal to be 
used as shelter for Shell’s Arctic drilling fleet. 
Not the climate-change considerations, not the 
company’s history of trouble drilling in the 
Arctic, nothing. Nor did anything prevent port 
staff and King County’s five publicly elected 
port commissioners from keeping the deal 

quiet for at least four months under a mutually 
understood cone of silence that conveniently 
left no paper trail. 

As a result, Shell, Foss, and the port had 
months to prepare the deal, but the public had 
only five days to understand what was going 
on. Foss Maritime, the company leasing the 
port’s Terminal 5 for Shell’s fleet, made good 
use of the head start.

Port documents show that by January 9, 
four days before the brief public meeting at 
which Albro raised his doomed motion, Foss 
had already drafted basic terms of the fu-
ture lease in a letter of understanding with 
the port. Port of Seattle CEO Ted Fick then 
signed that letter the same day that the pub-
lic was allowed to testify for or against such 
an idea. Less than a month later, on February 
9, Fick signed the formal lease, too. One day 
after that: another public port commission 
meeting at which the Shell question—now a 
fait accompli—was never raised.

W hy did elected port commissioners 
ever place themselves under a gag 

order on a matter of such importance?
“All of last year [the nondisclosure] seemed 

ordinary,” Commissioner Tom Albro explained 
in a phone call to The Stranger. To him, it was 
just part of proprietary business operations, 
a way to allow Foss to proceed with what he 
assumed was a competitive process of luring 
Shell’s dollars. “At a certain point, though, we 
do need to be transparent when we’re getting 
ready to make decisions, which is a different 
thing than negotiation or staff developing al-
ternatives for us to consider.”

Albro wouldn’t articulate when he may 
have felt standard business protocol started 
encroaching on public democratic process. But 

F or months, secret negotiations with the Royal Dutch Shell 
oil company had been under way at the Port of Seattle, 

whose slogan is “Where a sustainable world is headed.” The 

How Seattle Agreed to Stash a 
Climate Bomb in Its Seaport
To Make Shell’s Arctic Drilling Dreams Come True, the 

Port of Seattle Held Secret Negotiations and Entered into a 
“Verbal Nondisclosure” Agreement with an Oil Company

BY SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

JIRI REZAC / GREENPEACE

TRYING TO STOP SHELL That’s the “Noble Discoverer,” one of the rigs in Shell oil’s 
Arctic drilling fleet, in the background.

in late December, according to the source close 
to port proceedings, commissioners started 
receiving carefully worded letters from indus-
try and labor groups asking the officials to 
support Foss’s lease with Shell. By that point, 
the Foss-Shell deal still hadn’t been leaked to 
the press, nor had port commissioners held a 
public meeting on the subject. This effectively 
created a situation in which business interests 
were lobbying port commissioners about a deal 
that would be nearly—or, perhaps, entirely—
cooked by the time the public became aware of 
what was going on.

By December, port commission copresi-
dent Courtney Gregoire (former governor 
Chris Gregoire’s daughter) says she’d started 
demanding a public hearing. Soon, the major-
ity of commissioners decided to put the Shell 
decision on the public agenda. They didn’t 
have to. Technically, a short-term lease was 
well under the purview of the Port of Seattle 
CEO’s authority. The port, alarmingly, could 
have signed the lease with Foss Maritime 
without any public debate at all. But some-
thing didn’t feel right about letting the lease 
slide by, according to Gregoire.

In her mind, the January 13 meeting 
wasn’t sufficient, either. “Before and dur-
ing the [public] meeting, I did urge a more 
robust public process,” Gregoire wrote in an 
e-mail to The Stranger. “At the January 13th 
meeting, I specifically requested a delay in 
Commission direction until at least one ad-
ditional public meeting could be held. The 
majority of the Commission did not support 
that request.”

B y the time that January 13 public meet-
ing actually happened, it appears that 

something on the port commission had al-
ready jelled—perhaps during the months of 
pre-transparent executive briefings that oc-
curred outside the realm of public debate. For 
more than one commissioner, what jelled was 
a cynical and defeatist (and, some might say, 
realistic) sense of the future, a conclusion that 
rejecting the Foss lease wouldn’t affect Arctic 
drilling one way or the other.

“If Foss did not bring Shell to Seattle, they 
would go to Tacoma or Dutch Harbor,” Com-
missioner John Creighton explained in an 

e-mailed statement to The Stranger that was 
almost identical to the argument he made at 
the January 13 meeting. “So by denying the 
lease to Foss, we would be taking more or less 
a symbolic stance.”

Commissioner Bill Bryant had taken a 
similar position by January 13. Bryant ar-
gued that “rejecting this lease is not going to 
affect Arctic exploration,” and that “rejecting 
this lease would be an act of political symbol-
ism, but it would be symbolism at the expense 
of the middle class.”

At the public meeting, port commission 
copresident Stephanie Bowman sided with 
Creighton and Bryant. The motion Albro 
then proposed would have stripped authority 
on short-term leases from the port CEO. It 
was an opportunity to force an on-the-record 
vote on the issue, and create room for more 
debate. But no one seconded it—not even 
Gregoire, who, like Albro, says she opposed 
the lease. According to Gregoire, she let the 
motion fail because it was overly broad. She 
wanted a motion that would reject the Shell 
lease, not one that would tie all short-term 
leases to the commission’s approval. But by 
that time, she also realized that no matter 

“They designed a 
process that was very 

secretive with the absolute 
minimum of public input.”

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=news:A
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SEATTLE POLICE UNION HEAD: GET WITH 
THE TIMES OR GET OUT
Ron Smith, president of the Seattle Police 
Officers’ Guild, represents the SPD’s roughly 
1,300 sworn officers and has a message for 
cops who don’t like the politics or diversity 
of Seattle: “You applied here. And you have 
to treat people all the same. You have to 
serve the community. If you don’t like 
the politics here, then leave and go to a 
place that serves your worldview.” This was 
exciting rhetoric, especially coming from 
the head of a union whose monthly news-
letter has, in the past, described efforts to 
curb racial profiling as “socialist policies” 

from “the enemy.” Meanwhile, on February 
20, police chief Kathleen O’Toole finally an-
nounced new rules on what officers can 
say on social media, following incidents 
of troubling comments on Facebook and 
Twitter that were exposed by The Stranger 
(and prompted investigations of three 
different officers). The social-media policy 
prohibits police from disrespecting “any 
race, religion, sex, gender, sexual orienta-
tion, nationality, or any other protected 
class of individuals.” ANSEL HERZ

CITY EMPLOYEES WILL SOON GET FOUR 
WEEKS PAID PARENTAL LEAVE 
On February 23, Mayor Ed Murray finally, 
really did something—something small, but 
still something—about gender pay equity in 
Seattle. He announced a plan to give all city 
employees, regardless of gender, four weeks 
of paid leave when they become parents. 
If you look around the world at places that 

offer paid parental leave, four weeks isn’t 
much. And this will only apply to city em-
ployees, not the private sector. Still, a 2013 
study found Seattle had the worst pay 
gap of 50 major metropolitan areas, and 
paid parental leave can help women stay in 
jobs and later move up into senior positions 
where men often dominate. “Is this ben-
efit enough?” asked Council Member Jean 
Godden, who’s led the conversation about 
pay equity at city hall. “Absolutely not… But 
it is a welcome start and a step in the right 
direction.” HEIDI GROOVER

APPEAL DECISION BLOCKS SHELL OIL 
TRAIN PROJECT A little more than a week 
after two oil trains in West Virginia and 
Ontario derailed and burst into flames, 
a Skagit County examiner temporarily 
blocked Shell’s proposal to build a rail 
extension at its Anacortes refinery. “The 
crude oil being brought in large quanti-
ties to a small area in the northwest 
Washington State is highly flammable 
and explosive,” Skagit County hearing 
examiner Wick Dufford wrote in his Febru-
ary 23 ruling. “Catastrophes have occurred 
elsewhere. No one doubts such a thing 
could occur here.” Dufford has ordered a 
full environmental review before the rail 
project is allowed to progress. And it’s a 
good thing, too. Oregon and Washing-
ton are hosting or considering a total of 
11 crude-by-rail projects. “If all are built, 
the amount of oil moved to these facili-
ties would exceed that of the proposed 
Keystone Pipeline,” the ruling noted. (PS: 
On February 24, President Obama vetoed 
the Keystone Pipeline, blocking that idea, 
too—for now.) SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

PASCO POLICE VICTIM’S FAMILY HIRES 
TRAYVON MARTIN’S LAWYER 
Benjamin Crump, the civil-rights attorney 
who represented the family of Trayvon Mar-
tin, is representing the parents of Antonio 
Zambrano-Montes, a 35-year-old homeless 
man gunned down by Pasco police on 
February 10. He had been throwing rocks and 
was running away from officers at the time of 
the shooting. The foreign affairs minister of 
Mexico has condemned the killing as a “dis-
proportionate” use of force, and on February 
21, dozens of people blocked a Pasco bridge 
in protest. ANSEL HERZ

BY STRANGER STAFF
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RON SMITH Now you’re talking.

what, the commission was split, three to two. 
Any vote to reject the lease would fail.

T he port commissioners aren’t the only 
ones who’ve kept disturbingly quiet 

about Shell’s Seattle deal. US senators Ma-
ria Cantwell and Patty Murray were asked 
to comment, but didn’t. Governor Jay In-
slee, a leader who’s staked out his reputation 
as America’s “greenest governor,” has also 
stayed silent about a major Washington State 
port facilitating one of the biggest threats to 
global climate. “Our team has been monitor-
ing the discussion but our office doesn’t have 
any comment,” Inslee spokesperson Jaime 
Smith said in an e-mail.

The Seattle City Council, however, will 
soon get involved. Council Member Mike 
O’Brien says he’s working on a resolution 
with fellow council members that would 
declare the city’s opposition to hosting the 
Arctic drilling rigs. “One thing that’s clear to 
me is that the people of Seattle and the people 
of King County are not supportive of drilling 
in the Arctic,” O’Brien said. “That seems to 
be a core value of people in this region.”

Retroactively, it’s unclear how much O’Brien’s 
resolution would accomplish other than  

publicly shaming the port. But environmen-
tal groups are seriously considering litigation 
over the port’s environmental review process. 
And in the face of public criticism, at least two 
port commissioners—Albro and Gregoire—
are reiterating opposition to the Shell deal.

On February 24, before another Tuesday 
public meeting with the rest of the port com-
mission, Albro sent The Stranger one last 
statement. “I opposed the lease, strove to 

prevent its approval, and attempted to re-
quire more robust public processes for any 
interim use at Terminal 5,” he said. “I failed.”

At that day’s meeting, public com-
menters—out in much greater numbers than 
previous meetings—agreed, with one saying 
the port’s attitude toward the Shell deal is 
“ruining all hope for a livable planet.” n

Jay Inslee, who’s staked 
out his reputation as 
America’s “greenest 
governor,” has also 

stayed silent.
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KELLY O

THE OWNERS OF THE BLOCK ON THE LEFT WANT TO SELL On the right, you can see the neighborhood already changing.

The intersection of 23rd and Union 
in the Central District has be-
come the symbolic heart of the 
fight against gentrification in 

Seattle. On the northeast corner, you have 
Uncle Ike’s, a shiny new recreational pot shop 
and accompanying accessories store. On the 
northwest corner, a gas station and boxing 
gym, both of which are slated for redevel-
opment. On the southwest corner, there’s a 
92-unit, six-story mixed-use development un-
der construction. On the southeast corner is 
the last remaining holdout, the MidTown Cen-
ter, a sprawling, 106,000-square-foot property 
that’s home to a post office and half a dozen 
African American–owned businesses that ca-
ter to this historically black neighborhood.

But the MidTown Center is not immune to 
the forces of change.

The longtime owners of the property, Tom 
Bangasser and his family, who are white, want 
to sell it. They say it badly needs to be rede-
veloped and that the property taxes are un-
sustainable. They’ve asked the city to rezone 
the property from 40 feet to 65 feet (which 
would allow the construction of a six-story 
building like the one currently being built 
across the street). Who buys the property and 
how it gets redeveloped will significantly im-
pact the neighborhood, the black community, 
and, to a certain degree, the city of Seattle. 
And Bangasser is clearly aware of the stakes.

“This property will set the tone of what 
this whole area will become,” he told me. 
“Most developers would say it’s about the 
money. We’re saying it’s more than that.”

Now a grassroots movement is under way 
to try to determine the property’s future—

and preserve the history of the neighborhood 
in the process. At a community meeting on 
February 14, about 40 people gathered in a 
vacant storefront in the MidTown Center 
to discuss how they might accomplish such 
a monumental task. They included not only 

residents and local business owners but also 
representatives from Seattle University, the 
Union Street Business Association, the Uni-
versity of Washington, and the Central Area 
Land Use Review Committee.

Among the possible solutions: buying the 

A Last-Ditch Effort to Preserve 
the Heart of the Central District
As gentrification remakes Seattle, the owners of an entire block  

at 23rd and Union are looking to sell. Neighborhood activists  
are talking about buying it. Can they succeed?

BY KATHLEEN RICHARDS

property. Bangasser has offered to give the 
Union Street Business Association (USBA)—
a small group composed of people who care 
about the black business community—site 
control, kind of like a down payment, for just 
10 percent of the asking price. (Bangasser is 
currently the USBA’s director and treasurer, 
although he said he’s being replaced given his 
conflict of interest.) And at the community 
meeting, the total cost to purchase the prop-
erty was put at $16 million, but Bangasser’s 
response to that number was, “I don’t know 
where that came from.” 

“The USBA is now trying to come up with 
the money,” said local architect Donald King, 
who’s an adviser to the USBA. “If it’s suc-
cessful, it could be a model for not only other 
neighborhoods in Seattle, but other neighbor-
hoods across the country.” 

It may sound far-fetched, but a simi-
lar effort is under way in San Diego, where 
residents are in the process of designing and 
building a commercial, residential, and cul-
tural center that they also own called the Vil-
lage at Market Creek. (Bangasser estimated 
the actual cost to redevelop the property at 
between $150 million and $200 million, so the 
USBA would still need to find a deep-pock-
eted developer for the project.)

Aside from coming up 
with the funding, there’s 
also the very real chal-
lenge of getting a room-
ful of impassioned people 
from various backgrounds 
with different priorities to 

agree on a course of action—and within a nar-
row time frame. Not everyone agrees that own-
ership of the block is the best (or most realistic) 
option to pursue. Some think efforts should fo-
cus on stipulations for the future developer—
whoever that may be. There are those who are 

One of the owners of the block 
says that all the developers who 
have expressed interest are white.
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concerned about building heights, and oth-
ers who want to preserve the existing black 
businesses. There are those who want to stop 
gentrification, and others who want to take 
advantage of it. There are people who believe 
Bangasser has the best of intentions, and oth-
ers who are less sure. Although these interests 
aren’t all necessarily oppositional or compet-
ing, they make for a complicated web.

In the meantime, the clock is ticking. If 
Bangasser had his way, he would’ve sold the 
property “yesterday.” He said he’s been re-
ceiving offers for five years, and that all the de-
velopers who’ve expressed interest are white.

Will the community be able to mobilize in 
time? “It’s a big stretch,” said King. “Some 
people have said it’s impossible, and the peo-
ple who believe in it are saying sometimes the 
impossible can be possible.”

Gentrification is nothing new in 
the Central District. According 
to census data, the black popu-
lation in the CD has plummeted 

from 51 percent to 21 percent over the past 20 
years. But there’s a feeling now that the forc-
es at work that are pushing out poor people 
of color in the area are happening at a much 
more accelerated rate.

As previously mentioned, 23rd and Union 
is being redeveloped on every corner. The 
six-story, 92-unit building on the southwest 
corner of the intersection is being developed 
by Lake Union Partners. That same group 
plans to turn the northwest area (where the 
gas station and gym are) into about 145 hous-
ing units. According to Puget Sound Business 
Journal, there’s a four-story, 41-unit apart-
ment project at 24th and Union, also being 
developed by Lake Union Partners. And Cap-
itol Hill Seattle blog reports that Capitol Hill 

Housing will build a mixed-use affordable-
housing complex also at the 24th and Union 
intersection—a development that was met 
with fierce opposition last year because it will 
be built on the site of Liberty Bank, one of the 
region’s first black-owned banks.

Residents are concerned that gentrification 
is fundamentally destroying the cultural heri-
tage of the city. “In the last eight years I’ve been 
here, there’s been a lot of change,” said David 
Harris, who attends meetings of the Union 
Street Business Association and is the founder 
of Hack the CD. “What’s going on here, what 
the outcry is, is some people don’t like to see 
historical landmarks disappear… It’s a grow-
ing community of people who are concerned.”

In the 2009 art installation and storytell-
ing project The Corner, former and current 
residents described the intersection as having 
struggled over the years with crime and pov-
erty, but also as being a hub of the city’s black 
community. They recalled the neighborhood as 
a place of thriving businesses and a lively social 
scene—a place of record stores, music clubs, 
Mardi Gras parades, and radio stations. It was 
also the center of the civil-rights movement 
in Seattle and continues to be the heart of the 
city’s black community, the commercial center 
of a large neighborhood that also includes the 
Northwest African American Museum and the 
Langston Hughes Performing Arts Institute.

But it’s clear the leadership in the Central 
District has shifted. One resident who only 

ALL ABOUT GENTRIFICATION  Above is a 
general store inspired by Maya Angelou’s I 
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, incorporat-
ing Afrocentric design principles. The student 
that created the project is taught by Sharon 
Sutton (center). Below, USBA member Victoria 
Santos and Seattle University law professor 
W.H. Knight talk with a community member at 
the February 14 meeting.

LAURA FOLLIS

MICHAEL B. MAINE

MICHAEL B. MAINE
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agreed to speak anonymously questioned 
whether the Central Area Neighborhoods 
District Council had the best interests of 
the neighborhood in mind. “It’s mostly white 
people,” the source said. “I didn’t experience 
a lot of respect [at their meetings]… From 
what I understand, people of color have 
stopped going. They felt it was hostile, it was 
unwelcoming.”

An agenda from a recent Central Area 
Neighborhoods District Council meeting ad-
dresses these sentiments. In a public com-
ment from Dick Burkhart titled “Need for 
CNC [City Neighborhood Council] Sensitiv-
ity to Race and Class,” he stated: “I wonder 
if representatives from some of the less afflu-
ent or minority groups in Seattle would feel 
comfortable here—more people of color are 
leaving the CNC than joining. And the more 
politicized and less diverse the CNC be-
comes, the less democratic legitimacy it has.”

Although the MidTown Center is home 
to just a half-dozen African American busi-
nesses—including a barbershop, a coin-
op laundry, a sandwich shop, and a liquor 
store—there is a sense that when the prop-
erty is redeveloped, the businesses and the 
community they serve could further lose the 
stake they once held here. “This is the last 
place where there’s black-owned businesses 
in that intersection,” said architect Donald 
King. “It’s a microcosm of Seattle, one of the 
whitest large cities in the US… There are 
those who say [the black population is] going 
to be replaced by other people, but in a sense 
it’s saying the black businesses and the black 
lives don’t matter, and we can lose them be-
cause they have no intrinsic value.”

If there’s anyone who appears to under-
stand this, it’s Tom Bangasser. His family 
has owned the MidTown property since his 
grandfather purchased it in 1941. At one 
point, 19 family members had a stake in it. 
Now it’s down to five. “We’ve been talking 
about developing the property for 20 years,” 
said Bangasser. “It’s a young person’s 
sport… As we exit, we’re very aware of the 
past… We’re in a position where we can re-
ally make a difference.”

Over the years, the need to sell the prop-
erty became more urgent as property taxes 
increased. (The MidTown Center’s anchor 
tenant, the post office, also downsized.) 
“We’re taxed as if we live in Capitol Hill,” 
said Bangasser, who added that a mile away, 
at 23rd and Jackson, property taxes are 
about $30 less per square foot. “Everything 
is out of balance.”

In April of 2013, Bangasser and his sib-
lings applied for an upzone to 65 feet, which 
would make the property much more attrac-
tive to potential developers. If the rezone is 
approved, a developer could build as many as 
500 units on the site, according to Bangasser.

But the rezone request didn’t sit well with 
some Central District residents. Jonathan 
Konkol is the vice chair of the Central Area 
Land Use Review Committee (CA-LURC), a 
volunteer group of CD residents that’s a com-
mittee of the Central Area Neighborhoods 
District Council and is “devoted specifically to 
guiding area land-use and development,” ac-
cording to its website. It formed in 2012 when 
a Texas-based real-estate investment trust 
had purchased property at 23rd and Jackson. 
“There was a rumor that they were going to 
put a Walmart there,” recalled Konkol, who’s 
a planner. “We don’t have a citizen’s group 
looking out for this neighborhood. If a group 
of us didn’t organize, we’d have to deal with it 
passively. We don’t want to settle with what-
ever developers give us. We try to meet with 
developers before they start—to represent 
the interests of the community.”

In the case of the Bangasser family, CA-
LURC opposed their request for a rezone 
because they did not “include conditions to 
mitigate negative impacts [of the redevelop-

ment] and provide public benefits… or any 
conditions of any kind,” according to the 
group’s website. Konkol said the members 
of CA-LURC tried to get Bangasser and his 
family to agree upon a set of terms and con-
ditions, called a property use development 
agreement, that would accompany the rezone 
proposal. Last summer, the group held a pub-
lic meeting to discuss what those terms might 
be. What came out of that meeting were de-
sires for affordable housing, small, indepen-
dent businesses, and a graduated step down 
in height from multistory buildings to houses, 
said Konkol. But Bangasser and CA-LURC 
never reached an agreement about the stipu-
lations.

For his part, Bangasser called the mem-
bers of CA-LURC “unreasonable” and “dis-
honest” about their requests, which he also 
said kept changing. He added that he spent 
about $150,000 to hire an architect to come 
up with drawings in order to “placate those 
people,” even though he knew he would not 
be the developer of the property, nor did he 
want to attach stipulations that might dis-
suade a potential developer.

On January 23, the city council’s plan-
ning, land use, and sustainability committee 
rejected Bangasser’s request to upzone the 
MidTown Center property. “Normally when 
someone requests an upzone, you have to 
submit plans,” explained Konkol. “There was 
no plan here… and no way to guarantee a 
good outcome, to protect against the worst-
case scenario—a large, corporate investor.”

Bangasser called the whole rezone pro-
cess “bizarre” and “disingenuous.” On the 
one hand, the city wants to upzone the prop-
erty—he said they had discussed a blanket 
rezone (or legislative rezone) for the whole 
neighborhood, but instead Bangasser had to 
apply for a contract rezone for his property. 
“When you do a legislative rezone, you can 
talk to the city council, but when you go for 
the contract rezone, you can’t talk to any of 
them, but your opposition can.”

While on the surface, Bangasser and 
Konkol appear to want the same thing—a de-
velopment that has the interests of the com-
munity in mind—Konkol, who is also white, 
isn’t so sure. “I want to believe that he wants 
to do the right thing, but I can’t afford to just 
hope for the best,” he said. “We also need to 
prepare for the worst.”

The effort to save MidTown Cen-
ter is just one part of a broader 
fight against gentrification in the 
Central District.

Strengthening the black business base is 
one of them. Resident Wyking Garrett wants 
to designate the Central District as Africa-
town, a globally connected community that 
would develop an economic base for African 
Americans and draw entrepreneurs, artists, 
and other creative types to the area. “This is 
an opportunity to make a mark on history,” 
Garrett said at the February 14 community 
meeting.

There’s also David Harris’s organization 
Hack the CD, whose goal is to make the Cen-
tral District a hub for innovation and technol-
ogy by increasing opportunities for kids of 
color to get involved in tech and encouraging 
entrepreneurs in the African American com-
munity.

Architecture is another front of gentrifi-
cation. Sharon E. Sutton, a professor of ar-
chitecture, urban design, and planning at the 
University of Washington and the first black 
woman in the country to earn a full professor-
ship in architecture, has been working with 
students on envisioning a more “Afrocentric” 
approach to architecture. She got involved 
with the MidTown Center project through 
King, a colleague of hers. Her students—a 
mix of international and American students—
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Hours: Mon-Fri 10-9 | Sat-Sun 11-8 | 18+

206.323.9654
1828 B 12th Ave Seattle, WA 98122
2 and a half blocks North of Pine St

Pacifi ca is accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).

For gainful employment information visit pacifi ca.edu/gainfulemployment.

Pacifica Graduate Institute is an 

innovative, employee-owned 

graduate school with two campuses 

near Santa Barbara offering 

masters and doctoral programs in 

psychology, the humanities, and 

mythological studies.

An engaging, intellectually 
challenging academic 
journey in the company
of like-minded 
colleagues on 
their own paths 
of exploration 
and discovery.

Transforming the 

way graduates view 

the world and 

enhancing their 

ability to impact 

the future

249 Lambert Road 
Carpinteria, CA 93013

L E A R N  M O R E  AT  T H E
PACI F I CA  EXPERIEN CE

SATURDAY, MARCH 28
Join us in Santa Barbara for an in-depth, 
day-long look at Pacifica’s nine degree 

programs and unique academic resources.

The $35 fee for the 8:30am to 6pm program 
on March 28 includes breakfast, lunch, and a 
$10 gift certificate for the Pacifica Bookstore.

Register at pacifica.edu/intro 
or call 805.969.3626, ext. 103
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“didn’t have a clue about black life,” explained 
King. Sutton said she had them “learn what 
Afrocentric approaches are to art and litera-
ture” and see how that applies to architec-
ture. They examined the impact of black cul-
ture in the fields of music, dance, and quilting. 
They read The Color Purple and Black Boy.

“We gleaned some principles that are real-
ly overlapping in those fields,” said Sutton. “A 
make-do approach—make do with what you 
have, making do with leftovers. That’s what 
soul food is. It’s nonhierarchical; it’s earth-
centered rather than heaven-reaching.”

Using those principles, the students came 
up with collaged, Photoshopped drawings 
of fictional neighborhoods. These drawings 
were presented to the community at the Feb-
ruary 14 meeting.

“It made me realize how much of my cul-
ture I don’t see in architecture,” said Harris 
about the designs they came up with. (Sev-
eral of Sutton’s students who attended the 

February 14 meeting said they felt inspired 
by the MidTown Center movement to engage 
in similar fights in their home countries.)

Sutton believes that these Afrocentric 
principles should be adopted in the design 
of any future redevelopment at 23rd and 
Union—for example, having small stores 
as opposed to a single large store, or frag-
menting the structures so the block “has air 
passing through it.” Most developers tend to 
use the entire envelope of space to maximize 
profits, said Sutton, hence the large, blocky 
buildings you see going up all over Seattle.

Although Sutton acknowledges that, as 
a professor, she’s free to think about design 
principles without the demands of the bottom 
line, it’s not outside the realm of possibility 
for a developer to think about the needs of 
a community. CA-LURC’s Jonathan Konkol 
said Lake Union Partners, the developer that 
is responsible for several new developments 
in the Central District, has been “very recep-
tive” to some of their feedback. “We have a 
good working relationship with them,” said 
Konkol. “We’ve hosted community meet-
ings where we invite the public to meet with 
them, and we feel like that process is going 
pretty well. They’re locally based and there’s 
a sense of community accountability.”

Lake Union Partners did not respond to a 
request for comment.

Despite all the obstacles, many 
people remain hopeful that the 
MidTown Center can remain 
within community hands.

“If it were possible to have a crowdfunded 
or a community-based project entity, that 
would be the best possible outcome I would 
see,” said Konkol. “I’m a little skeptical, be-
cause I haven’t had a lot of examples like that 
around the US at this scale, but I’d love to be 
proven wrong.”

At the February meeting, community 
members broke up into groups to discuss pos-
sible solutions to buy the land and to envision 
their ideal scenario of what it might become. 
Among the ideas for the former idea: getting 
a grant from the city, starting a Kickstarter 
campaign, and forming a neighborhood real-
estate investment trust, or REIT. Among 
the latter ideas: having a worker-owned co-
operative, a maker space, a farmers market, 
an urban garden, a community center, a rec 
center, a shared workspace, clubs, shops, and 
restaurants.

But even if a big pile of money ended up 
in USBA’s hands tomorrow to buy the Mid-
Town Center property, there would still be a 
multitude of questions to be answered, such 
as what the ownership structure would be. 
“Would it be a community holding as a land 
trust, as a not-for-profit, as a for-profit?” 
asked King. “There’s now a structure that’s 
between for-profits and not-for-profits, 
where there can be a return on investments.”

One person involved in the project doesn’t 
think the USBA can even get that far. “USBA 
has not done all of the due diligence that’s 
necessary for all that’s involved in an associa-
tion trying to own a piece of property,” said 
W.H. (Joe) Knight, a law professor at Seattle 
University who runs the Community Devel-
opment and Entrepreneurship Clinic there. 
The clinic, which includes graduate business 
students and law students to help serve as 
consulting teams for local developing busi-
nesses, has been trying to help the USBA. Ac-

cording to King, that includ-
ed writing business plans 
and developing marketing 
strategies for some of the 
MidTown Center businesses.

“Right now, the asso-
ciation has no means. They 
don’t have revenue. They 
don’t have an account,” 

Knight said. “So in many ways, it’s an outlet 
for community voices. We’re trying to out-
line some of the challenges. We have to think 
about what steps they need to do.”

To Knight, a key question to ask is “How 
does one define a win?” Hack the CD’s Har-
ris says he wants to reverse displacement. 
USBA adviser King wants black residents of 
the CD to “actually be a part of the benefits 
of gentrification” by becoming landowners. 
“If you don’t own property, you don’t control 
your own destiny,” he said.

For USBA member Victoria Santos, “My 
primary concern as an individual is for the 
Central Area to become and to develop itself 
as a thriving neighborhood, where people 
of color and people of African descent and 
people in general—this includes white peo-
ple and everybody—can come together in 
harmony and not feel that they don’t belong 
because they’ve been replaced by the high-
priced monoculture that is becoming Seattle. 
So people of color don’t become aliens.”

“Everybody’s got a different view of what 
success should look like, and until we can ac-
tually develop a common vision for what suc-
cess would look like and until we can figure 
out all the characters who are necessary to 
make that vision happen, until those things 
occur, we aren’t going to see as much progress 
as most of us would like to see,” said Knight. 
“I think people feel a sense of urgency, but 
you can’t develop that property until you un-
derstand all the aspects that are involved in 
redevelopment, and maybe understanding is 
the first step as opposed to saying it’s all ur-
gent and it has to be done tomorrow.”

Nonetheless, at the end of the February 
14 meeting, it was decided that the group 
needed a mission statement and a way to 
pool and share their resources. Members of 
USBA promised to send out an e-mail in the 
next week or two to all the participants, and 
to hold another meeting to solicit the input of 
more young people. A meeting was scheduled 
for April 4 at the MidTown Center.

Regardless of what happens to the prop-
erty at 23rd and Union, there is a sense that 
the effort to seriously address gentrification 
in the Central District is gathering momen-
tum. “The Central District, in a way, is wak-
ing up,” said Santos. “There’s been a lot of 
efforts… So it seems like the strength of the 
Central District is coming together.” n

Comment on this story at
THESTRANGER.COM

A neighborhood group wants 
the input of more young people. 
A meeting has been scheduled 
for April 4 at MidTown Center.
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ALL-ELECTRIC VEHICLE WITH STANDARD QUICK CHARGER

12620 Hwy 99 S. Everett, WA 98204  •  425-290-5186  •   harrismitsubishinw.com

LEAVE YOUR MARK BY NOT LEAVING A TRACE

Picture is for illustration purposes only.  Does not include tax, title, and license. A dealer document service fee of up to $150 may be added to the sale price or capitalized cost. Subject to prior sales.  * See dealer. 
** According to Mitsubishishi Motors Sales Records for 2014 YTD.  Military discount restrictions apply.  MPG based on EPA estimates. Subject to credit approval. $4500 tax credit - consult your tax advisor.

 #1 MITSUBISHI DEALER IN 
WASHINGTON, OREGON & IDAHO **

$12,999
EFFECTIVE NET PRICE

MSRP ........................... $23,980
Harris Discount ............... $2,980
Military Rebate ................... $500
Net Tax Credit ................. $7,500

Mitsubishi i-MiEV

One of America’s Greenest Vehicles 

Additional 
Discounts 
for Boeing 
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(2/26) Gary Wenk
How Food Affects the Brain

(2/27) LUCO presents
Park, Mendelssohn, & Sibelius

(2/28) PSSO presents
Winter Concert

(3/1) Early Music Discovery:
Mini-Masterworks: 

Tales from the Middle Ages

(3/1) Ahmadiyya Muslim 
Community presents:

Understanding Khilafat & ISIS

(3/2) Marc Goodman
Combating Tomorrow’s 

Cybercrimes

(3/3) Penny U
Imagining Tomorrow’s Work: 

Climate Change and Jobs

(3/3) Liz Carlisle
How Sustainable Food Will 

Save Agriculture

(3/4) Bushwick Book Club Seattle
Original Music Inspired by 

Cheryl Strayed’s ‘Wild’

(3/5) Michael Gazzaniga
Understanding ‘Both Sides

 of the Brain’

(3/6) Jen Pahlka
Powering a Better Government 

with Better Technology

(3/7) Early Music Guild:
Musica Ficta

Traveling Music
 of Three Cultures

(3/9) Bruce Schneier
Toppling Our Surveillance-

Based Society

(3/10) Denis Hayes and Gail 
Boyer Hayes

Saving the Romance Between 
Cows and Humans

(3/11) The Hallowell Todaro Center:
Dr. Edward Hallowell

Offering a Strength-Based 
Approach to ADHD

(3/11) ACLU-WA presents
Chris Soghoian

Reigning in Our Surveillance 
Society

(3/12) Dan DiMicco
Bringing Back American 

Manufacturing

(3/13) Talk of the Town
UNDERGROUND

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

WWW.TOWNHALLSEATTLE.ORG
  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

THE WAR ON AIDS IN THE U.S. 

IS BEING LOST

*Source: CDC Fact Sheet - Stages of HIV Care
www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.cdc.gov/hiv/pdf/
http://www.townhallseattle.org/
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Bistro Turkuaz CHOW

The family-run Bistro Turkuaz has a gracious, welcom-
ing feeling and delicious Turkish food. I like to 
start by choosing from their menu of shareable small 
plates: creamy house-made hummus and baba gha-
noush; rich baked feta with tomatoes and pine 
nuts; acuka, a smoky puree of roasted red peppers, 
garlic, and walnuts; herb-filled, lemony tabouli; and 
mucver, zucchini pancakes served with an addictive 
garlic yogurt sauce. If you’ve managed to save enough 
room, move on to chef Ugur Oskay’s kebab selec-
tion: marinated and char-grilled lamb, shrimp, kofte, 
chicken, and more. (Bistro Turkuaz, 1114 34th Ave, 

bistroturkuaz.com, 5–10 pm) GILLIAN ANDERSON

Magma Fest Kickoff MUSIC

It’s the eighth annual Magma Fest! Brought to you 
by the wildly creative community that powers Hollow 
Earth Radio, Magma represents the weird and won-
derful and underrepresented sounds and per-
spectives in the Northwest and beyond. Today marks 
the monthlong festival’s “Warm Up”—an evening of 
giant-collage-making, soup, bread, popcorn, spo-
ken word, comedy from funny people like Elicia San-
chez and Bettina McKelvey, and music from Freeway 
Park and Queequeg. The festival will continue every 

weekend in March, with artists like Chastity Belt, Porter Ray, Corey J Brewer, Ga-
zebos, and Listen Lady performing at various venues around Seattle. (Hollow Earth 

Radio, 2018 E Union St, magmafest.org, 4 pm, March 1–29 ) EMILY NOKES

SUN
MAR 1

SAT
FEB 28

‘Shredder Orpheus’
FILM

This 1989 “skateboarder rock opera” belongs in a 
time capsule right next to photographer Mary 

Ellen Mark’s 1984 documentary Streetwise. Seattle wasn’t 
always the land of milk and tech-money, and Shredder 

Orpheus has old Seattle grit. It opens near the viaduct, 
with punk-poet Steven Jesse Bernstein rolling into the 
scene using a skateboard as a wheelchair. And from 
there, the Greek myth of Orpheus unfolds with a punk 
soundtrack. Robert McGinley of On the Boards directed, 
and Seattle skate hero Marshall Reid stars. Don’t miss 
this chance to see the nostalgia in this rare 35 mm 
screening. (Northwest Film Forum, 1515 12th Ave, 

nwfilmforum.org, 8 pm, $11) KELLY O

‘Metalhead’ FILM

Metalheads are increasingly seeing them-
selves on the big screen lately. There was 
the 2008 documentary Until the Light Takes 

Us, 2010’s Hesher, and, more recently, the 
Icelandic film Metalhead, which follows 
a young woman, Hera (Thora Bjorg Helga), 
who turns to metal after her headbanging 
brother is killed in a grisly farming acci-
dent. As she copes with the loss by moping 
around her village in a Slayer shirt, causing 

problems for her family and community, a soundtrack of 1980s thrash hits plays. It’s both 
humorous and poignant in its message: music as a way of coping with pain. (SIFF Cine-

ma Uptown, 511 Queen Anne Ave N, siff.net, $12, Feb 27–March 1) KATHLEEN RICHARDS

Kevin Emerson BOOKS

With 13 novels to his name, Kevin Emerson is the most prolific Seattle au-
thor you’ve probably never heard of—likely because he writes young-
adult novels. His latest book, Breakout, is about a high-school student 
who’s trying to decide whether or not he should self-censor the lyrics of 
his antiauthoritarian rock song at a school assembly. Tonight’s debut 

party features a music performance, 
booze (for the 21+ set), and an 
interview by poet/YA author Karen 
Finneyfrock. Here’s your chance to 
find out why Emerson is growing a 
large national fan base. (Hugo House, 

1634 11th Ave, hugohouse.org, 7 pm, 

free) PAUL CONSTANT

Mary Pilon BOOKS

Stop into any gaming store and you’ll see we’re 
in the midst of a board-game renaissance. 
But I’ll bet you anything that Settlers of Catan 
or Ticket to Ride don’t have a history as excit-
ing, intriguing, or out-and-out backstabby as 
Monopoly. New York Times sportswriter Mary 
Pilon’s new book, The Monopolists, details the 
“Obsession, Fury, and the Scandal Behind the 
World’s Favorite Board Game.” Did you know 
Monopoly began as a demonstration of why 

capitalist values are damaging and wrong? Find out the rest 
of the story tonight. (Lucid Lounge, 5421 University Way NE, 

www. bookstore.washington.edu, 7 pm, free) PAUL CONSTANT

WED
FEB 25

THU
FEB 26

FRI
FEB 27

Kim Gordon BOOKS

Don’t get it twisted—there’s no live music at 
this event: no Sonic Youth, no Free Kitten or 
Harry Crews. It’s a conversation with Sub 
Pop’s Bruce Pavitt on the subject of Kim 
Gordon’s new memoir, Girl in a Band—the 
title refers to the persistent question from 
journalists throughout Gordon’s decades-
long career: “What’s it like to be THE 
GIRL in the band?” They will undoubtedly 
cover topics like Gordon’s art and fashion 
ventures, and hopefully (but not too pain-

fully) include Gordon’s insight on her divorce from her bandmate-
husband (whose name I refuse to type, but I’ll say it rhymes with 
“bore”). (Neptune Theatre, 1303 NE 45th St, stgpresents.org, 7 pm, 

$11.50/$29.50 with book, all ages) KELLY O

Tim Held MUSIC

Seattle musician Tim Held has really 
advanced his production game in the last 
few years. His 2013 full-length, Alb(L)um, 
abounds with idiosyncratic electronic 
music that combines whimsical textures 
with unsettling atmospheres and limb-
baffling rhythms that’ll appeal to Mouse 
on Mars fans. The new TypicalHaunts 
on the just-launched Spin Cycle Records 
(which he runs with Jason Grimes) tones 

down the sonic exhibitionism and presents 
more engrossingly cerebral, abstract 

sound design. At its best, it approaches the complex inventiveness 
of IDM greats like Autechre and Phoenecia. (High Dive, 513 N 36th St, 

highdiveseattle.com, 8 pm, $6, 21+) DAVE SEGAL

TUE
MAR 3

MON
MAR 2

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.bookstore.washington.edu
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EXCLUSIVE!  
Frank Gehry’s Sketches for Seattle’s 

New Facebook Headquarters
The Widespread Anonymous Hack of Frank Gehry’s Personal E-mail Has  

Revealed Proposed Sketches and Notes in Gehry’s Own Words

“EMP 2”
JUST HEAR ME OUT ON THIS. A LOT OF PEOPLE IN SEATTLE LOVED 
THE FIRST EMP BUILDING BUT WERE AFRAID TO SAY IT OUT LOUD. 
WHAT WILL THEY SAY ABOUT AN EXACT REPLICA, RIGHT? MY 
DREAM IS TO HAVE SIX EMPs IN SEATTLE.

THE “LOL” BUILDING 
I’M NOT SURE WHAT LOL STANDS FOR, BUT I’VE SEEN IT ALL 
OVER FACEBOOK. SEEMS LIKE A BIG PART OF YOUR BRAND. 
IS IT “LOTS OF LOVE”?

THE “LIKE” BUILDING 
IT’S A THUMBS-UP. PRETTY SELF-EXPLANATORY. 
HOPE YOU “LIKE” IT.
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BOOKS

Ann Pancake’s 
West Virginia 
Is a Beautiful, 
Terrible Place

Me and My Daddy Listen 
to Bob Marley Is Full 
of Arson and Beauty

BY PAUL CONSTANT

In a just world, you’d be reading short fic-
tion by local author Ann Pancake in the 

New Yorker. Her stories are exactly the kind 
of literary fiction that the New Yorker should 
want to publish: beautifully written, expertly 
constructed—an intriguing balance of vivaci-
ty and discipline. Instead, you’ll find her work 
in literary magazines and the books she irreg-
ularly publishes. Seven years passed between 
her debut novel, Strange as This Weather 
Has Been, and her second short-story collec-
tion, Me and My Daddy Listen to Bob Mar-
ley (Counterpoint, $24), which was released 
this month.

Prestigious outlets like the New Yorker 
should not be held up as the be-all and end-all 
of literary aspirations, of course. Their valida-
tion means less every year. But my point in 
beginning on such a dour note is that Pancake 
deserves wider recognition, the kind of liter-
ary fame that writers like E. Annie Proulx 
enjoy. She’s one of Seattle’s keenest literary 
talents, and her work demands to be seen by 
as many readers as possible.

In person, Pancake seems happy to be 
read at all. She’s polite and generous in con-
versation, with an Appalachian accent that 
shifts from barely perceptible while making 
small talk to something a little bit stronger 
when discussing her native West Virginia. 
Though one of the stories in Bob Marley is 
set in Seattle, West Virginia is the blood and 
bones of her fiction. She admits to feeling “a 
responsibility to the land and the culture,” of 
representing a “very exploited” and “very 
impoverished area.”

After she graduated from West Virginia 
University, Pancake admits she “thought 
there was nothing to write about in West 
Virginia,” so she taught English as a second 
language in Japan for about half a decade, 
eventually getting her master’s degree at 
Chapel Hill and coming to Univer-
sity of Washington for her PhD in 
English. After trying to teach full-
time and deciding it was too “hard 
to get any writing done” that way, 
she moved back to Seattle and 
now works part-time at Pacific 
Lutheran University. “If I’m not 
going to be in West Virginia, I’m 
going to be in Seattle,” she says, 
but ultimately she imagines she’ll 
likely return home.

Pancake’s fiction is intensely 
focused on the qualities that make 
West Virginia unique: the environ-
mental pillage of strip-mining and 
hydrofracking, crushing poverty, 
and the beauty of Appalachia. Her writing 
about nature obviously comes from a place of 
awe; it’s downright Whitmanesque. Pancake 
talks openly of “trying to write about the ex-

perience of divinity in the wilderness,” a pro-
cess she calls “ineffable by definition.”

One of the gutsiest stories in Bob Marley, 
“Arsonists,” is about a yearlong string of ar-
sons in a town that’s been left devastated by 
the coal industry. “Somebody started burning 

houses within a year after they 
blew up the first mountain,” Pan-
cake writes. The protagonist, Dell, 
can’t do much but watch the town 
go up in smoke:

They burned regular, about once 
a month, the glows of the closer 
fires quavering Dell and Carol’s 
window, choking them awake on 
their trash smoke stink. Some-
times the firefighters came. Oth-
er times Dell rushed out with the 
neighbors and their sorry gar-
den hoses, trying to contain the 
flames. But what has stayed with 
him tightest, longest, is not the 

panic or the odor or the colors of the blaze. 
It’s the noises. The pops of little things 
blowing up in the houses, the whoosh-
roar of bigger, the shuddering wrenching 

cracks, then the crashes as roof parts cave 
in. It is the ripple sound of flames moving 
good. The “I’m coming” like sheets of can-
vas flapping in wind.

Do you see, in that excerpt, the ecstatic 
mix of beautiful tumbling words, of West Vir-
ginia dialect interjected into the narration, of 
imitation of the sounds of fire within the syl-
lables of the words used to describe the fire? 
This is Pancake at her brawniest, not using 
language to tell a story, but allowing the lan-
guage to become the story. Or just read the 
first two sentences of “Dog Song” and try not 
to read the rest of the story:

Him. Helling up a hillside in a thin snow 
won’t melt, rock-broke, brush-broke, 
crust-cracking snow throat felt, the winter 
a cold one, but a dry one, kind of winter 
makes them tell about the old ones, and 
him helling up that hill towards her.

Pancake admits that she works very slow-
ly. “I hope my next book is faster,” she says. 
“I’m 52, it has to go a little faster now.” The 
stories explode out of her in a loose collection 
of images and phrases, and then she spends a 
lot of time crafting them into what you’ll find 
in Bob Marley. With writers, you usually get 
one or the other—the intuitive Dionysians 
who whip out first drafts that somehow are as 

close to perfection as they’ll ever be, and the 
meticulous Apollonians who linger over every 
word with jeweler loupes and tweezers. Pan-
cake is both kinds of writer at once, and that’s 
why her stories read like nobody else’s, a fu-
sion of craft and guts.

As for that next book that had better not 
take too long? Pancake has done her fair 
share of documenting the environmental ex-
ploitation of the wilderness in her novel and in 
her work reporting for her sister Catherine’s 
documentary Black Diamonds: Mountaintop 
Removal & the Fight for Coalfield Justice, 
but she says, “I think I’ve kind of come to an 
end of my desire to document destruction 

ANN PANCAKE Author of Me and My Daddy Listen to Bob Marley, and one of Seattle’s 
keenest literary talents.

PREVIEW

Ann Pancake
Tues March 3, Phinney 

Books, 7 pm, free

Ann Pancake’s work 
demands to be seen by as 
many readers as possible.

“PERMANENT 
OVERDEVELOPMENT” 
NOW WITH FACEBOOK 
HERE, SEATTLE WILL 
ALWAYS BE OVER-
DEVELOPING, SO WHY 
NOT MAKE A BUILDING 
ABOUT THAT? WITH REAL 
WORKING CRANES FOR 
MANAGEMENT. IT’S A 
LITTLE EDGY. A LITTLE 
AUDACIOUS. BUT THAT’S 
WHAT I’M KNOWN FOR.

“THE FACE OF FACEBOOK” 
I KNOW THIS SKETCH LOOKS A LOT MORE LIKE FAT ALBERT 
THAN YOU, MARK, BUT LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE, I HAVE BILL 
COSBY ON MY MIND. AND ONCE WE GET IT CAD-RENDERED, 
IT’LL LOOK A LOT BETTER.
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the common S E N S E 
A N N  H A M I LT O N

O N V I E W T H RO U G H A P R I L  26
H E N RY A R T G A L L E RY

Ann Hamilton. Digital scan of 
a specimen from University of 
Washington’s Burke Museum 
of Natural History and Culture 
Ornithology Collection. 2014. 
Courtesy of the artist.

U P CO M I N G 
P RO G RA M S AT  
T H E H E N RY

THU, FEB 26, 12:30 PM
ArtBreak with 
María Elena García, 
Comparative History 
of Ideas and the 
Jackson School 
of International 
Studies, University of 
Washington

THU, FEB 26, 7 PM
INCITE•INSIGHT 
lecture: Kristan 
Kennedy, artist, 
curator, and educator

FRI, FEB 27, 7 PM
SAL U Thinking 
Animals lecture: 
Thinking with Cats 
with Louisa Mackenzie, 
French and Italian 
Studies, University of 
Washington

SAT, FEB 28, 6 PM
Future History:  
The 2015 Henry Gala 
(at Sodo Park)

H E N RYA R T.O RG

313 1st Ave. s, seAttle WA  •  bebasbrush.com

Meet PeOPle. NO RUles.

UNleAsH YOUR ARtIstIC eNeRGY
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in my writing.” And now “what I’m inter-
ested in doing is envisioning alternative fu-
tures.” Whatever those futures look like, you 
should follow her there. n

THEATER

Cafe Nordo’s 
Quixotic Quest
Can a Dinner Theater 

Bring Its Pioneer Square 
Home Up to Code in 

Time for Curtain?
BY BRENDAN KILEY

There are only six mentions of staircases 
in the sprawling epic Don Quixote, 

but it’s only taking one real-life staircase to 
threaten Cafe Nordo’s dinner-theater ver-
sion of the Cervantes classic, which will in-
augurate their new space in Pioneer Square.

Nordo’s new Culinarium is being built on 
two floors of the old Elliott Bay bookstore. A 
corner of the first floor will serve as their per-
formance space, and the old Elliott Bay Cafe 
downstairs will be their kitchen. All they 
need is a staircase to connect the two. But 
Erin Brindley, Nordo’s cofounder and artistic 
director, says the contractor on the job (Se-
attle Construction) has claimed that a city-
wide steel shortage means they can’t finish 
the staircase, which means they can’t open 
the show—which is a major problem when 
you’ve got a full cast that’s been rehears-

ing for months. “It’s not like a regular res-
taurant where you tell your waiters to keep 
their jobs for another few weeks,” Brindley 
said during a tour of the space. Most working 
actors have complicated schedules—between 
rehearsing shows, opening shows, and day 
jobs, their weeks and months are a complex 
series of interlocking parts. “And we prom-
ised them all payment,” Brindley said of the 
actors. “They’re not happy. They’re being 
good sports about it, but they’re not happy.”

This is only the latest in a series of set-
backs, including permit delays and the fact 
that none of the kitchen equipment from the 
Elliott Bay Cafe was up to current codes—
Brindley suspects it had been around so long, 
it had been grandfathered in—forcing them 
to install a new ventilation hood, walk-in 
fridge, convection oven, gas range, and the 
rest. “At least this works,” she said, patting 
the old aluminum sink station, probably the 
least expensive piece of equipment in the 
room. “This is real.”

Don Nordo Del Midwest, a biography of 
the fictitious chef Nordo Lefesczki—who has, 
in theory, been the invisible “brilliant megalo-
maniac” behind Nordo’s many-course perfor-
mances since 2009—has been in rehearsals 
since last summer. Originally, it was supposed 
to open in October. But permit delays and 
other construction issues pushed that back to 
November, then December, then March. (The 
Culinarium is under the umbrella of a larger 
project, spearheaded by Jones and Jones Ar-
chitects, to renovate the entire century-old 
building that used to house the Elliott Bay 
Book Company, so some of the delays haven’t 
been Nordo-specific, but have scrambled 
their schedules.)

“Last week we received the notice that 
there is a backlog on steel in the city,” 

KELLY O

CAFE NORDO Erin Brindley contemplates a hole where a staircase should be.
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‘Semele’
OPERA Through March 7, McCaw Hall 

(321 Mercer St)
Lavish costumes! People painted blue! 

Sensual fabric everywhere! Greek mythol-
ogy is so fucking awesome! In Handel’s 
operatic version of events, Semele (the 
mother of Dionysus) is a human woman 
who has an affair with the god Jupiter. This 
is a terrible idea, because Jupiter’s hot-
tempered badass of a wife, Juno, will have 
her revenge.

Nearby snack: Get a Thai iced coffee 
and the Spinach Delight over at the cheer-
ful blue house that is Thai Heaven (352 Roy 
St).

THEESatisfaction, Gifted Gab
MUSIC Thurs Feb 26, Neumos (925 E Pike 

St)
YES, this show is mentioned in every 

nook and cranny of the paper this week, 
but the release of EarthEE, the second Sub 
Pop record for cosmic hiphop goddesses 
THEESatisfaction, is a reason for celebra-
tion and a few hits off your finest vaporizer 
pen. Gifted Gab is also on the bill, a super 
talented rapper who can burn one down 
with the best of ’em (and has not one, but 
two album covers depicting her French-
inhalation skills with what I’m guessing isn’t 
tobacco smoke).

Nearby Snack: Kaisho (1121 E Pike St) is 
Boom Noodle’s replacement, serving Asian 
American (I believe they call it “fusion”) 
food. You can’t go wrong with any noodle 
decision on the menu, and their happy hour 
actually means it (snacks range from $2 to 
$6, booze from $1 to $5). Get the $3 pink 
wine! Obviously!

Thomas Albdorf: ‘Former Writer: 
Colour on Surface’

ART Wed–Sat Feb 26–March 28, Platform 

Gallery (114 Third Ave S)
I think you will enjoy staring at the 

inexplicably satisfying sculptures made 
by Thomas Albdorf—objects like open 
cardboard boxes, crumbled chain-link fence, 
stacks of bricks, and balancing sawhorses 
decorated with minimalistic graffiti and 

then photographed. Arts calendar editor 
Krishanu Ray described the pieces as look-
ing like “odd construction site miracles.”

Nearby snack: If you can find it (it’s 
small and hidden, and that’s how you know 
it’s good), Pizza Gabbiano (240 Second Ave 
S) sells gourmet pizza by the ounce (hey, 
like weed!). The menu rotates, but you can 
expect some creative topping options, like 
pistachios. Pistachios are the most creative 
nut.

Kim Gordon
MUSIC/BOOKS/COOL Mon March 2, 

Neptune Theatre (1303 NE 45th St)
Look, I don’t necessarily care if you 

get stoned for this or not, because you 
should go no matter what. I’m just saying 
it could help take the edge off of being 
in the same building as Sonic Youth’s Kim 
fucking Gordon. Gordon will be discussing 
her new memoir, Girl in a Band, with the 
second coolest person in the room, Sub 
Pop cofounder Bruce Pavitt. Try not to do 
anything stupid, okay?

Nearby snack: Flowers (4247 University 
Way NE) is a staple for non-snobby vegan 
and vegetarian food and drink, PLUS there’s 
a mirrored ceiling for bloodshot selfies! n

THE HIGH LIST
RECOMMENDED 
EVENTS FOR STONERS

BY EMILY NOKES

Nordo wrote in an e-mail to supporters. 
“All those cranes all over the city tell the tale. 
Steel is in such heavy demand that our con-
struction company cannot get our order in in 
a timely fashion.”

Seattle Construction did not reply to re-
quests for comment for this story, and sev-
eral contractors and unions said they’ve not 

heard about any shortages. Scott Lewis, a re-
searcher at Engineering News Record, says 
the magazine has been tracking the prices of 
67 different building materials in 20 US cities 
(including Seattle) for more than 50 years—
and he couldn’t find any jump in steel prices. 
(Though there was a small price increase for 
pine and fir two-by-fours.)

But Rod Tim, general manager at Custom 
Steel Fabricators near Columbia City, says 
there could be a skilled labor shortage—Se-

attle’s building boom has kept all the capable 
metal fabricators he knows busy for the past 
year or so. “Obtaining the materials, I’ve not 
had a problem,” he says. “But I could imag-
ine a backlog of work. If you put out an ad 
for a skilled steel worker, you won’t find one.” 
You’ll get lots of résumés, he says, but not 
from people who really know what they’re 
doing. “There’s a group of people who are 
competent at what they do, and they’re all 
working.”

Don Nordo’s current opening date is April 
2—nearly seven months behind schedule, 
which would normally be a catastrophically 
long time to put off a theater production. 
But they’ve managed to do it. They’ve lost a 
few people and gained a few others—Nordo 
tends to work with the same performers, al-
most like a company—and they’ve kept their 
star, Ryan Higgins as Nordo Lefesczki, even 
though another actor will have to cover for 
him for the first several weeks. (Higgins is 
also the star of the full-cast remount of Wayne 
Rawley’s gallows comedy Live! From the 
Last Night of My Life at 12th Avenue Arts, 
which runs from late March to mid-April.)

Upstairs, in a beautiful old brick perfor-
mance room, Brindley said the wait for that 
staircase is going to cost them $15,000, and 
they’re trying to fill the hole via Kickstarter. 
“Well, at least we’ve got a lot of our set done 
early,” she said. “When does that ever hap-
pen?” n

“It’s not like a regular 
restaurant where you tell 
your waiters to keep their 

jobs for another few weeks. 
They’re not happy. They’re 
being good sports about 
it, but they’re not happy.”

COURTESY OF PLATFORM GALLERY

1521 Tenth Avenue 
206-624-6600
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www . P H O E N I X S E A T T L E . com
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BALLARD  • •  Behind Bauhaus Coffee
Hard to Find, Out of Print, Used & Rare Books

Open Noon to 7 PM Everyday!

2001 NW MARKET STREET
Seattle 98107  •  206-545-4226

JOIN US FOR HAPPY HOUR: 
All books 25% off from 6 to 7 PM

JOIN US FOR HAPPY HOUR: 
All books 25% off from 6 to 7 PM

17171 Bothell Way NE • Lake Forest Park, WA

206-366-3333 • www.thirdplacebooks.com

1530 FIRST AVE (1ST & PINE) • 206.467.7745
BEST PSYCHIC READINGS DAILY!

LARGEST SELECTION OF METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
      IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Books, Tarot, Goddess, Magic,
Astrology, Tibetan, Statues, Sage, 
Crystals, Candles, Incense, Oils, 

Aromatherapy, Hemp, Global 
Exchange & Fair-Trade & 

much,much more!!

206 N. 36th St. Fremont
GEORGEANDDRAGONPUB.COM

Football on Telly 
ALWAYS!

2ND MONDAY OF THE 
MONTH BOOK EXCHANGE

- Happy Hour ti l  9pm!
MONTH BOOK EXCHANGE

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.elliottbaybook.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.www.ravenna.ravenna.thirdplacebooks.thirdplacebooks.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.thirdplacebooks.com
http://www.ravenna.thirdplacebooks.com/
http://www.ravenna.thirdplacebooks.com/
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In picturesque 
Wallingford

Open 7 days a week
8am-10pm

2114 North 45th St
Wallingford // 206.322.0124

www.chowfoods.com

BREAKFAST
LUNCH

DINNER
BREAKFAST AVAILABLE

All Day & Night

MESOB HAS MOVED!
...and is now known as....

ON 12TH AND S MAIN ST
1221 S. Main St - Seattle 

206 860 0403

CHOW

binder we kept behind the bar, which was 
filled with wine information and tasting notes. 
A vocabulary of wine flavors and aromas in-
cluded words such as “burned,” “horsey,” 
“kerosene,” “moldy,” “graphite,” “wet wool,” 
“sweaty,” and “wet dog.”

As someone who tries to avoid the tastes 
of wet dog and graphite, these descriptors 
didn’t seem helpful. But just as I would have 
been stumped if a customer asked for a moldy 
wine with hints of kerosene, I was routinely 
stuck when customers would say, “I’d like a 
glass of wine. Something dry.”

From a server’s point of view, “dry” is per-
haps the least helpful adjective you could ever 
use to describe a wine. Dry is not a flavor; all 
you can really infer is that someone doesn’t 
want a sweet dessert wine. Any other basic 
adjectives such as “light,” “dark,” “heavy,” or 

“smelly” would be infinitely more useful.
I’m not judging. Until I poured wine 

for others, I pulled the “dry wine” move on 
servers all the time. It was my way of hiding 
something I felt self-conscious about—that I 
knew basically nothing about wine, and that 

someone might make me feel stupid if they 
found out.

The restaurant I worked at did a decent 
job of educating staff about wine with regular 

How to Order Wine When You 
Know Nothing About Wine

Despite What You’ve Been Told, “Dry” Is Not Helpful
BY ANGELA GARBES

W hen I first started working as a restaurant server, I didn’t 
know much about wine. So once, during a slow shift, I de-

cided to educate myself. I started paging through the three-ring 

EVAN HUGHES

tastings, and our wine director was always 
open to questions. And yet I never quite got 
over the feeling that everyone knew some-
thing about wine that I didn’t.

I don’t know when wine became intimidat-
ing, but I do know that it shouldn’t be this way. 
Looking for some help, I called Chris Horn, 
wine director for Purple Cafe and Wine Bar. 
Horn oversees the wine programs at Purple’s 
four locations in Seattle, Kirkland, Bellevue, 
and Woodinville. He was also recently named 
the 2015 “Sommelier of the Year” by the 
Washington State Wine Commission.

“Aaaaaaaaaargh,” Horn groaned when I 
told him about my story. “‘Dry’ is the ultimate 
non-descriptor for a wine! If I could go back 
in time and stop whomever it was that started 
that, I’d…” He trailed off before saying any-
thing he’d regret.

In a more serious tone—though, thank-
fully, Horn never seems to speak about wine 
reverentially—he went on to say, “I encour-
age people to speak about wine in the 

I don’t know when wine 
became intimidating,  
but I do know that it 

shouldn’t be this way.

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.chowfoods.com
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206.467.7777    722 Pine Street, Seattle, WA 98101    dragon� shcafe.com
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Seattle’s Best Fish & Chips
Now Showing NHL Hockey!

Near the Center of the Universe
at the Corner of 35th. and Stone Way N.

206-547-2967

Pacific Inn Pub

Now Available 
pheasant & quail

we ship
seAfood overNight
ANywhere iN the usA

or we pack for 
Air trAvel

INAY’S
Asian Pacifi c Cuisine

2503 Beacon Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98144

206.325.5692 - www.inays.com
Open Tuesday thru Sunday 9am - 9pm

Hours: 7am-7pm 7 days a week

Proudly serving our very own 
air-roasted coffee using organic, 

fair trade beans from Café Femenino, 
an organization helping empower women 

around the world.

Local pastries: 

Beautiful patio seating   FREE WIFI   

Mighty-O-Donuts (organic, vegan) 
Little Rae’s Bakery (nut free) 

Le Fournil French Bakery (authentic french pastries) 
NUFLOURS BAKERY (GLUTEN FREE) 

and Skydottir Epic Cookies (vegan, gluten free, organic)

CALL US 

ABOUT OUR 

WHOLESALE 

COFFEE 

PRICING!

a.muddy.cup@gmail.com

common language of fruit: pear, straw-
berry, cherry, blackberry. Everybody knows 
what fruit tastes like. If people can identify 
the flavors they like in wine, then they can 
ask for things more exactly.”

It seems so simple, but what Horn said 
surprised me. Perhaps that’s because it feels 
like an entire culture—seemingly fueled by 
rich people who try to sound smarter than 
everyone else—has been created around the 
idea that wine is anything but simple.

I liked what Horn went on to say even 
more: “People should treat wine like salad 
dressing. Once you know what you like, 
you’ll just know to have it on hand. And 
you’ll have the ability to reach for a particu-
lar wine and know it’s going to go well with 
what you’re eating.”

But how do you figure out what you like?
Fortunately, there are a lot of people out 

there who can help. And most of them have no 
desire to make you feel dumb. As Horn says, 
good service people “are not interested in 
showing guests how smart they are, because 
they know they’ll only see that guest once.”

The best thing to do is find somebody—
a server, a sommelier, a wine steward, the 
lady who works at your neighborhood wine 
shop—and talk to them. Get to know them, 
and they’ll get to know you. They’ll let you 
taste things and make suggestions. It’s in 
everybody’s best interest to foster a long-
term relationship.

In restaurant settings, don’t turn down 
advice when it’s offered to you. “We have 
guests who, when a server asks them if 
they’d like to speak to a sommelier, say, ‘Oh, 
no, no, I’m fine,’” said Horn. Their hesitation 

comes from a fear of being wrong. “People 
often preface a conversation with ‘I know 
nothing about wine.’ Which is silly, because 
we don’t go to the dentist and say, ‘I know 
nothing about teeth.’ You don’t need to qual-
ify anything.”

Sommeliers at restaurants are trained 
specifically to pair wine with the food being 
served, so don’t be afraid to just trust them. 
“We pair wine to the menu every day,” said 
Horn. “Wine tastes better with food.”

If someone makes you feel bad or self-
conscious, go somewhere else. Don’t waste 
your time, as Horn says, with the “wine guy 
who acts like the guy at the record store who 
looks down on you when you buy a Katy Per-
ry album.” Horn also notes, “We’re coming 
out of a dark age where wine is a hoity-
toity intellectual pursuit. Wine is really an  
everyday drink.”

These days, wine is less expensive, and 
there are more varieties than ever before. 
This makes it possible to try a lot of differ-
ent wines—at restaurants, wine bars, and 
wine shops—and home in on what you like. 
And a good wine professional will help you. 
“Anyone I consider a friend or colleague in 
this business feels the way I do,” said Horn. 
“Eventually, we will take over.”

Lastly, whether you’re a customer, a 
server, or a sommelier, stay open-minded 
and don’t be a snob. “I’ve always been mys-
tified by why the guy who pulls the cork 
out of the wine gets to be the snooty one,” 
mused Horn. “Seems to me, the people do-
ing the difficult work like farming should be 
the ones, if any, to have an attitude.” n

Comment on this story at  
THESTRANGER.COM/CHOW

“We’re coming out of a 
dark age where wine is 
a hoity-toity intellectual 
pursuit. Wine is really  
an everyday drink.”

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:a.muddy.cup@gmail.com
http://www.inays.com/
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COCKTAILS, 
BURRITOS

& TACOS
Happy Hour Everyday!

4-6pm & 10pm-12am

Fri & Sat: 
Kitchens Open til Midnight

Weekend Brunch!
Saturdays & Sundays

11-3

PHINNEY RIDGE
6711 Greenwood Ave. N

206-706-4889

ALKI BEACH
2620 Alki Ave. SW 

206-933-7344

206-547-1417 • 460 North 36th Street  IN THE HEART OF FREMONT

BONUS HAPPY HOUR!
SAT & SUN, 10AM-2PM

NORM SAYS SIT... AND STAY

TRIVIA EVERY THURSDAY, 8PM

HAPPY HOUR
4PM TO 7PM DAILY 

FRI & SAT 11PM-1AM
$3 PINTS & $5 APPETIZERS

+ ON WEDNESDAYS  $3 PBR 40’S

IN THE HEART OF FREMONT
NORMSEATERY.COM

COME IN AND 
CHECK OUT THE 

NEW MENU!!

LIVE MUSIC MOST NIGHTS, FOR FULL CALENDAR VISIT OUR WEBSITE 

210 Broadway Ave E • 328.7837 • highlineseattle.com

DECADENT VEGAN FOOD
EVERY SUNDAY THROUGH TUESDAY, 4PM - 8PM

March 1st!
On Tap &

22oz. Bottles

ROCKIN 
PIANO 
SHOW

SEATTLE, WA.
206.839.1300

WWW.ILOVE88KEYS.COM

VOTED BEST PIANO BAR & BEST PLACE 
TO TAKE AN OUT OF TOWN GUEST

ANNIVERSARY

BIRTHDAY

CORPORATE EVENT

DIVORCE

ENGAGEMENT

FORECLOSURE

GRADUATION

HAPPY HOUR

INDEPENDENCE DAY

JUST BECAUSE

KICKING BACK

LOOKING FOR FUN

MARRIAGE

NIGHT ON THE TOWN 

OUT OF TOWNERS

PARENT NIGHT

QUITTIN' TIME

REUNION

ST. PATRICK'S DAY

TIRED OF THE USUAL 

SCENE

VALENTINES DAY

WHY NOT

X-RATED (JUST KIDDING)

YOU'LL MISS OUT

ZANY FRIENDS

YOU NAME IT, 
WE’LL CELEBRATE IT!

✔ ✔

Bring In This Coupon 
And Get One Appetizer 

For 1/2 Off !

SIMPLY SOULFUL
If you’re mourning the loss of Catfish 
Corner and the Kingfish Cafe and you don’t 
know about Simply Soulful, you are only 
hurting yourself. It’s an African-American-
owned soul food restaurant, it’s affordable, 
and it stocks a variety of mind-blowing 
desserts. This probably sounds like the 
Promised Land to you, so why don’t you 
know about it? Simply Soulful (2909 E 
Madison St #B, 474-9841) is unfortunately 
stashed away in a hidden parking lot just 

northeast of Cafe Flora, and it’s only open 
until 7 p.m. Tuesdays through Fridays—even 
earlier on the weekends—which makes it, 
to say the least, a less-than-optimal dinner 
option (though they do offer carryout ser-
vice). Make no mistake: This is a meal worth 
contorting your calendar over.

As far as decor goes, Simply Soulful is 
more Catfish Corner than Kingfish Cafe, 
which is to say it’s about as bland as pos-
sible, decorated with only a few personal 
touches such as photographs and family 
mementos. (Simply-soulful.com explains 
the restaurant is a family affair, with a 
sweet potato pie recipe perfected by 
Elizabeth Hammond, born in Mississippi in 
1922, and handed down to her daughter 
Barbara, a proprietor of Simply Soulful.) 
It’s pretty much just tables and chairs and 
linoleum and unflattering lighting.

But who cares about the setting when 
the food is this good? I ordered the 
chicken wings dinner ($12.95), and I could 
blissfully lose myself in this meal on a sink-
ing tugboat. The sides I chose—macaroni 
and cheese and collard greens—were 
both handled masterfully. The mac and 
cheese was dense and sharp and crispy on 
top, but not too oily. Too many soul restau-
rants over-boil greens until they’re a slimy 
pudding, but Simply Soulful’s greens had 
the snap, crunch, and flavor of a vegetable.

The biggest flaw in the meal: The 
chicken wings were pretty salty. As in, I had 
to buy a bottle of water during the walk 
back to work because my mouth became 
as dry and chalky as a lime quarry. But 
everything else about these wings was so 
good—they’re a little spicy, and just greasy 
enough—that I have to consider their salti-
ness to be an aberration. One table away 
from me, a skinny man who seemed to be 
a regular ordered the chicken and waf-
fles ($12.95) and demolished the heaping 
plate to a puddle of syrup and a pile of 
gnawed-on bones in 10 minutes flat.

But all that was just a precursor to the 
Best Pecan Pie I’ve Ever Had in My Entire 
Life ($6.95). The pie, which is served whole 
in a small tin and could easily satisfy two 
people, isn’t cloying-sweet like most pecan 
pies, and has a crust that’s buttery, flaky, 
and substantial. Simply Soulful’s pies and 
desserts are sold at grocery stores citywide, 
but they’re even better following an over-
flowing plate of good, hot food. Soul 
food in Seattle is alive and well, it’s just 
hiding in Madison Valley. n

LUNCHTIME!
GIVING LUNCH 
SOME RESPECT

BY PAUL CONSTANT

THE STRANGER

CHICKEN WINGS Blissful.

Live Irish Music Nightly
Happy Hour from 4 to 7 daily
Lunch & Dinner from 11:30am
Come in and watch all the games at Kells,  

if it’s broadcast, we’re showing it!

Are you or your organization planning an event? 
Check out Kells ExClusivE BAnquEt Room, it’s 

the perfect spot for your next big event!

http://www.ilove88keys.com/
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WELCOME TO THE 25th Annual 
SEATTLE BIKE SHOW

The Seattle Bike Show is more than a bike sale; 
Its a Bicycle Experience!  

This is the 25th annual unofficial “Kick Off” to the biking 
season. This is your chance to view new bikes, ac-
cessories, apparel - everything bike is under one roof 
at CenturyLink Field Event Center. Proceeds from the 
show benefit the Cascade Bicycle Club.

This is your chance to try out some of the latest tech-
nology in biking by taking a few laps on the banked 
corners of the new indoor pump track from Progres-
sive Pump Tracks.  Experienced mountain bike com-
petitor and instructor Kat Sweet will be there to give 
you and your kids tips throughout the weekend as part 
of the PUMP JAM!

Of course, if you are in the market for a new bike, this 
is the place to find the best deals of the year. Utilize 
the outdoor test ride area to experience the newest 
bike technology from the show’s vendors.

Take one of the many trails and bike to the show and 
park in the covered bike corral.  

This show has more than just bikes. This year’s show 
is paired with the Travel, Trips & Adventures Expo 
featuring exhibitors from zip lines to white water rafting 
- travel destinations to the latest in gear.

PLUS - when is the last time you rode a Zip Line 
indoors? Here is your chance. Try the 250’ indoor zip 
line. And its all for one low ticket price. Its a great way 
to spend a day.

www.SeattleBikeShow.com

BIKE  WORKS

3709 SOUTH FERDINAND ST. SEA, WA 98118
206-725-8857     BIKEWORKS.ORG

AFFORDABLE REFURBISHED BIKES. 
ALL SALES BENEFIT OUR YOUTH BIKE 

EDUCATION PROGRAMMING.

Visit Us at Booth 1046 
at The Seattle Bike Show!

March 16-17
Olympia, Washington
Wabikes.org/Summit

Free Consultation

(206) 695-2568
Sean@emeraldcitylawyer.com

www.emeraldcitybikelawyer.com

Emerald City Bike Lawyer
Sean Kuhlmeyer - Attorney

Helping Injured Cyclists Pursue Justice

Talk to the lawyer who forced  

Seattle to fix the Burke Gilman trail!

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.SeattleBikeShow.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:Sean@emeraldcitylawyer.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.emeraldcitybikelawyer.com
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Schedule

11:10 am • RYAN LEECH
Mountain Bike Stunt Show
A totally amazing, Jaw dropping 
twenty-minute stunt show

11:50 am • CRAIG UNDEM
Climb faster, go farther on your 
bike.

12:35 pm • WILL CHIN
STP Orientation

1:15 pm • BOB ROLL
Tour de France contenders & The 
Best of Bobke

2:35 pm • STEPHANIE SIMS
Two-Nation Vacation-  Explore the 
International Selkirk Loop

3:20 pm • AMY LAVIN & GUESTS
The Power of Two wheels, positive 
impact on cancer survivors

4:10 pm • RYAN LEECH
Mountain Bike Stunt Show 
A totally amazing, Jaw dropping 
twenty-minute stunt show

4:00 pm • SEAN KUHLMEYER
Emerald City Bike Lawyer 
(APPEARING ON THE ADVENTURE STAGE)

SATURDAY, Feb. 28

11:10 am • RYAN LEECH
Mountain Bike Stunt Show
A totally amazing, Jaw dropping 
twenty-minute stunt show

11:50 am • JOHN REZELL
Tales from the Peloton

12:35 pm • BOB ROLL
Tour de France contenders & The 
Best of Bobke

2 pm • ERIK MOEN & BETH GRIFFITH
5-steps for your Century Cycling 
enjoyment

2:45 pm • Snoqualmie Valley Unicycle 
Club Show. An awesome on-the-bike 
featuring talented local kids.

3:10 pm • RYAN LEECH
Mountain Bike Stunt Show 
A totally amazing, Jaw dropping 
twenty-minute stunt show

SUNDAY. Mar. 1

CLASSIC BIKE SHOW

This show is all about the very best 
in two-wheeled eye-candy as some 
of the top collectors in the world 
show their vintage stuff! Seattle’s 
Classic Bike contingent returns 
with

Bike Show Pump Jam (FREE)
Powered by Sweetlines

Take your licks on the coolest damn 
indoor pump track in the west! It’s 
a fun mountain bike experience you 
won’t forget- bikes and helmets 
provided!

BOTH DAYS

Exhibitors

www.seattlebikeshow.com

839 Longview Rotary - Tour de Blast
1236 Magic Masseuse
1124 Manashtash Metric Bike Ride
1050 Marin Mountain Bikes, Inc
1240 Marymoor Velodrome Assoc.
1146 Modus Sport Group
1144 Monashee Adventure Tours, Inc
846 Mount Baker Experience
1153 National MS Society
917 Nuu-Muu
1449 Nuun & Co
926 Obliteride - Fred Hutch
826 Oculus Eyecare
1427 Oregon Bicycle Constructor Assn.
1321 Orfos, LLC
1230 Peace Within
1024 Pedalheads Bike Camps USA
1229 Pendleton on Wheels
925 Primal Wear, Inc
1045 Pronto Cycle Share
1329 Raleigh Bicycles
841 Redmond Rotary Club
1139 Renovo Hardwood Bikes
1143 Ride and Seek
948 Ride Idaho
1445 Rose City Recumbent Cycles
1125 Rudy Project
1322 Seattle Electric Bike
844 Sisters Area Chamber of Commerce
1130 Skagit Cycle
840 SKS-USA
1249 Smith Brothers Farms
1129 Spa Sport
1244 Step Forward of Oregon
943 Stevens Pass Mountain Resort
1221 SweatHawg Headwear
1136 Sweet Spot Skirts
1223 Tandem Diversity
1032 The ALS Association - Evergreen Chapter
1246 The Seattle Times
1021 The Stick
1345 The Wave Foundation
1347 Ti Gr Lock
1128 Timbuk2 Designs
1222 Tonik
944 Torklift Central
1225 TourCo
1140 TwoWheelRevolution
1135 Washington Bikes
1028 Washington County Visitors Assoc.
822 Wenatchee Sunrise Rotary
1052 West Seattle Cyclery & Opus Bikes
1425 Wilderness Voyagers
1232 Worldmark by Wyndham
1228 Yakima County Crime Stoppers
1343 Zipcar

1234 Abus Mobile Security
1325 Alpine Hut
1348 American Diabetes Association
1022 American Lung Assoc of the Mtn
1147 Arthritis Foundation
1228 Auburn Valley Humane Society
1423 Bainbridge Chamber of Commerce
1227 Bellingham Whatcom Tourism
842 Besv
1226 Bicycle Paper
1348 Big Tree
1121 Bike & Barge Holland Tours
1243 Bike Friday
843 Bike Glow
1046 Bike Works
824 Bikie Girl Bloomers
947 Blue Steel Sports
845 C3R International, LLC
940 Cascade Bicycle Club
1026 Catholic Charities Housing Services
1042 Chafe 150
1340 City of Seattle
1040 Clean Republic
1239 Co-Motion Cycles
1335 Code Sports
1145 Conway Bikeboards
945 Corpore Sano Physical Therapy
939 Courage Classic
847 Cycle University
1030 Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
851 Davidson & Kullaway
1251 Edge and Spoke
1044 Eliel Cycling
1133 Emerald City Bike Lawyer
1252 eoGEAR, Inc
1350 Evil
921 Fresh Eire Adventures
1247 G & O Family Cyclery
1043 GHY Bikes
1034 Granfondo Canada
1036 Green Guru
853 Helios Pads, LLC
1122 Historic Wallace, Idaho
923 Idaho Bed & Breakfast Assoc.
1131 InHealth
818 International Selkirk Loop
1346 JDRE Ride to Cure
1231 JLVelo
922 Kaidel Sportswear
1235 Kato Enterprises
1342 King County Metro Transit
1344 King County Parks
848 Kiwanis Club of Prosser
1123 Lake Chelan Rotary
1047 Liberty Lake Centennial Rotary
1134 Light & Motion

Feb. 28 - Mar. 1
CenturyLink Field 

Event Center

From the bike to the board room, 
and everywhere in between

www.BikieGirlBloomers.com

See Us At The 
Seattle Bike Show
Feb 28 - Mar 1 at Booth 834

Next to the Beer Stand!

COME VISIT US AT THE
SEATTLE BIKE SHOW

2215 15th AVE W, Seattle, WA. 98119 * 206-284-3575

www.AlpineHut.com

BOOTH #1325 & #1329

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A BIKE!

30%-50% OFF

SKI CLEARANCE!

STORE WIDE

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.seattlebikeshow.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.BikieGirlBloomers.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.AlpineHut.com


Sunday, May 31, 2015
Chateau Ste. Michelle

Woodinville, WA

RegisteR today! 
diabetes.org/seattletourdecure

Presented by:Come find us at booth #1348
at the seattle Bike show!
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A CAT CAFE IS COMING TO SEATTLE
No, it’s not a place that serves cats. Nor is it 
a cafe run by cat baristas (sadly). According 
to the Seattle Globalist, the Seattle Me-
owtropolitan will be a “community hub for 
people in Seattle who love cats.” Unlike cat 
cafes in Asia, where the primary focus is on 
allowing people to hang out with cats that 

aren’t their own (for a fee), the proprietors 
of Seattle’s first cat cafe plan to team up 
with a local shelter to feature adoptable 
cats on one side of their business, and a 
regular cafe (serving cat-themed baked 
goods and Herkimer Coffee) on the other. 
(Guests will be allowed to bring their cof-
fee and pastries into the cat side, at their 
own risk.) The target opening date is July 
2015 at a to-be-determined location. 

SEATTLE CHEFS AND RESTAURANTS 
NOMINATED FOR JAMES BEARD 
AWARDS
The semifinalists for this year’s restaurant 
and chef awards were announced last 
week, and several local chefs and res-
taurants are among the nominees. They 
include: Cafe Juanita’s Holly Smith (for 
outstanding chef), Canlis (for outstanding 
restaurant), Ethan Stowell (for outstanding 
restaurateur), Wild Ginger (for outstand-
ing wine program), and RockCreek’s Eric 
Donnelly, the Whale Wins’s Renee Erickson, 
and Spinasse’s Jason Stratton, among many 
others (for best Northwest chef). The win-
ners will be announced on March 24. 

SPEAKING OF JASON STRATTON,  
HE’S QUITTING
The chef made the sudden announcement 
last weekend that he’ll be stepping down 
from Spinasse, Artusi, and Vespolina. In an 
interview with Eater, Stratton blamed his 
decision on exhaustion. “Once you get to a 
certain point, the creative process gets a little 
more difficult because you don’t really feel 
like you have a full charge in you,” he said. 
“I thought it was time for a sabbatical.”

THE CITY WANTS TO LET PEOPLE EAT  
IN THE STREETS
The City of Seattle is launching a new pilot 
program to create more sidewalk seating 
for restaurants and bars. “Streateries” 
will allow food and drink establishments 
to take existing parking spaces and turn 
them into sidewalk cafes. “Many restau-
rants want to open a sidewalk cafe, but 
just don’t have enough sidewalk to do it,” 
Mayor Ed Murray said in a statement. “This 
new concept will support neighborhood 
businesses and add another interesting 
element to our street scene.” (After hours, 
the streateries will function as parklets for 
the public.) The program, which will be 
managed by SDOT, will approve applica-
tions for up to 15 such spaces. Applications 
are due on March 20.

COURTESY OF MATTHEW LEUNG PHOTOGRAPHY

COFFEE AND CATS Would not be com-
plete without cat-themed baked goods.

THIS WEEK’S HOT DEALS:

STRANGERPERKS.COM

50% OFF

50% OFF
SHOP LOCAL. SAVE MONEY.

Want your business in StrangerPerks?
E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com or call 206-323-7101

PURCHASE THESE GREAT OFFERS AND MORE AT

PLUM MARKET
Check out Plum’s newest menu and 
location inside the Armory building 
at Seattle Center. Plum Bistro is all 
vegan all the time, and offers a great 
selection of imaginative dishes ranging 
from deep-fried to raw. There’s plenty 
to do in our new neighborhood here at 
Seattle Center, so come grab a vegan 
wrap, sandwich, or panini and explore. 
Open seven days a week, weeknights 
until 6pm and weekends until 8pm. 
Come and bring the whole family!

$25 to Spend. Your Price: $12.50

LUNCHBOX 
LABORATORY

Once claimed by a fan as “the best 
burger in America or anywhere 
else,” and with glowing reviews from 
Gourmet Magazine, Bon Apetit, New 
York Times, Food & Wine Magazine and 
Sunset Magazine, Lunchbox Laboratory 
wants to feed YOU! Use StrangerPerks 
to get half off awesome burgers, 
shakes and more in South Lake Union, 
Bellevue and Gig Harbor!

$25 to Spend. Your Price: $12.50

THREE 
LOCATIONS!

THE NABOB 
Located on the southeast side 
of Queen Anne Hill, The Nabob 
is a neighborhood watering 
hole that prides itself on being a 
comfortable place to hang with 
family and friends, to grab a 
cocktail, and celebrate the good 
things in life. The Nabob provides 
a laid back atmosphere matched 
with excellent service, and topped 
off with a food and cocktail menu 
that really can’t be beat.

$20 to Spend at Weekend Brunch. Your Price: $10

QUEEN 
ANNE!

SEATTLE 
CENTER!

COCKTAILS • TASTY HOT DOGS  
LOTSA PINBALL • FROSTY BEER
2222 2ND AVENUE • SEATTLE 
206-441-5449
BETWEEN BELL AND BLANCHARD

RESERVE THE  
TROPHY ROOM 
FOR YOUR 
NEXT EVENT

RESERVE THE  
TROPHY ROOM 
FOR YOUR 
NEXT EVENT

5501 Airport Way S. ‘Round back by the tracks 
(206) 763-6764 • georgetownliquorcompany.com

VEGAN & VEGETARIAN MENU

STRONG ENOUGH FOR A CARNIVORE, 

MADE FOR AN HERBIVORE

HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI: 4PM-7PM 
WEEKEND BRUNCH: 10AM-2PM

TUESDAY BINGO!  
EVERY OTHER TUESDAY  

STARTING 1/20 • 8PM-10PM 
$2 DRINK SPECIALS • PRIZES! 

COSTUMES ENCOURAGED 

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:StrangerPerks@thestranger.com
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5300 ROOSEVELT WAY NE • (206) 525-1300

DRiNk SVEDkA HERE!     NigHTLY SpEciALS!

Voted BEST cOLLEgE BAR by D-list and Evening Magazine!

DARK STAR
ORCHESTRA

4/1 9PM

 SHOWBOXPRESENTS.COM

SHOWBOX SODO

7:45
PM

7:30
PM

8:30
PM3/7

THE MISSING LINK TOUR

MASTODON  
+CLUTCH

with BIG BUSINESS

IN FLAMES + 
ALL THAT REMAINS

with WOVENWAR

KALIN AND
MYLES

with GOLDEN + ANJALI

SHOWBOX AND KNITTING FACTORY PRESENT 

TECH N9NE
with KRIZZ KALIKO + 

CHRIS WEBBY + MURS + KING 810 + 
ZUSE + NEEMA

7PM

9PM 8PM4/4 4/21

CHOP SUEY CHOP SUEY

LIL DICKY COASTS

4/264/18

4/24

SHOWBOX, CAPITOL HILL BLOCK PARTY, KEXP  PRESENT

LORD HURON
with LEON BRIDGES

BLUE
OCTOBER

with HARVARD OF THE SOUTH + 
ASHLEIGH STONE

4/18

4/24

5/19 & 20–ON SALE FRI AT 1OAM

4/17

6/16

9PM

9PM

8PM

7:30
PM

8PM

SHOWBOX AND KISW METAL SHOP PRESENT

COAL 
CHAMBER

featuring  FILTER + COMBICHRIST 
+ AMERICAN HEAD CHARGE

THE GREAT IMPRESSION

SCOTT BRADLEE 
& POSTMODERN

 JUKEBOX

THE INFAMOUS 
STRINGDUSTERS+
 KELLER WILLIAMS

LEIGHTON 
MEESTER

with DUKE EVERS2/26

MARCHFOURTH!
2/28

8PM

8:30
PM

3/6 8PM

3/11 7PM

BAYSIDE
with SENSES FAIL +  

MAN OVERBOARD + SEAWAY3/18 7:30
PM

SHPONGLE
with PHUTUREPRIMITIVE

GRAMATIK

3/22 9PM

PASSION PIT
with HOLYCHILD

TWO SHOWS!

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT W W W.QNIGHTCLUB.COM 
1426 Broadway - Seattle, WA

QNIGHTCLUB
U P C O M I N G   E V E N T S

T H U R S D AY,  M A R C H  5 T H

FRIDAYS

MARTY MAR  02/27/15 
+ DJ KUTT 2X4

D J  S U P A G I  03/06/15

MARTY MAR  03/13/15 
+ DJ KUTT

D J  H E N S K I  03/20/15

ICON

WEDNESDAYS

L I N D S A Y  L O W E N D  03/04/15

H A Y D E N  J A M E S  04/01/15

S T W O  04/08/15

A N N I E  M A C  04/15/15

SATURDAYS

P A R T Y S Q U A D  03/07/15

S N B R N  03/14/15

L E  Y O U T H  03/21/15

J O D Y  W I S T E R N O F F  05/30/15

THURSDAYS

JACKMASTER 02/26/15

DJ DAN  03/05/15

KLANGK ARUSSELL 03/12/15

FELIX DA HOUSECAT 03/19/15

J. PHLIP 04/02/15

TALE OF US 04/09/15

http://www.qnightclub.com/
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THEESATISFACTION Stasia “Stas” Irons is born in Tacoma! Catherine “Cat” Harris-
White learns how to wink in Hawaii.

I f you have no idea who THEESatisfaction are, then you must 
be very new to this town. But even if you are a recent inhabitant 

of the 206, Stasia “Stas” Irons and Catherine “Cat” Harris-White
are by no means obscure or underground. 
They are, after all, signed to Seattle’s most 
internationally recognized label, Sub Pop, are 
regularly reviewed on sites like Pitchfork, 
are soon to tour with veteran rock mavens 
Sleater-Kinney, and have worked very close-
ly with Ishmael Butler, who, as a member 
of the Grammy-winning Digable Planets, 

secured a place in hi-
phop’s canon in the 
early ’90s. Had you 
come to Seattle fi ve 
years ago, however, 
there was every good 

reason not to know the name THEESatis-
faction; indeed, many who lived here were 
also in the dark about the duo. Stas and 
Cat’s music was then known and cherished 
only by a few who were hip to the happen-
ings at Hidmo, an Eritrean restaurant that 
served as a cultural center and hiphop hub 
and sadly closed its doors in 2010.

Back in those early days, the days of the 
duo’s fi rst and self-released album, Snow 
Motion (2009), no one would have imag-
ined that THEESatisfaction would go so 
far, releasing two albums on Sub Pop—the 
fi rst of which, awE naturalE, was unques-
tionably the best 206 hiphop album of 2012, 
and the latest of which, EarthEE (released 
February 24), is a richly and boldly pro-
duced work of neo-Afrocentric sonic fi ction 
with contributions from the likes of Meshell 
Ndegeocello. Yes, they have come a long way. 
But that very fact brings up a good question: 
Exactly where did THEESatisfaction come 
from? Where were they born? Did they 
grow up together, and if not, where did they 

fi rst meet? They certainly did not enter the 
scene in 2009 from the nothingness that the 
universe seems to have exploded from 13.5 
billion years ago. Stas and Cat have a his-
tory, a past, a beginning. What was it? Well, 
it goes a little something like this.

The place Stas came into life is Tacoma, 
Washington. This happened in 1985.

The place Cat came into life is San Francisco, 

THEE History
A Photographic Timeline of How 
THEESatisfaction Came to Be

BY CHARLES MUDEDE

California. This happened in 1986. A year 
later, her family moved to Hawaii.

Stas attended a private Christian school, 
Peoples Christian School—which is now 
Cascade Christian Academy—from pre-
school to third grade. She was one of the few 
black kids in her school. And what she most 
remembers about the experience is the day 
she had to learn a song called “Please Don’t 
Send Me to Africa.”

The lyrics: “Oh Lord I am your will-
ing servant/You know that I have been for 
years/I’m here in this pew every Sunday and 
Wednesday/I’ve stained it with many a tear/
I’ve given you years of my service/And I’ve 
always given my best/And I’ve never asked 
you for anything much/So Lord I deserve 
this…”

The odd tune is by Scott Wesley Brown, 
a contemporary Christian music songwriter. 
He was, it seems, trying to mock the true feel-
ing most middle-class white Christians have 
about being called by God to do hard mission-
ary work in the heat and dust of the Darkest 
Continent. His sense of humor did not, right-

ly, please Stas’s mother when she heard her 
little daughter singing the song. “She took me 
out of that school soon after that.”

A year after Stas moved to Seattle from Ta-
coma (“vastly different places”), Cat moved 
from Hawaii’s main island to Seattle (1997). 
Not long after she settled, Cat attended 

THEESatisfaction
w/Gifted Gab
Thurs Feb 26, Neumos, 
8 pm, $12 adv, 21+

SCENE AND 
HEARD
MUSIC NEWS FROM THE 
206 AND BEYOND

BY DAVE SEGAL

NEW CHOP SUEY OWNERS FACE 
PRESSURE TO CHANGE VENUE NAME
With new owners taking over Capitol 
Hill venue Chop Suey, some in Seattle’s 
music community think it’s time for a 
name change. One such musician is Andy 
Panda of My Parade (who dub them-
selves “An all People of Color dance punk 
band”). In late January, Panda wrote a 
letter to one of Chop Suey’s owners, Bri-
anna Rettig, outlining why he thinks the 
club should get a new name and change 
its decor. In it, Panda wrote, “I and many 
other people I know love the acts that 
have come through Chop Suey over the 
years. However, many of us have avoided 
going to the venue because of the racial 
implications that the name and theme 
have. As a Chinese person, seeing fake 
Chinese decor in a club that is not owned 
by Chinese people makes my heart sink. 
No one should have to see their own 
race caricatured in a venue that hosts so 
many great touring bands.” Panda added 
that the name Chop Suey “comes from a 
time of real racism, hatred, and violence 
towards Asian Americans.”

A devil’s advocate might tell Panda and 
his supporters to chill out: The decor is just 
kitsch, and the neologism “chop suey” has 
been assimilated into mainstream culture. 
In the grand scheme of social injustices, 
this is pretty minor. He disagrees. “I just 
see this as a real opportunity for the new 
ownership to make a quick and ef-
fective change in the way that racism 
persists today. Just looking at the support 
that my letter received over the last couple 
of weeks, it’s clear that people realize that 
subtle forms of racism still exist and that 
it’s important to keep talking about how 
it still affects people today.” Rettig did not 
respond to an interview request. Judging 
from a recent Chop Suey press release, it 
seems unlikely that the new owners will 
heed Panda’s request.

THE SONICS TO RELEASE FIRST ALBUM 
OF NEW MUSIC SINCE 1966
Tacoma garage-rock legends the Sonics 
will be releasing This Is the Sonics, their 
fi rst collection of new songs since 
1966’s Boom, on March 31 via Revox 

Records. Renowned Detroit producer 
Jim Diamond (White Stripes, Fleshtones, 
Dirtbombs) worked the boards for the 
album. The current group features three 
members from the classic lineup—key-
boardist/vocalist Gerry Roslie, guitarist/
vocalist Larry Parypa, and saxophonist/
harmonica player/vocalist Rob Lind—plus 
bassist Freddie Dennis (the Kingsmen), 
and drummer Dusty Watson (Dick Dale, 
Agent Orange). The one track from This 
Is the Sonics that I’ve heard, “Bad Betty,” 
is patented PNW high-energy rock 
and roll, and the Sonics’ unhinged, fi ery 
spirit turns it into a deathless adrenaline 
rush. The release party happens April 2 at 
the Moore Theatre, with Mudhoney and 
guests supporting. ■

The Sonics

Exactly where did 
THEESatisfaction come 
from? Where were they 
born? Where did they 

fi rst meet?  

MUSIC
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COMING UP

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT 
MOE BAR AND ETIX.COM

925 E. PIKE STREET,  SEATTLE, WA  
NEUMOS.COM  THEBARBOZA.COM

PIKESTFISHFRY.COM

WEEKLY FRIDAY & SATURDAY DANCE 
NIGHTS FROM 10:30PM TO CLOSE

THURSDAY 2/26

THEESATISFACTION
“EARTHEE” ALBUM RELEASE

GIFTED GAB + DJ MURSI

FRIDAY 2/27

CHRONIXX AND 
THE ZINCFENCE 

REDEMPTION
KELISSA + KEZNAMDI 

SATURDAY 2/28

SANDRIDER + KINSKI
BLOOD DRUGS

SATURDAY 3/7

THEOPHILUS 
LONDON 

FATHER + DJ SWERVEWON 

SUNDAY 3/8

SWERVEDRIVER
GATEWAY DRUGS

SATURDAY 2/28

SANDRIDER + KINSKI
BLOOD DRUGS

WEDNESDAY 3/11

THE DODOS 
SPRINGTIME CARNIVORE + POSSE

THURSDAY 3/12

THE POP GROUP 
SATURDAY 3/14

TRASH TALK + RATKING 
LEE BANNON

MONDAY 3/16

ANDREA GIBSON
HOLLY MIRANDA

SATURDAY 3/21

TYRONE WELLS 
DOMINIC BALLI + EMILY HEARN

THURSDAY 2/26

TOM EDDY
ALBUM RELEASE
SHUCKS + INGS

FRIDAY 2/27

KAWEHI
WHITNEY LYMAN + ZOYA 

SATURDAY 2/28

JMSN 
ROCHELLE JORDAN + DEVON BALDWIN 

WEDNESDAY 3/4

CHIMUNRENGA 
RENAISSANCE

DJ CHIEF BOIMA + MALITIA MALIMOB

 2/24 Machine Head • 3/6 Kindness • 3/9 Wolf 
Alice • 3/13 Holy Esque • 3/14 My Cartoon 
Heart • 3/20 Hank & Cupcakes • 3/21 Blyss + 
The Knast • 3/26 Geographer • 3/27 Viet Cong 
(Sold Out) • 3/27 Of Montreal • 3/28 Craft 
Spells • 3/28 Public Service Broadcasting • 
3/29 Slow Bird + The Velvet Teen • 3/31 Tobias 
Jesso Jr • 4/1 Satin Jackets • 4/2 Jeremy 
Enigk • 4/3 Ages and Ages • 4/3 Andrew 
Jackson Jihad • 4/4 COHO • 4/4 La Luz • 
4/5 Ibeyi • 4/8 IAMSU • 4/9 The Hooky’s 

*JUST ANNOUNCED*
*ON SALE FRIDAY!*

www.TAkEwARNINgpRESENTS.COm 
www.facebook.com/takewarningpresents  

twitter @takewarningsea

TickeTs @ www.TakewarningpresenTs.com

ThURSDAY mAY 28Th  
@ ShOwbOx SODO

STREETLIGHT 
MANIFESTO

Dan Potthast,  
sycamore smith

all ages (bar w/ iD) - 8:30 Pm

FRIDAY FEbRUARY 27Th  
@ ThE VERA pROJECT

THE TRAGIC 
THRILLS

(members of allstar weekenD)

traPPer schoePP, Dylan 

yuste, w/ guests
all ages - $10 aDv / $12 Day of 

show - 7:00 Pm

FRIDAY mARCh 6Th  
@ ThE VERA pROJECT

KEVIN DEVINE  
& THE GOD-
DAMN BAND

DaDs, fielD mouse,  

District
all ages - $13 aDv / $16 Day of 

show - 7:00 Pm

U&c: 3/20 SwimmerS @ Vera Project,  
3/25 From indian LakeS @ Vera Project,  

3/31 riVer city extenSion @ Vera Project,  
4/8 Bane @ eL corazon, 4/11 Strung out @ eL 
corazon, 4/17 tigerS jaw @ the Vera Project, 

4/20 deFeater @ eL corazon

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.TAkEwARNINgpRESENTS.COm
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.facebook.com/takewarningpresents
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.TakewarningpresenTs.com
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McClure Middle School. A few months in, 
she began to notice that a certain teacher 
would never give her good grades no mat-
ter how hard she worked. Everything she 
handed in returned with a D. This teacher 
was not white, but black. The situation got 
so bad that Cat’s mother finally showed up 
at the school one day and had a meeting with 
this particular teacher, desperate to know 
what she, as a mother, could do to improve 
her daughter’s grades. The teacher was ap-
parently very frank and told Cat’s mother 
that because of her daughter’s skin color, it 
wasn’t good for her to excel as a student, as 
that would raise her expectations. The soci-
ety she lived in did not reward black girls 
who worked hard or had good grades. It 
was better for Cat to appreciate this fact 
right away and not live with illusions. Cat 
then transferred to Hamilton International 
Middle School.

Stas and Cat met in 2005 while the former 
was attending the University of Washington 
and the latter Cornish College of the Arts. 
Cat: “Cornish is a very small school, so they 
didn’t have a lot of the different student 
groups that the bigger schools have. I used to 
go to UW because they had a black students 
union and an LBGT community.” Cat began 
hanging out at the Ethnic Cultural Center, 
which had an open mic night. It was here Stas 
first saw Cat, and the seed for THEESatis-
faction was planted.

Stas: “I used to go [to the open mic] to 
make fun of the poetry, but then I started 
reading my own poetry. Cat was there all 
the time, singing and dancing. We vibed off 
of that. Eventually, we joined with the house 
band [from the open mic night] and formed 
Question, a neo-soul cover band. We had a ka-
zoo player [none other than 10-4 Roger—the 
man who would later produce THEESatis-
faction’s ‘Cabin Fever Sweet Love’], a rapper, 
and a guy who would stand up and make 
political statements. He didn’t attend any of 
the schools.” The band broke up after a year. 
Stas and Cat graduated in 2008.

THEESatisfaction came to life in 2008 af-
ter Stas returned from a three-month trip to 
South Africa. Stas: “I was looking for a name 
for my MySpace profile and was not happy with 
any of the names that came to mind, and so I 
just called myself THEESatisfaction. And Cat 
was like, ‘That’s a great name for a band. We 
should call ourselves that.’ And we did.” That’s 
Weird was their first mixtape as THEESatis-
faction. It has nine tracks that were recorded 
in a closet in a house on 23rd and Madison. 
Cat: “We called it the madhouse—it had rats 

and was crowded with people.”

THEESatisfaction’s first proper show hap-
pened in the fall of 2008 at an event for queer 
artists of color at Langston Hughes Perform-
ing Arts Institute.

Cat: “We worked at Costco on Fourth Avenue 
between 2008 and 2009 and we hated it.”

THEESatisfaction’s first album, Snow Mo-
tion, which came out in August of 2009, 
essentially emerged from Ladies’ Night, an 
all-female rap and spoken-word night at Hid-
mo. Snow Motion’s release party also took 
place at Hidmo.

It happened like this in the fall of 2009: 
The local artist Maikoiyo Alley-Barnes is 
eating at Plum Bistro, a vegan restaurant 
near 12th and Pike, when he sees Cat and 
Stas walking down the street. He leaves 
the restaurant in an instant and intro-
duces himself to the two. He says that he 
saw them open for the Swedish band Little 
Dragon at Nectar Lounge. He tells them 
they are amazing. He invites them to the 
opening of his art gallery, pun(c)tuation. 
They accept the offer, attend the opening, 
and are introduced to Alley-Barnes’s close 
friend Ishmael Butler, who earlier that year 
released two CDs as Shabazz Palaces with 
Tendai Maraire (a master mbira player and 
rapper). Stas: “It was crazy meeting Ish. 

Thursday, February 26th
CROSSBOW 

AND CATAPULTS
Steradian

Bullets or Balloons 
Yonder

9pm, $8

Friday, February 27th
TRUE HOLLAND

Watch for Horses
9pm, $10

Saturday, February 28th
GUTTERMOUTH

Counterpunch
Murmurs

Kids On Fire
Suburban Vermin
9pm, $12-$15

Sunday, March 1st
VHS UBER ALLES PRESENTS:

Maniac Cop
6pm - 8pm, FREE

Monday, March 2nd
FUCK YEAH BINGO!

7pm - 9pm, FREE

Tuesday, March 3rd
FALTY AND THE DEFECTS

7pm - 9pm, FREE

www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service Sun - Tues 4pm-8pm

 9pm EVERY TUESDAY AT THE MIX IN GEORGETOWN 9pm EVERY TUESDAY AT THE MIX IN GEORGETOWN

The Mix - 6006 12th Ave. S. - Georgetown - Seattle, WA 98108

Bruce Hazen (Guitar), Alan Paisley (Bass), Steve Smith (Drums)

ECLECTIC INSTRUMENTAL ROCK COVERS AND ORIGINALS. 

THE 350sTHE 350s  NO 
COVER!

Roadies Roadies 
Delight
RecordsRecords

www.RoadiesDelightRecords.com
RoadiesDelight@yahoo.com

Recording Studio and record label for 
Seattle’s independent artists 

LIVE MUSIC • FOOD • BOOZE
No Cover until 1 Hour before show!

513 N 36th | Fremont | 632.0212
WWW.HIGHDIVESEATTLE.COM

THU
2/26

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: FUNK/SOUL/GROOVE
MARMALADE W/ FT. ARTIST OF 
THE MONTH PARZIVAL  $6/9 PM

FRI 
2/27

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: ROCK/ALTERNATIVE
THE PEOPLE NOW 
(IN 5.1 SURROUND SOUND)
MOTHER CRONE, REVEREND BEAR
$8 ADVANCE, $10 AT THE DOOR 9:30 PM

SAT
2/28

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: INDIE/ROCK
EXPLONE
PAUL LESINSKI - CD RELEASE
SWORDS FOR ARROWS  $8/9:30 PM

SUN
3/1

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: AMERICANA/INDIE
AARON LINDSTROM
ARTHUR LIPATAN, EMILY DONOHUE
GENTRI WATSON $6/8 PM

MON
3/2

ABSOLUTE KARAOKE 
WITH KJ-NOMI! $5 JAMESON DRINKS 
ALL NIGHT LONG! 
SINGING STARTS AT 9 PM! FREE/7 PM

TUE
3/3

HIGH DIVE PRESENTS: ELECTRONIC
TIM HELD
GEL-SOL, PHAEDRA $6/8 PM

WED
3/4

SKINNY DIP SEATTLE PRESENTS:
A NIGHT OF BELLY DANCE 
AND BURLESQUE
$8/8 PM

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.highlineseattle.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.RoadiesDelightRecords.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:RoadiesDelight@yahoo.com
http://www.highdiveseattle.com/
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The New Guide to Everything.
thestranger.com/events

THINGS TO READ  ▼

The New Guide to Everything.
thestranger.com/events

Cirque du Soleil’s KURIOS - Cabinet of Curiosities 
runs through March 22 at Marymoor Park in Redmond. 
Photo: Martin Girard / shootstudio.ca 
Costumes: Philippe Guillotel  ©2014 Cirque du Soleil

Today’s Events

Music

Movie Times

Theater&Dance

Comedy

Art

Readings&Talks

Food&Drink Events

Festivals

Sports

Restaurants

Bars&Clubs

Weed

THINGS TO DO  ▼
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We just stared at each other for a very 
long time. He had this fur coat on, and we 
were just amazed.”

THEESatisfaction’s first show with Sha-
bazz Palaces happened at the 2010 Stranger 
Genius Awards. THEESatisfaction covered 
two of Shabazz Palaces’ songs, and Shabazz 
Palaces covered two of THEESatisfaction’s 
songs. This is how Eric Grandy, the music 
editor of The Stranger at the time, described 
Cat and Stas’s incredible moment on the 
stage: “The female duo THEESatisfaction 
[emerged] from a thick, dark fog wear-
ing goggles and towering ebony-colored 
headdresses that looked like carved ani-
mal totems.” Those strange and wonderful 
masks were designed by Maikoiyo Alley-
Barnes and defined this new mood of 
blackness, this new form of collaboration: 
Afro-eccentricism.

Shabazz Palaces and THEESatisfaction both 
became a part of Sub Pop in 2011.

In early 2012, THEESatisfaction shot their 
first video in Brooklyn, New York. It was for 
the lead jam, “QueenS,” off their first Sub 
Pop album, awE naturalE. It was directed 
by the legendary filmmaker/activist dream 
hampton and concerns a party attended only 
by black women.

In 2013, Stas moves to Brooklyn. Cat stays 
in Seattle.

THEESatisfaction had their first of many 
Black Weirdo parties (DJs, rapping, 
dancing, a night of Afro-eccentricism) at 
Littlefield, a hiphop and jazz spot in Brook-
lyn. The size of the event’s success surprised 
Cat and Stas.

In 2012, THEESatisfaction began work-
ing on EarthEE, their second album with 
Sub Pop. Half of the album was recorded 
in Brooklyn, and the other half in Seattle at 
Black Space, a studio run by Shabazz Palac-
es and Erik Blood, a musician and producer 
THEESatisfaction first met at the Bend-It 
Festival at Cal Anderson Park in 2010. Since 
2011, Blood has worked extensively with 
THEESatisfaction.

This is THEESatisfaction on a dinosaur. This 
happens in the future. n

Comment on this story at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

 Those strange and  
wonderful masks  

defined this new mood  
of blackness, this new  

collaboration:  
Afro-eccentricism.

BRIAN O’SHEA

KELLY O

dinner & 
show

TO ENSURE THE BEST EXPERIENCE 

PLEASE ARRIVE EARLY
DOORS OPEN 1.5 HOURS PRIOR TO FIRST SHOW

ALL-AGES (BEFORE 9:30PM)

thetripledoor.net 
216 UNION STREET, SEATTLE

206.838.4333

• 2/25 danny godinez band • 2/26 james 
howard band • 2/27 peace / pereira duo / the 
d’vonne lewis trio • 2/28 theoretics • 3/1 hwy 
99 blues presents • 3/2 crossrhythm sessions 
• 3/3 singer-songwriter showcase featuring: 
bobby malvestuto (sweet jesus), traverdan and 
kirsten jimbae silva • 3/4 fundamental forces

next • 3/5 alan doyle • 3/6 martyn joseph 
• 3/7 dead combo • 3/8 john gorka • 3/9 
a cedar suede w/ maiah manser • 3/11 - 15 
house of thee unholy • 3/16 home sweet 
home • 3/18 kim simmonds and savoy 
brown • 3/19 - 21 los lobos • 3/22 ewan 
dobson • 3/24 red baraat • 3/26 iris dement 
w/ pieta brown • 3/27 & 28 ed kowalcyzk 
• 3/29 johnny a • 3/31 helio sequence 

WED/FEBRUARY 25 • 7:30PM

hapa

THU/FEBRUARY 26 • 7:30PM

tommy castro

FRI/FEBRUARY 27 • 8PM

ian mcferon  
w/ josh clauson

SAT/FEBRUARY 28 • 8PM

crystal bowersox 
w/ lizzie weber

SUN/MARCH 1 • 7:30PM

penny & sparrow

MON/MARCH 2 • 7:30PM

lúnasa  

TUE/MARCH 3 • 7:30PM

trace bundy

WED/MARCH 4 • 7:30PM 
JAZZED SOUNTRACK TO THE FUTURE

jon batiste &  
stay human 

THU 2/26 - 7pm

Victory Music Open Mic
FRI 2/27 - 8pm

Those Guys
SAT 2/28 - 7pm

Rabbit Stew
Square Dance Night

SAT 3/7 - 7:30pm

Frank Anderson
SUN 3/8 - 4pm

Goh Kurosawa
Spring Beast World Tour

3510 STONE WAY N   SEATTLE, WA 
(206) 420-4435 • stonewaycafe.com

Fri, Feb 27th • 9pm

BLACK 
HISTORY

MONTH BASH

Great food & drinks!  
$5 cover • 21 & up.

Live Music: 
SAWES JONES

VICTROLA THE BAND
DJ GENERATION

PHOENIX 
CAFE 

4864 Beacon Ave. S. 
Seattle WA, 98108

206-420-3609 

LIVE MUSIC
NEVER A COVER!

All Shows @ 9:30 PM

FEBRUARY 26 
KITT BENDER

Rock

FEBRUARY 27 
RED

FEBRUARY 28 
DYNAMITE SUPREME 

Rock
Every Tue: Open-Mic hosted by Levi Said

Every Wed: Two Buck Chuck

2125 Queen Anne Ave N
206.283.4548
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Metal Is Inherently 
Absurd

But That Doesn’t Mean It’s a 
Joke—Just Ask Mutoid Man

BY BRIAN COOK

W hile Beck was subjected 
to the most high-profile 
criticism regarding the legit-

imacy of 2015’s Grammy winners, there was 
a large contingent of armchair Kanyes who 
were even more irate over the best metal per-
formance award going to rock lampooners 
Tenacious D. Heavy metal is serious busi-
ness, so why would a comedy duo deserve to 
win over luminaries like Motör-
head, Mastodon, and Anthrax? 
Granted, most metal fans would 
concede that their favorite bands 
can veer into dubiously campy 
realms, but there is a hard line between the-
atrics and irony. Theatrics are at the heart of 
metal; irony is for suckers. But some heavy 
bands manage to find a self-aware middle 
ground where they can acknowledge the ab-
surdity of metal while still taking the music 
seriously. Cheeky heavyweights like Torche 
and Big Business may not be overtly menac-
ing, yet they seem far more earnest than the 
legions of longhairs with spiked 
gauntlets and witchy motifs. We 
need more Fucking Champs, less 
Steel Panthers.

Seattle’s Mutoid Man also 
occupy this self-aware middle 
ground, and they’ve fortified 
the territory. Originating as 
a duo comprising Ben Koller 
and Steve Brodsky, the project 
was far less serious than either 
member’s more established 
bands. Koller has drummed 
for Boston hardcore legends 
Converge ever since their vit-
riolic, betrayal-themed 2001 
album Jane Doe. Brodsky is 
the guitarist and vocalist for 
the ever-evolving space-rock/
art-metal juggernaut Cave In. 
It was actually during Cave In’s 
tour cycle in support of Perfect 
Pitch Black that Brodsky and Koller first 
jammed together, with the Converge drum-
mer filling in after the temporary departure 
of Cave In’s J.R. Conners. Seven years lat-
er, both Brodsky and Koller wound up living 
in the Brooklyn neighborhood of Green-
point and began playing together again. 
“In the beginning, we 
were sending demos 
back and forth under 
the name Narcoleptic 
Beagle,” says Brodsky. 
“So it was kinda silly to 
start with, and I think 
that’s because it was 
just the two of us and 
we didn’t know what was gonna happen. 
Was this a band? Was this a project? What 
were we even gonna do with these songs we 
were writing?”

There was little preliminary discus-
sion about Mutoid Man’s direction, other 
than the two friends wanted to build upon 
the playfully frantic musicianship of bands 
like Lightning Bolt and Mastodon. “And of 
course, I was a fan of Converge,” Brodsky 
adds, “and Ben was a fan of Cave In, and 
I think we both try to extract our favorite 
parts from each other’s bands.” But the 

development of Mutoid Man was a gradual 
process. The duo recorded their debut al-
bum, Helium Head, in their practice space, 
eventually recruiting bassist Nick Cageao 
to round things out for their first batch of 
shows. “Every step along the way it became 
a bit more actualized, but we also never took 
it too seriously.” This attitude is evident 
in the band’s live set, where Brodsky pep-

pers between-song banter with 
impromptu guitar solos, Koller 
tosses in gratuitous stick tricks in 
the middle of 300 bpm drum fills, 
and Cageao gleefully hammers on 

one of his gaudy ’80s hair-metal basses—all 
three members look uncharacteristically 
ecstatic while they try to keep up with each 
other. “I’m just trying to make sure my 
hands are doing the right thing and my 
mouth is making the right words. Especially 
playing with Ben—once he starts, you just 
grab the ropes and try to hold on. The whole 
thing is so ridiculous that the only way to get 

through it is with a smile on my face.”
The absurdity of Mutoid Man’s chops 

was enough to elevate the side project into a 
real band. Helium Head—with its cartoon-
ish cover art of stoned turtles and a vulture 
rock band playing on a bed of psychedelic 
mushrooms—landed on numerous year-end 

lists. Heavy-metal fans 
were impressed; record 
labels were interested. 
And while things have 
gotten serious for the 
trio, the band itself is 
still casual. “I’m always 
interested in seeing the 
human side of a musi-

cian peek through. I need more than just 
dark images, unreadable band logos, and 
scowling faces. The older I get, the harder 
it is for me to buy into that pose.” So while 
Seattle audiences should be braced for some 
serious frenzied riffage at their Sunset Tav-
ern show, they shouldn’t expect any bleak 
theatrics. “If I’m playing a Mutoid Man show, 
it’s the best part of my day,” says Brodsky. 
“Why hide it?” n

Comment on stoned turtles at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

Mutoid Man
w/Wild Throne

Wed March 4, Sunset, 
8 pm, $3, 21+

“I need more than just 
dark images, unread-
able band logos, and 

scowling faces.”

MUTOID MAN  Formerly known as Narcoleptic Beagle. 
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ALL SHOWS / ALL AGES BAR W/ID UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 

 JUST OFF 1ST AVE SOUTH - 110 S. HORTON
More Info 206-286-1312 or www.studioseven.us

ALL EVENT TICKETS AVAILABLE THRU  
WWW.ETIX.COM AND STUDIO 7 BOX OFFICE

2/27 KANDYLAND 3/14 JAR OF FLIES, MOTORBREATH, 

UNCHAINED 3/15 Q5 3/29 ALLEGION 4/1 WEEDEATER 

4/20 CLONEAPALOOZA’S 420 SMOKER TOUR 5/12 

FASTER PUSSYCAT 5/15 THE REZILLOS, KID CONGO 

5/30 BUBBLE BOBBLE 6/5 THAT METAL SHOW

UP & COMING   UP & COMING  

 Sat March 7th

NEW SEATTLE RAP CALLS 
OUT MACKLEMORE
A smidge past a half-decade and a couple it-
erations back, you may recall that there was 
a group of acts dubiously lumped together 
as the “third wave” of Seattle hiphop. I re-
member the knowing half-joke among some 
of that wave’s components held that “the 
girls”—who were also a part of the so-called 
“wave”—were going to “leave us all in 
the dust.” The “girls” in question would be 
Stas and Cat, of course, Sub Pop recording 
artists THEESatisfaction. And yeah, there 
never was any doubt—not on my part at 
least—that they were going to do just that.

Now internationally known and locally 
revered, they released their second album 
for Sub Pop, EarthEE, on February 24. While 
packing no instant-getter like “QueenS” 
from 2012’s awE naturalE, the record (which 
features Shabazz Palaces’ Palaceer Lazaro, 
Porter Ray, Tay Sean, Erik Blood, and 

Meshell Ndegeo-
cello) is warmer, 
deeper, a bold 
chamber of self-
produced black 
feminist sci-fi 
self-care quite un-
like anything else 
out. Catch them 

touring this spring with their labelmates, 
the veteran rockers Sleater-Kinney. In 
the meanwhile, Stas and Cat will celebrate 
their album release at Neumos on Thursday, 
February 26, with Gifted Gab.

To today’s point, though: EarthEE’s Pal-
aceer-featuring “Blandland,” in its greater 
narrative about the co-opting of hiphop 
and black culture in general, features semi-
veiled jabs at a specific (“him?”) bouncing, 
culture-stealing MC—clearly meant to be 
Macklemore. The tone is more fatigued 
and bemused than venomous, but feels 
potent, especially coming from the last 
Grammy-winning rapper from Seattle—also, 
incidentally, young Mack’s first favorite MC.

Then there would be Raz Simone, 
who, in the month since Cognitive Dis-
sonance Pt. 2 dropped, has put up three 
new videos: “Macklemore & Chief Keef,” 
“Drake and Macklemore’s Platform,” and 
a song over Drake’s “No Tellin’.” With 
those songs’ titles so pointedly named, it 
would seem that Raz is either SEO-trolling 
for play counts and blog placements, or 
has legitimate concerns about the state of 
the art form and folks up on that platform, 
including his neighbor.

As for that “Platform” video: it features a 
1994 interview from 2Pac speaking truth as 
only Pac could. Having aligned himself with 
that message, Raz, wraithlike on a Vegas 
rooftop, goes in with some ice-cold but non-
specific sucka-sniping—until about four and 
a half minutes in. “Mix-A-Lot gave you the 
torch,” Raz growls, “But 2Pac gave me the 
crown/It was your year last year/But it’s my 
shit now.” Okay, that’s pretty specific. 
As are the bars on “Chief Keef” where he 
notes the irony of Mack’s “White Privilege,” 
insists that Mack owes his city and his fans 
something, then wonders exactly what.

Whatever the ideas or ideals are behind 
these darts, there’s one thing that they cer-
tainly were, and that’s inevitable. Now what? 
Will there be a response? This is the sort of 
thing I used to live for on the old Seattle-rap 
internets, but my taste for that good peanut-
gallery popcorn has kinda subsided. S’all 
butter, though; at least it’s poppin’. n

MY 
PHILOSOPHY 
HIPHOP YA DON'T STOP

BY LARRY MIZELL JR.

C aribou’s plush, outré grooves push 
and pull with freak magnetism. 
Creator/conductor Dan Snaith is a 

drummer, and his songs are governed by that 
drummer mind, no matter how off-the-wall 
the compositions and sounds get. Tracks ring-
ing with digital elements like “Mars” and “All 
I Ever Need” gravitate back 
to Snaith’s hand-played touch. 
Our Love is Caribou’s first 
album in four years. Snaith’s 
cozy falsetto vocals report on 
emotional heartache and obses-
sion. It’s an unorthodox funk mode that dials 
up the pomp of a late-’70s cruise-ship dance 
floor. You’re out there, flush with the captain’s 
Dom Perignon, feeling the red candy lights 
glowing up from below. “Back Home” comes 
on as the boat slowly rolls down the back side 
of a wave. Damn, did the captain slip you a 
’lude? Snaith spoke from Adelaide, Australia. 
Neither one of us was on a ship.

How’s Adelaide? I’ve been informed by 
several people that there’s not much to do in 
Adelaide, which seems unfair.

Have you ever played a show in a nun-
nery? Or a morgue? No, but I once played 
in an active brothel in Bogotá. There was a 
16-year-old who snuck backstage to try to 

get me to sign her breast, which I did not 
do. She also thought our sound engineer was 
my mom and insisted we all take a picture 
together. The honest truth is that the day-to-
day reality of a Caribou tour is enjoyable, the 
shows are great, and we all get along really 
well for the vast majority of the time. We’re 
not very wild.

In the video for “Our Love,” does the 
woman walk into the water at the end? Is 
that her dead husband in the bed upstairs 
in the house? I know you might want to 
leave it up to the viewer to interpret, but 
forget that. These are largely questions for 
the director, Ryan Staake. I’m almost certain, 
however, that it is her deceased husband up-
stairs. The same person you see in his youth 
in the flashback. I think it’s intentionally am-
biguous, but I think the idea is that, yes, she 
drowns herself in the lake at the end of the 
film. See what you did there? You’ve taken all 
the ambiguity and magic out of it [laughs].

Did you have input on the video with the 
director? We got loads of pitches from people 
for this video, and also ones for “Can’t Do 
Without You,” and by and large they felt like 
they had nothing at all to do with the themes 
on the record. At the last minute, though, we 
got this treatment from Ryan, and it was as 

if he’d been reading my mind. 
One of the themes, for me, is 
about how our love relationships 
change as we age, particularly as 
we become old. Fine, I’m having 
a midlife crisis [laughs]. Ryan 

somehow intuited that. I didn’t give him input 
except to say, “That’s amazing, please make 
the video!”

Please talk about your synth bass sound 
on that song. The older woman is so stoic 
and expressionless, yet the bass sounds 
have a club slap to them. Was that on pur-
pose? I definitely didn’t want the video to 
be your standard club-music type party on 
a beach, bikinis, casual implied misogyny, et 
cetera. We got enough of those proposals. 
The bass sound is straight out of a Juno-106, 
which is very easy to program. Jessy Lanza 
had stayed at our place in London when she 
was on tour, and I was looking for another 
poly-synth, as I was in a bit of a rut. She sold 
me that one—and within a week or two, I’d 
made three new tracks.

You’ve said Our Love is an album “for ev-
eryone.” How does that translate to sound? 
More accessible dance beats? It’s not really 
for everyone, but it was intended for every-
one who was into my album Swim. The way 
that album was received really took me aback. 
People connected with it in a way that was 
much more palpable—a broader spectrum of 
people, not just music nerds like me, were into 
it, and it embedded itself in their lives. I liked 
the idea that my music would travel like that, 
but I’d never made music with that purpose.

You have a doctorate in mathematics, 
I believe. In what ways does your study 
of mathematics manifest in your music? 
Drumming and percussion are pretty much 
math, right? This is what most people think. 
You’re talking about counting and maybe 
rudimentary arithmetic. I think it’s pretty 
funny that people imagine that mathemati-
cians sit in universities, counting. However, 
I can empathize, because mathematics is so 
opaque—as evidenced by it being impossible 
to define overconvergent Siegel modular 
forms in layman’s terms [laughs]. It’s hard 
for people to get a sense of what mathematics 
is about, and general mathematics education 
is poor, focusing on the rote and tedious rath-
er than the revelatory and inspiring.

What are the joys of math, if you had to 
say? Is solving a really hard equation simi-
lar to sex at all? Are endorphins released? 
Endorphins are released, yes. But I would 
caution you about being too reductive. I know 
journalism is a narrowing chasm of click-bait 
trash, but knowing nothing about you, I think 
you are above that [laughs]… n

Read the rest of this interview at
THESTRANGER.COM/MUSIC

“Fine, I’m Having 
a Midlife Crisis”

Caribou’s Dan Snaith Comes to 
Terms with Being Accessible

BY TRENT MOORMAN

Caribou
w/Koreless

Wed March 4, Showbox  
at the Market, 7:30 and  

11 pm, $22–$27, all ages

THOMAS NEUKUM

CARIBOU Dan Snaith in the tall grass.

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.studioseven.us
http://www.etix.com/
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On Sale Now at StrangerTickets.com

PUZZLE 
BREAK # 3

Fridays, Saturdays 
& Sundays

Puzzle Break 
Seattle Studio D

CHAINBER BREAK
Tue, Thu, Sat & Sun
@Enigma Studio

Gary 
Wenk: 
How Food 
Affects the 
Brain

Thursday, 
Feb. 26 at
Town Hall Saturday, Feb. 28 -- Royal Room

En Canto 
Brazilian Orchestra

Les Enfants & 
Los Ninos de Seattle 
Annual Spring Auction 

Sat, Feb. 28 Spring Street Center

˜

COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER

THE ROYAL OUI
GABRIEL MINTZ

SAT
FEB 28

Sunday, March 1
Unicorn - Narwhal

Friday, March 13 - Chop Suey's Grand Opening ft.

DEAD MOONwith Girl Trouble

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4 at THE RENDEZVOUS

HOLLOW WOOD
SAN JUAN, SILVER TORCHES

2200 2ND AVE H CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOx OFFICE
H MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM H

2/25
wednesday

Lee De Wyze
Leslie DiNicola
All Ages

2/26
thursday

Machinedrum
7777777, Jimi Jaxon
All Ages

2/27
friday

KEXP’s Seek and Destroy & Infinite Productions Presents:

Old Man Gloom
Coliseum
21+

2/28
saturday

Thomas Jack
m.O.N.R.O.E., DJ Hojo (Customs)
All Ages

2/28
saturday

Taylor McFerrin (Brainfeeder) @ Lofi
Navvi
21+

3/2
monday

KEXP & The Crocodile Present::

Daniel Lanois
Rocco Deluca, Matt Bishop (of Hey Marseilles)
All Ages

up & coming EVERY MOnDaY & TUESDaY LIQUID COURaGE KaRaOKE  3/4 FaShaWn 3/6 PRhYME (DJ PREMIER & ROYCE 
Da 5’9”) 3/8 PaSSPORT aPPROVED 3/10 FRnKIERO & ThE CELLaBRaTIOn 3/11 BaMBU 3/18 a PLaCE TO BURY STRanGERS 
3/20 hURRaY FOR ThE RIFF RaFF 3/21 TURQUOISE JEEP 3/24 ThE DOnKEYS @ ThE SUnSET 3/26 KITTY, DaISY & LEWIS 
3/27 JOE PUG 3/28 ThE MOWGLI’S 3/28 MaTThEW E. WhITE @ ThE SUnSET 3/29 ShaPRECE 4/1 JEFF ThE BROThERhOOD

fe
at

ur
ed

Fri 4/17

BOOMBOx

Sun 3/29
SLOw BiRD &  

THE VELVET TEEN 
@ BaRBOza 

Thu 4/2

SaiNT 
MOTEL

SOLD OUT

http://www.thecrocodile.com/
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TIMES LISTED ARE SHOW TIMES. 
DOORS OPEN 30-60 MINUTES BEFORE.

Thu February 26th
FAMILY REUNION: THE MUSIC OF 
UNCLE TUPELO, WILCO, & SON VOLT  
FEATURING

GANGES RIVER BAND,
FREDD LUONGO, 
MASSY FERGUSON, 
RED JACKET MINE
& MORE
Benefits MusiCares         8pm - $12

Fri February 27th
SOULFUL PSYCH ROCK

HOWLIN RAIN
THE BLANK TAPES
LONESOME SHACK

 9pm - $12/$15

Mon March 2nd  
& Tue March 3rd 
HOCKEY TALKTERS SHOWCASE 
2 NIGHTS FEATURING

DANNY NEWCOMB & 
THE SUGARMAKERS
STEREO EMBERS, THE PINK SLIPS
THE YOUNG EVILS
STARANNA (SOLO), THE
ROCKFORDS PLUS SPECIAL GUESTS

8pm - $15/$20

2/28 LANGHORNE SLIM *SOLD OUT* H 3/4 THE DISTRICTS 
H 3/6 THE TWILIGHT SAD H 3/7 HOT BUTTERED RUM H 
3/9 SQUARE DANCE W/ THE TALLBOYS H 3/11 JULIANA 
HATFIELD 3 H 3/12 THAT 1 GUY H 3/13 FLAMIN GROOVIES

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK,
TWITTER & TUMBLR

Thu March 5th
NOLA ROADHOUNDS

REBIRTH 
Brass Band

Two Shows: 7PM & 10PM - $25/$30

 

Tuesday’s Wednesday’s

Wed
2/25 
8pm

Mamma’s cave
Presents: GOTHIC
TROPIC // LUCY (L.A.)
// SPIRIT AWARD //
BAD MOTIVATORS

Thu
2/26 
9pm

BLUe POSeIDOn
Yikesu

Fri 
2/27 
9pm

JOSePHIne BeneFIT 
with GeIST &  
THe SACReD enSeMBLe, 
BOne CAVe BALLeT, 
FUTURe FRIDAYS, 
WeReBeARCAT

Sat 
2/28
9PM

The Crocodile Presents: 
TAYLOR MCFeRRIn
(Brainfeeder,
Bobby McFerrin’s 
Son), w/ navvi 
$12 ADV / $15 DOS
8pm Doors / 21+

Sun 
3/1
8PM

THe CLASSICAL
Vox Vespertinus, 
Sunyata, Guest  $7

UPCOMInG: TUe 3/3 Stop Biting

 
Nectar LouNge

412 N 36th St
206.632.2020

www.nectarlounge.com

2.26 Thursday (Rock & Roll/Blues)
2Nd aNNuaL FLaKe FeSt
The Quick & Easy Boys, The Davanos, 
Spare Rib & Bluegrass Sauce
$10adv, 7pm Show, 21+

2.27 Friday (AfroBeat)
aLPHa YaYa dIaLLo
Cordaviva, Kouyate Orchestra & Kader 
Aek, DJ Darek Mazzone (KEXP)
$13adv, 8pm, 21+

2.28 Saturday (Bollywood)
JaI Ho! HoLI HaI
Festival of Colors featuring DJ Prashant
$15adv, 8pm, 21+

3.1 Sunday (Acoustic/Singer/Songwriter)
MIcHaeL KIrKPatrIcK
theZim & Arock, Science!, RL Heyer
$5adv / $10dos, 8pm, 21+

3.2 Monday (Weekly Jam)
Mo’ JaM MoNdaYS
Where Seattle Musicians Come To Jam
NO COVER, 9pm doors, 21+

3.3 Tuesday (Reggae/World)
goNdWaNa (cHILe)
The Cumbieros, Peacemaker Nation
$15adv, 8pm, 21+

3.5 Thursday (Americana/Bluegrass)
Scott LaW BaNd
HeNHouSe ProWLerS
each performing a pair of alternating sets!!
$10adv / $15dos, 8:30pm show, 21+

3.6 Jimmy Weeks Project 3.7 Clinton Fearon 
3.10 Warren G 3.12 Beardyman 3.13 Poor 
Man’s Whiskey 3.14 Marco Benevento 

Wednesday 2/25
Lucy, Gothic Tropic, Spirit 
Award, Bad Motivators
(Lo-Fi) LA’s Gothic Tropic live up to their name, deco-
rating their brand of laid-back indie pop with ripples 
of distorted sunshine, like graying out to a Xanax 
under a neon sunset. Lucy are also on tour from LA 
and complement Gothic Tropic with a similarly chill 
approach to teal and pink pop music. With the key-
board grunge of Seattle space cadets Bad Motiva-
tors, and Spirit Award, who have a nice band name 
but have yet to make any tracks available online 
(coming very soon, they say). EMILY NOKES

Thursday 2/26
Crown Hill Repeater, RM 
Francis, Your City Sleeps
(Kremwerk) See Data Breaker, page 45.

Machinedrum, 7777777, Jimi Jaxon
a (Crocodile) With tracks that are beatific and manic 
in equal measure, Machinedrum is one of the rare 
electronic musicians able to put on a show that not 
only matches the intensity and craftsmanship of his 
records, but actually tops the experience of listening 
at home. The fact that he brings along a drummer 
able to maintain hyper-detailed 150-bpm breakbeats 
for an hour-plus certainly doesn’t hurt. One of the 
foremost producers working the intersection of juke, 
jungle, and UK bass music, Machinedrum (aka Travis 
Stewart) has been on a hot streak for the past five 
years or so. From the spliced-up R&B machinations of 

breakthrough release Room(s) to the melodic effer-
vescence found on quasi-concept album Vapor City, 
Stewart seems to be moving toward a more organic, 
“live-band” feel with recent releases like “Safed” and 
his remix of Kelis’s “Runnin’.” If you’ve been sleeping, 
get on this stuff posthaste. KYLE FLECK

THEESatisfaction, Gifted Gab
(Neumos) Celebrating the release of their sopho-
more LP, EarthEE, righteous Black Weirdos THEESat-
isfaction are throwing themselves a party at Capi-
tol Hill culture hub Neumos. The fanfare’s justified: 
Much like Shabazz Palaces’ cosmic leap in quality 
between their already-great debut Black Up and 
the one-of-of-a-kind sonic world-building on Lese 
Majesty, Stas and Cat array the looser strands of 
debut awE naturalE into an addictively disorient-
ing mélange on the new record, as Stevie Wonder–
jocking synths and jazzy bass lines jockey with dis-
tended ambience and mutated drum machines for 

the listeners’ attention. And floating above it all (or 
perhaps swimming beneath it), coy and unknow-
able as a sphinx or the Mona Lisa, Stas and Cat’s 
Afrocentric incantations worm into your ear, an 
almost subconscious running monologue of man-
tras, swagger, and mysticism. KYLE FLECK See also 

preview, page 33, My Philosophy, page 39, and the 
High List, page 22.

Fox and the Law, Bigfoot 
Wallace & His Wicked Sons, 
Gang Cult, Sun Thieves
(Narwhal) Recently, in the kitchen of a sloppy, late-
night house party, a boozy guy told me he outright 
“refused to listen to music with guitars in it.” What 
the fucking-fuck kind of statement is THAT? How 
much music in the world does that completely elimi-
nate? This guy, in addition to probably only being 
able to ever eat standing up (cause the stick is so far 
up his ass, he can’t ever sit down), would really HATE 
Seattle’s Fox and the Law. The Foxes are made of 210 
percent cocky, ’70s-style guitar riffs. They’re all about 
it. They make classic, cocky guitar riffage in a heavy, 
Jimmy Page way—versus a noodly, guitar-soloing Car-

los Santana one. It’s hard to hate, but I guess some-
one, somewhere, is “gonna” anyway. KELLY O

Friday 2/27
Old Man Gloom, Coliseum
a (Crocodile) Coming in somewhere behind U2’s 
junk-mail album campaign and questions of Iggy 
Azalea’s authenticity was one of the more curious 
music-related controversies of 2014, courtesy of art-
metal simians Old Man Gloom, the sporadic side 
project of Converge, ISIS (the band), and Cave In 
members. The band announced a new album. Pro-
mos were sent to the press, and the inevitable leak 
followed shortly after. The Gloom then announced 
that the promo was a hoax—a heavily edited mash-
up of material culled from not one, but two up-

UP&COMING
Lose your fleeting glimmers of hope every night this week!
For the full music calendar, see page 43 or visit thestranger.com/music
For ticket on-sale announcements, follow twitter.com/seashows   a = All Ages.

A boozy guy told  
me he outright “refused  

to listen to music with  
guitars in it.”

THEESATISFACTION Celebrating new album EarthEE. Thurs Feb 26 at Neumos.

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.nectarlounge.com
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coming OMG albums. Grumpy critics and entitled 
bit-torrenters were irate. Actual fans, however, re-
joiced at the release of two new Old Man Gloom 
albums titled The Ape of God, both of which deliv-
ered a glorious battery of magmatic sludge, harsh 
noise, and flagrant middle fingers. BRIAN COOK

Howlin Rain, the Blank 
Tapes, Lonesome Shack
(Tractor) In light of their work since Comets on Fire, 
it’s surprising that Ben Chasny (Six Organs of Admit-
tance) and Ethan Miller (Howlin Rain) kept that Bay 
Area juggernaut going for as long as they did. While 
Chasny has plunged into folk, psych, and noise, Mill-
er has steeped himself in rock, country, and blues. 
Howlin Rain’s early recordings recalled guitar-heavy 
1970s outfits like the Allman Brothers and the Faces, 
but they seemed an odd fit for a major label in the 
2000s, so their return to the independent realm 
feels right. On Howlin Rain’s new Mansion Songs, 
the first album in a proposed trilogy, Miller emotes 
over violin, slide guitar, and vocals from the great 
Meg Baird. It’s a downbeat, reflective affair graced 
with fleeting glimmers of hope. KATHY FENNESSY

Sound Off! Semifinals #3: Emma Lee 
Toyoda, Mystery Machines, One 
Above Below None, Righteous Minds
a (EMP Sky Church) Since saying good-bye to our 
Underage column and longtime all-ages champion 
Megan Seling in the past couple years, EMP’s an-
nual Sound Off! battle of the bands has gotten 
less ink than usual in this paper. Allow me to rec-
tify that situation, however briefly, by hipping you 
to the lineup for the third round of semifinals, an 
inspiring and diverse selection of under-21 talent 
to feast your ears upon. One Above Below None 
and Righteous Minds traffic in what used to be 
called “conscious rap,” while Gig Harbor’s Mystery 
Machines revive the spirit of grunge with the rag-
gedness of punk. Finally, there’s Emma Lee Toyoda, 
whose rural, wide-eyed indie folk fits firmly within 
the PNW’s rich history of earnest young singer-
songwriters. Hope springs eternal for Seattle’s 
scene; keep faith alive. KYLE FLECK

Saturday 2/28
Sandrider, Kinski, Blood Drugs
(Neumos) That local arbiter of high-quality heavy 
rock, Good to Die Records, rules Neumos tonight 
with a double whammy of artfully controlled rage. 
Seattle groups Sandrider and Kinski share space on 
a recently released 12-inch mini-album on Good to 
Die, so it makes sense for them combine their mass 
decibellicosity on one bill. Sandrider’s three songs 
on the split find them busting into more expansive 
territory on “Rain” and their cover of Jane’s Ad-
diction’s “Mountain Song,” whose monumental 
egoism they inhabit with boisterous authority. By 
contrast, “Glaive” is an amphetamine rhino of a 
tune. Kinski’s side of the record rips, too. “Beyond 
in Touch with My Feminine Side” flexes seductively 
heavy and fluidly melodic muscles, with a quote of 
the monstrous riff from MC5’s “Black to Comm” 
as a bonus. “The Narcotic Comforts of the Status 
Quo” further hones Kinski’s tendency for fuzzy, 
torqued power moves. Judging by Good to Die’s 
latest gift to hearing-aid manufacturers, there’s go-
ing to be an overload of majestically burly sounds 
tonight. DAVE SEGAL

Taylor McFerrin, Navvi
(Lo-Fi) The fact that Taylor McFerrin, son of renowned 
singer/vocal wizard Bobby McFerrin and electronic 
producer par excellence in his own right, ended up 
on Brainfeeder is a testament to label head Flying 
Lotus’s combination of forward-thinking innovation 
and reverence for the black music of days past. Which 
isn’t to say the younger McFerrin’s music is beholden 
to his pops’s golden pipes; indeed, Taylor makes a 
good fit on Lotus’s label, with his amalgam of live 
and sampled instruments, rickety beat structures, and 
knack for procuring excellent guest vocalists (check 
the Nai Palm–featuring “The Antidote” for proof). 
He also seems very content to work at his own pace: 
With his debut LP, Early Riser, coming out in 2014 and 
not much else heard from the man since then, one 
wonders if McFerrin’s been cooking up some fresh 
material to drop this evening at Lo-Fi. KYLE FLECK

Guttermouth, Counterpunch, 
Murmurs
(Highline) You remember Punk-O-Rama, right? 
Those ultra-handy mall-punk compilations that 

were your one-stop guide to all the hottest tunes of 
the ’90s Warped Tours? If your answer is yes, then 
it is likely that you remember a feisty little group 
called Guttermouth. The Orange County punk 
band, known for shit-talking, flip-off antics that 
have previously gotten them dropped from festi-
vals and banned from Canada for long chunks of 
time, still exist and have been trickling on for well 
over two decades. Although their angry and oh-
so-edgy lyrics have been criticized for sexism and 
homophobia, the two original remaining members 
of Guttermouth continue to insist that they are to-
tally STILL PUNK and definitely not just jerky SoCal 
bros in skate-punk clothing. If you are so inclined, 
you can check it out and decide if a Punk-O-Rama 
staple holds up. BREE MCKENNA

JMSN, Rochelle Jordan
(Barboza) Hailing from the undistinguished north-
ern Detroit suburb of Warren, JMSN is a neo-soul 

man who could be viewed as a Midwestern Allen 
Stone: a wunderkind with surprising emotional 
depth and vocal dexterity. On his 2015 album JMSN 
(The Blue Album), JMSN excels in vaporous balladic 
mode. Although his songs sometimes tilt into the 
sort of maudlin territory that marred Michael Jack-
son’s later albums, JMSN overcomes those lapses 
with sheer voice control, expressive improv in-
stincts, and textural smoothness. He modulates his 
sincerity just right. Taking after Motown stars like 
Stevie Wonder and Marvin Gaye circa their early-/
mid-’70s heyday, JMSN shows vaulting ambition 
and talent to (slow) burn. He’s gonna break a lot of 
hearts if he keeps this up. DAVE SEGAL

Nostalgist, Shadowhouse, 
Satsuma, Charlatan
a (Hollow Earth Radio) Seattle’s Nostalgist special-
ize in that brooding brand of shoegaze that never 
admits sunshine is possible. But they wear their 
gloom lightly, which allows their songs to achieve a 
kind of dejected ascension. The vocalist sounds al-
ternately like Kevin Shields and Ian Curtis on copi-
ous amounts of Robitussin, lending an unavoidable 
gothic tinge to things. It’s perfectly apt that their 
strong 2013 single is titled Monochromatic. Port-
land’s Shadowhouse give the game away with their 
name: Yes, they play melodramatic goth rock with 
post-punk bleakness, topped by a bellow striving 
mightily to be melodious. Reference points include 
Siouxsie & the Banshees, Crispy Ambulance, and 
Red Lorry Yellow Lorry. If 85 percent of Shadow-
house’s wardrobe isn’t black, I’ll eat a Joy Division 
T-shirt. DAVE SEGAL

Sunday 1/1
Magma Fest Kickoff: Freeway 
Park, Queequeg, and more
a (Hollow Earth Radio) See Stranger Suggests, 
page 17.

Truckasauras, Vice Device, 
Sharlese, Kate
(Kremwerk) See Data Breaker, page 45.

The Hex Dispensers, Gang Cult, 
Bad Future, Terman Shanks
(Victory Lounge) Austin’s Hex Dispensers are touring 
through with their Twilight Zone garage punk, some-
thing like the Spits meets the Marked Men in a grave-
yard. But not a scary graveyard—more like one of 
those forgotten overgrown lots with illegible head-
stones, perfect for a full-moon rager. Also on the bill 
are Terman Shanks, whose three songs on Bandcamp 
are accompanied by the following accurate tags: 
punk, seattle, punk rock, rock and roll, street punk. 
Plus the anxiety-surf-rock of Gang Cult and the com-
bative doomsday punk of Bad Future. EMILY NOKES

Turnstile, Superheaven, Take Offense
a (Vera) There are specific periods in the history 
of hardcore that are more rigid than others, where 
definitions of what it means are created and clones 
are produced. Then there are these other waves, 
much like the DC “Revolution Summer,” where 
once-hardcore juggernauts do something differ-
ent. It’s refreshing to see Superheaven—a band 
whose music resembles Foo Fighters more than 
Cro-Mags—embraced by fans of Turnstile, an up-
and-coming Baltimore band that spices their sig-
nature New York hardcore–esque sound with an 
unabashed love for ’90s alternative rock. It’s 2015—
time we started to think outside the confines of the 
chugga-chugga breakdown. KEVIN DIERS

Monday 1/2
Daniel Lanois, Rocco 
Deluca, Matt Bishop
(Crocodile) You don’t get in the studio with legends 
like Brian Eno and Bob Dylan without having special 
musical gifts. Canadian producer, guitarist, and vocal-
ist Daniel Lanois possesses the golden, languid touch 
that’s helped make Eno’s Apollo, On Land, and Thurs-
day Afternoon and Dylan’s Oh Mercy enduring works. 
(Let’s not overlook Harold Budd’s The Pearl and Jon 
Hassell’s Power Spot, either.) In his long career behind 
the boards and in front of them, Lanois’s proved him-
self a master of fostering eerie ambience within both 
exploratory sonic situations and structured songwrit-
ing scenarios. His latest album, Flesh and Machine, 
contains a shocking deviation for a Lanois release: a 
wildass rock freak-out called “The End.” Otherwise, 
though, Flesh and Machine hews close to Lanois’s 
preternatural dreaminess and celestial menace. Bask 
in his atmospheric radiance. DAVE SEGAL

Tuesday 1/3
Tim Held, Gel-Sol, Phaedra
(High Dive) Brand-spankin’-new label Spin Cycle Re-
cords continues its inaugural celebratory streak by 
having some giants of the local electronic scene take 
over the staunchly rock-oriented High Dive for a night. 
Starting a record label in the current commercial cli-
mate is a risk; having outré analog mastermind Tim 
Held release his latest opus as your flagship release 
is practically insane. And given that Held’s fantasti-
cal TypicalHaunts LP was the ground zero release for 
the fledgling label, expect to traverse similar sound 
regions tonight, filled with his trademark cybernetic 
flora and gelatinous pools of synthetic goo. Modular 
maestro Gel-Sol and cloud-headed ambient producer 
Phaedra pair nicely as an appropriately adventurous 
set of opening acts. KYLE FLECK See also Data Break-
er, page 45, and Stranger Suggests, page 17.

You remember  
Punk-O-Rama, right?

RACHEL WHITE

TIM HELD Spin Cycle Records’ analog mastermind. Tues March 5 at High Dive.
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HOW QUAINT!
HOW CHARMING!

WED 
2/25
LIVE

a 88 KEYS Musicians’ Jam

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 

SPACE Tom Varner

a CROCODILE Lee Dewyze

HIGH DIVE Bruised Hearts 
Revue, guests

HIGHWAY 99 Steve Bailey & 
the Blue Flames, 8 pm, $7

H LO-FI Lucy, Gothic 
Tropic, Spirit Award, Bad 
Motivators, 9 pm, $7

NECTAR Billy Strings, Don 
Julin, 8:30 pm, $7

OWL N’ THISTLE Ayron 
Jones, guests, 9 pm, free

PARAGON Two Buck Chuck

SEAMONSTER Chewy

TRIPLE DOOR 

MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 

Danny Godinez Band

a THE TRIPLE DOOR 

THEATER Hapa, 7:30 pm

JAZZ

BRASS TACKS Don’t Move

EGAN’S JAM HOUSE Vocal 
Showcase/Vocal Jam

H a JAZZ ALLEY Christian 
McBride Trio, 7:30 pm

TULA’S Lonnie Mardis & the 
SCCC Jazz Orchestra

Chris James Quartet, 7 
pm, free
TULA’S Ann Reynolds & 
Clave Gringa, 7:30 pm, $10
VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Casey MacGill

DJ

BALLROOM Throwback 
Thursdays: DJ Tamm
BALTIC ROOM DJ Bret 
Law, $3
CONTOUR Jaded
H HAVANA Sophisticated 
Mama
NEIGHBOURS Hollaback 
Thursdays: DJ Bret Law
H Q NIGHTCLUB 
Jackmaster, 9 pm, $14
THE RHINO ROOM Get 
Fresh: Doc Adam, guests
THERAPY LOUNGE DUH.
TRINITY Space Thursdays
THE WOODS Jobot, PressHa

CLASSICAL

a BENAROYA HALL Mozart: 
The Great Concertos
H a MCCAW HALL Semele
a MEANY HALL Prized: 
Fractal Landscapes

FRI 2/27
LIVE

ADMIRAL BENBOW Lost 
Dogma, the Foghorns, Toby 
Brady, 9 pm, $5
BARBOZA Kawehi, 7 pm
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Gregg Curry & Ragged 
Glory, Swindler, Humbucker
a CAFE RACER PukeSnake, 
Ssnackss, Casual Hex
CONOR BYRNE Levi Fuller 
& the Library, Day Laborers 
And Petty Intellectuals, 
guests
H a CROCODILE Old Man 
Gloom, Coliseum, 8 pm
DARRELL’S TAVERN Stereo 
Embers, Jackrabbit, Danny 
Newcomb, 9 pm, $8
EL CORAZON Black Pussy, 
In the Whale, Black Map
H a EMP MUSEUM Sound 
Off! Semifinals #3
a FADO IRISH PUB JP 
Hennessy, 9 pm, free
HIGH DIVE The People 
Now, Mother Crone, 
Reverend Bear, 9:30 pm, $8
HIGHLINE True Holland, 
Watch for Horses, 9 pm

CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS WEATHER?!

W hile the rest of the country continues to struggle with below-zero tem-
peratures and dump truck loads of snow, here in the tropical Northwest it 

continues to be in the low 50s with a strong chance of thong. Even when you’re taking 
a piggyback taxi home at 1:15 a.m.—after drinking so much, you can forget how to 
walk—you BARELY NEED A JACKET! All I can say is, enjoy it while it lasts. KELLY O

KELLY O

DRUNK OF THE WEEK

DJ

CONTOUR NuDisco
CORBU LOUNGE Fade
FOUNDATION Substance 
Wednesdays: Guests
NEIGHBOURS Pulse
H PONY Bloodlust
Q NIGHTCLUB Sweater 
Beats, Pomo, 9 pm, $10

CLASSICAL

a BENAROYA HALL 
Seattle Symphony, Chinese 
Shenzhen Symphony
a MEANY HALL DXArts: 
Music of Today

THURS 
2/26
LIVE

ADMIRAL BENBOW Little 
Edie, guests, 9 pm, $5
BARBOZA Tom Eddy, guests
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Keaton Collective, Hungry 
Skinny, Psychedelephant
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
John Craigie, Kat Fountain
CONOR BYRNE Red Heart 
Alarm, Whiting Tennis
H a CROCODILE 
Machinedrum, 7777777, Jimi 
Jaxon, 8 pm, $15
HIGH DIVE Marmalade, $6
HIGHLINE Crossbows and 
Catapults, Steradian, guests

HIGHWAY 99 Patti Allen
H KREMWERK Crown Hill 
Repeater, RM Francis, DJ 
Veins, 8 pm
LO-FI Blue Poseidon, 
Yikesu, 9 pm
H NARWHAL Fox and the 
Law, guests, 10 pm, $7
NECTAR The Quick and 
Easy Boys, Davanos, guests
H NEUMOS 
THEESatisfaction, Gifted 
Gab, 8 pm, $12
OWL N’ THISTLE JP 
Hennessy, 9 pm, free
SEAMONSTER Galaxe & 
AC5, Pleasure Project
a SHOWBOX AT THE 
MARKET Leighton Meester, 
Duke Evers Band
a STUDIO SEVEN The 
Breather, Exotype, 
Forevermore, guests, 8 pm
SUNSET TAVERN Annie Ford 
Band, Ole Tinder, Pepper 
Proud, 9 pm, $8
H TRACTOR TAVERN Massy 
Ferguson, Inly, guests
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Tommy Castro

JAZZ

H BARCA Jazz at Barca
a JAZZ ALLEY Steve Tyrell
THE ROYAL ROOM Helen 
Gillet, 8:30 pm
SEAMONSTER Pleasure 
Project, 10 pm, free
a SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO 
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THURSDAY 2/26
TEATRO ZINRIZO
How quaint! How charming! Teatro 
ZinZanni is billing its newest show as 
“introducing” Lady Rizo. Bwahahaha! 
Introducing her! QUAINT! CHARMING, 
I’m telling you! And they might indeed 
be introducing Rizo… to utter philistines. 
The Lady, who operates primarily out of 
Joe’s Pub in Manhattan, tours extensively 

and has graced 
our burg several 
times of late. 
The smolder-
ing chanteuse 
is a personal 
favorite of 
mine (google 
that shit, I’m 
serious), and 
my little twit-
ter is beyond 
pated that she 
is joining the 
ZinZanni cast 

for its latest voyage into madness: The 
Hot Spot, which features ZinZanni’s 
signature cirque, singing, dancing, and 
funnies, plus “a magical fountain 
where wishes come true.” So! If you, 
like me, have been wishing for a lot more 
Rizo in your… well then. There you go. 
(Magic!) The ZinZanni Spiegeltent, 6:30 
pm, $99–$173, all ages, through June 7.

FRIDAY 2/27
ARF ME OUT THE DOOR
Feeling ruff around the edges? Hanker-

ing to wag your tail? Do your hobbies 
include fetching bones and licking your 
own balls? Well, you’re a sick puppy, 
aren’t you? (I’m cracking myself up here, 
please pardon my corn.) Now, I’m simply 
in no position to say whether this entire 
“puppy” fetish phenomenon has gone 
too far, or not too far enough, I’m just 
here to tell you that if you are into assless 
chaps, leg lifting, and/or occasional butt 
sniffing as a friendly “howdy-do,” Arf is 
alllll about YOU, you sick and marvelous 
bastard. Featuring DJ Nark and special 
guest Orographic. The Eagle, 9 pm, $7 in 
gear/$10 out, 21+.

SATURDAY 2/28
KISS OFF’S FETISH NIGHT
Finally! I am deeply thrilled (and some-
what fucking relieved) to report that 
there is now (praise Shezus!) a hawt and 
schmexxxy new night just for the 
ladies. I know! It’s usually a sausage-
fest round these queer parts, and events 
for just our queer sisters are far too few 
and far between. (Even though they are 
including all LGBTs and our allies in the 
invitation, let’s try not to abuse their 
goodwill, shall we?) So prepare your-
self! Brace your black little soul! For 
this is Kiss Off’s FETISH NIGHT featuring 
superstar DJs Riff-Raff, R-Pal, and Julia 
PlanetDisco, and the deeply sexy Kitty 
Kitty Bang Bang is your hostess. Bring 
your leather, bring your lace, bring your 
kinkyboots, and prepare to dance them 
all the hell off. Kremwerk, 10 pm, $5 
before 10 pm/$7 after, 21+.

BY ADRIAN RYAN

HIGHWAY 99 Bump Kitchen
LO-FI Benefit for the 
Josephine
NECTAR Alpha Yaya Diallo, 
Cordaviva, Aboubacar 
Kouyate, 8 pm, $13
a NEPTUNE THEATRE 
Martin Sexton, Brothers 
McCann
NEUMOS Chronixx, the 
Zincfence Redemption
SEAMONSTER Live Funk
SHANTY TAVERN Petunia 
and the Vipers, $10
SHOWBOX AT THE MARKET 
Galactic, 8 pm, $28.50/$33
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Snaketopus, the Danger, 
Little Hearts, $7
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
Ghost Pains, Radioshark
a SONIC BOOM RECORDS 
Ethan Miller, 6 pm, free
SUNSET TAVERN Gravelroad, 
Tango Alpha Tango, the Pro 
& the Con, 9 pm, $8
H TRACTOR TAVERN 
Howlin’ Rain, the Blank 
Tapes, 9 pm, $12
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Ian McFeron, Josh 
Clauson, 8 pm, $15/$20
a VERA PROJECT The 
Tragic Thrills, Trapper 
Schoepp

JAZZ

a EGAN’S JAM HOUSE Chip 
Parker, guests, 7 pm, $10; 
Darelle Holden, 9 pm
a JAZZ ALLEY Steve Tyrell
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Peace/Pereira Duo, 5 pm
TULA’S Stephanie Porter 
Quartet, 7:30 pm, $16

DJ

BALLARD LOFT DJ Niros
BALLROOM Rendezvous 
Friday: Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR 80’s/90’s Night
BALTIC ROOM 47Club
BARBOZA Just Got Paid
CORBU LOUNGE Stereo 
Fridays: Guests
FOUNDATION Resonate 
Fridays: Guests
FUEL DJ Headache, guests
LANGSTON HUGHES 
PERFORMING ARTS 

INSTITUTE 3rd Annual 
Langston Hughes Motown 
Birthday Bash
MERCURY Club Kink
NEIGHBOURS Absolut 
Fridays
Q NIGHTCLUB Marty Mar, 
DJ Kutt, 10 pm, $10
THERAPY LOUNGE Rapture
TRINITY Playday
a VASHON OPEN 
SPACE FOR ARTS AND 
COMMUNITY DJ MirageSix, 
DJ Whitmore, 7 pm, $5

CLASSICAL

H a MCCAW HALL Semele

SAT 2/28
LIVE

ADMIRAL BENBOW Tom 
Price Desert Classic, Stereo 
Creeps, 9 pm, $5
H BARBOZA JMSN, 
Rochelle Jordan, 7 pm, $13
BLUE MOON TAVERN 
Fountains, Radar, guests
a CLEVELAND HIGH 
SCHOOL Jessica Domingo
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
the Washover Fans, the 
Royal Oui, Gabriel Mintz
CONOR BYRNE Jackalope 
Saints, 9 pm
a CROCODILE Thomas 
Jack, m.O.N.R.O.E., DJ HoJo
DARRELL’S TAVERN School 
of Rock, 9 pm, $8
a EL CORAZON Subject to 
Downfall, the Wild Things, 
Aces Up, guests, 7:30 pm
a FADO IRISH PUB Vote for 
Pedro, 10 pm, free
HIGH DIVE Explone, Paul 
Lesinski, Swords for Arrows
H HIGHLINE Guttermouth, 
Counterpunch, Murmurs
HIGHWAY 99 Lloyd Jones 
Struggle, 8 pm, $17
H a HOLLOW EARTH 
RADIO Nostalgist, 
Shadowhouse, Satsuma, 
Charlatan, 8 pm
H LO-FI Taylor McFerrin, 
Navvi, 8 pm, $12
MACHINE HOUSE 
BREWERY Ben Hunter and 
Joe Seamons
H NEUMOS Sandrider, 
Kinski, Blood Drugs, 8 pm
a PHINNEY 

Lady Rizo

O nce again this week, in a sea  
of densely packed, garishly col-

ored posters, the one that really stands 
out is the one with a little breathing 
room. Poster by Benjamin K. Shown  
(benjamink.com). AARON HUFFMAN

The Washover Fans
w/the Royal Oui, Gabriel Mintz
Sat Feb 28, Columbia City Theater

NEIGHBORHOOD 
ASSOCIATION Ellis Paul, 
Rebecca Loebe, 7:30 pm
THE ROYAL ROOM En 
Canto, 9 pm, $10
SEAMONSTER Blue Lotus, 
Tetrabox, 8 pm, free
a SHORECREST 
PERFORMING ARTS 
CENTER Sin Fronteras
a SHOWBOX AT THE 
MARKET March Fourth 
Marching Band, 7:30 pm
SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Stone Age Thriller, Sol Trip
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE No 
Cheese Please, Wanz
SUNSET TAVERN Lowlands, 

Nick Foster Band, Cloud 
Person, 9 pm, $8
TRACTOR TAVERN 
Langhorne Slim, Jonny Fritz
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Crystal 
Bowersox, Lizzie Weber, 
8 pm
a VERA PROJECT Ivy & the 
Wicker Suitcase, 7 pm
VICTORY LOUNGE 
Acapulco Lips, guests

JAZZ

EGAN’S JAM HOUSE 
Overton Berry Ensemble
a JAZZ ALLEY Steve Tyrell
THE ROYAL ROOM Ray 

109 S. WASHINGTON ST. 
(ON OCCIDENTAL PARK) 
(206) 628-0303

WWW.COMEDYUNDERGROUND.COM

Bengt Washburn is a former winner 
of the prestigious San Francisco 
International Comedy Competition. 
He has been seen on The Late Late 
Show with Craig Fergusen, Live at 
Gotham on Comedy Central and most 
recently Conan on TBS. Most people 
who know him would say Bengt 
Washburn is a logistically impaired 
ditz, but his comedy is described as 
intelligent, surprisingly universal 
considering the content matter and 
profoundly funny.

FRI, FEB 27TH - SUN, MARCH 1ST

BENGT WASHBURN

http://www.comedyunderground.com/
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THURSDAY 2/26
CHECK OUT CROWN HILL REPEATER’S 
NEW, BIG-BRAINED TECHNO
This is a big fucking deal: Seattle’s Crown 
Hill Repeater are celebrating the release of 
their new Pleasure Boat Recording LP, The 
Patient Sessions Vol. 2. With this record, 
CHR—Eric Moon and William Collin Snave-
ly—prove they belong in the pantheon of 
Northwest electronic producers. Although 
they mostly hunker down in the lab, CHR 
lately have been appearing on the live 
circuit and proving that their bizarre take 
on techno and IDM demands the atten-
tion of the headiest of heads. Their un-
fathomably deep and intricate inner-space 
jams jack up your nervous system into 
sixth gear and make most other efforts 
in the genre seem like the dabblings of 
simpletons. Check out CHR’s weird science 
at Pleasure Boat Records’ Bandcamp page. 
With RM Francis, Your City Sleeps, and 
DJ Veins. Kremwerk, 8:30 pm, $4, 21+.

SUNDAY 3/1
TRUCKASAURAS AND ENSEMBLE 
ECONOMIQUE SYNTHESIZE FUN AND 
DARKNESS AT FALSE PROPHET
Seattle quartet Truckasauras have been 
keeping a fairly lower profile lately, but it’s 
always worth catching them in the flesh. 
Their last album, 2012’s 2012, represents 
Truck’s best fusion of geeky gear-hound 
tinkering, Kraftwerk-ian melodic 
beauty, and body-rocking electro beats. 
I’ve said this before, but you need to 
hear the staggering “Bothell Trance,” 

Truckasauras’s grandiose minimal-
ist masterpiece. Surely in the last 
two-plus years they’ve conjured some 
more studio magic to unveil onstage. 
Ensemble Economique (California 
producer Brian Pyle) established a 
rep for creating eerie, suspenseful 
imaginary soundtracks that flash 
a white knuckle toward the scores of 
John Carpenter, Goblin, and Lalo Schi-
frin. EE’s newest full-length, 2014’s 

Melt into Nothing, edges ever so closer 
into lighter synth-pop mood-mongering, 
although “Make-Out in the GDR” retains 
some of the harrowing atmospheres of his 
past work. No matter in which sonic mode 
EE works, he generates special shivers. 
With Vice Device, Sharlese, and Kate. 
Kremwerk, 9 pm, $8, 21+.

TUESDAY 3/3
GEL-SOL PSYCHEDELICIZES AMBIENT, 
TIM HELD REJUVENATES IDM
This might be the best electronic show at 
the High Dive… ever. Gel-Sol (aka Andy 
Reichel) has been filling clubs and occupy-
ing bandwidth with sublime and ridiculous 
ambient music and hilarious Plunderphon-
ics for more than a decade. He also con-
tributes to the great surreal, audiovisual 
headfuck monthly Monster Planet at Re-
bar, the best Monday night out in Seattle. 
This man knows how to maximize excite-
ment in beatless music. Check out his 
SoundCloud page where his transcendent 
live set from last April’s Rare Air resides. 
You should also check out Zetaworld, 
Gel-Sol’s 2014 cassette/digital release on 
Seattle’s Further Records; it’s his heaviest 
and most eventful album. Fellow local 
Tim Held is one of the few 206 producers 
making IDM sound vital and inven-
tive. His new album on Spin Cycle Records, 
TypicalHaunts, abounds with hyperactive, 
funky tracks that keep the diversion level 
high. Held has a surplus of ideas and most 
of them jell into gripping sounds. With 
Phaedra. High Dive, 8 pm, $6, 21+.

BY DAVE SEGAL

Skjelberd’s Yeti Chasers
TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Theoretics, 9 pm, free
TULA’S Bill Anschell Trio

DJ

BALLARD LOFT DJ 
Pheloneous, 10 pm, free
BALLROOM Sinful 
Saturdays: Guests, 9 pm
BALMAR Top 40 Night
BALTIC ROOM Crave 
Saturdays: McClarron, Swel
BARBOZA Inferno
FOUNDATION Progression 
Saturdays: Guests
KREMWERK Kiss-Off
NECTAR Jai Ho! Holi Hai
NEIGHBOURS Powermix
PONY Stiffed
Q NIGHTCLUB Sean Majors, 
Bgeezy, FooFou, guests
TRINITY Reload Saturdays

CLASSICAL

BAINBRIDGE 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Bainbridge Symphony 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm
a BENAROYA HALL Mozart: 
The Great Concertos
H a MCCAW HALL Semele

SUN 3/1
LIVE

ADMIRAL BENBOW 
Benbow Sunday Nitecap
COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Heels to the Hardwood, the 
Youngest, Devin Sinha
a CROCODILE Steezie 
Nasa, Cam the Mac, guests
HIGH DIVE Aaron 
Lindstrom, guests
H HOLLOW EARTH RADIO 

Magma Festival Kickoff
H KREMWERK Ensemble 
Economique, Vice Device, 
Truckasauras, guests
LO-FI The Classical, Vox 
Vespertinus, guests
NECTAR Michael Kirkpatrick, 
theZim & Arock, guests
a NEPTUNE THEATRE 
Joshua Radin, 7:30 pm
THE SOUNDCHECK Pass 
the Hat
a STROUM JEWISH 
COMMUNITY CENTER 
(MERCER ISLAND) Les Yeux 
Noirs, 7 pm, $15-$20
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Penny and 
Sparrow, 7:30 pm
H a VERA PROJECT 
Turnstile, Superheaven, 
guests
H VICTORY LOUNGE the 
Hex Dispensers, Gang Cult, 
Bad Future, Terman Shanks

JAZZ

THE ANGRY BEAVER The 
Beaver Sessions: Guests
BLUE MOON TAVERN Eric 
Barber’s MetriLodic
DARRELL’S TAVERN Sunday 
Night Jazz Jam
a JAZZ ALLEY Steve Tyrell
THE ROYAL ROOM Kenny 
Wheeler Tribute
SEAMONSTER Combinator
H a TULA’S Jim Cutler Jazz 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm, $8
H VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Ruby Bishop, 6 
pm, free; the Ron Weinstein 
Trio, 9:30 pm, free

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Resurrection 
Sundays
CONTOUR Broken Grooves

NEIGHBOURS Noche Latina
PONY TeaDance
H RE-BAR Flammable

CLASSICAL

BAINBRIDGE 
PERFORMING ARTS 
Bainbridge Symphony 
Orchestra, 3 pm
H a MCCAW HALL Semele

MON 3/2
LIVE

88 KEYS Blues On Tap
CAPITOL CIDER 
EntreMundos, 9:30 pm
H CROCODILE Daniel 
Lanois, Rocco Deluca, Matt 
Bishop, 8 pm, $25
a EL CORAZON Incite, 
Better Left Unsaid, Spades 
& Blades, 7:30 pm
NECTAR Mo’ Jam Mondays
SEAMONSTER T8P
TRACTOR TAVERN Danny 
Newcomb, guests
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Lunasa, 7:30 pm

JAZZ

a JAZZ ALLEY Kendrick 
Scott, 7:30 pm, $26.50
THE ROYAL ROOM Kenny 
Wheeler Tribute
a TULA’S Machone Jazz 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm, $5

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Jam Jam
H BAR SUE Motown on 
Mondays
H THE HIDEOUT Industry 
Standard: Guests, free

CLASSICAL

a BENAROYA HALL 

Symphony of the 
Goddesses: 7:30 pm
a MEANY HALL Robin 
McCabe, guests, 7:30 pm

TUE 3/3
LIVE

CAFE RACER Jacobs Posse
a EL CORAZON Cheap 
Girls, Restorations, guests
H HIGH DIVE Tim Held, 
Gel-Sol, Phaedra, $6
a JAZZ ALLEY Lucky 
Peterson Quartet, 7:30 pm
KELLS Liam Gallagher
NECTAR Gondwana, the 
Cumbieros, guests
a NEPTUNE THEATRE 
Stars, Leisure Cruise, 8 pm
THE ROYAL ROOM 
Alchymeia, Ockham’s Razor, 
8 pm
H SEAMONSTER McTuff 
Trio, 10 pm, free
SLIM’S LAST CHANCE Jeff 
Tobin, 7 pm, free
a THE TRIPLE DOOR 
THEATER Trace Bundy
a VERA PROJECT B. Dolan, 
Rubedo, WCSC, 7:30 pm

JAZZ

SEAMONSTER Clave Con 
Jazz, 8 pm, free
a TULA’S Jay Thomas Big 
Band, 8 pm, $5

DJ

BALTIC ROOM Drum & 
Bass Tuesdays
BLUE MOON TAVERN Blue 
Moon Vinyl Revival
HAVANA Word Is Bond
H LO-FI Stop Biting

CLASSICAL

a BENAROYA HALL Simon 
Trpceski, 7:30 pm

Gel-Sol
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5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

ON SALE THIS WEEK  Also available for rent 

ALSO NEW THIS WEEK  For a full list of New Releases for rent + sale, visit scarecrow.com

FELLINI SATYRICON (Criterion Collection)
When in Rome...
DVD $22.95  Blu-ray $26.95

WATERSHIP DOWN (Criterion Collection)
Way Freakier than any Movie about Bunnies Should Be
DVD $22.95 / Blu-ray $26.95 

IN THE LAND OF THE HEAD HUNTERS
Renowned Meta-documentary on 
the Kwakwaka’wakw People 
DVD $19.95 / Blu-ray $25.95

52 PICK-UP
Probably Shouldn’t Have Messed with Roy Scheider
 Blu-ray $21.95

EAT DRINK MAN WOMAN
One of the All-time Great Food Movies
DVD $16.95 / Blu-ray $22.95 

THE CONNECTION
Shirley Clarke’s Groundbreaking Doc,  
Beautifully Restored
DVD $21.95 / Blu-ray $26.95 STRAY DOGS

Bleak Chinese Drama from Master  
Filmmaker Tsai Ming-Liang
Blu-ray $21.95

GOD TOLD ME TO
Brainwashed by Aliens!
Blu-ray $21.95

BIG HERO 6
Cutest Robot Since WALL-E.
DVD $24.95  Blu-ray $31.95

Get a Scarecrow 
Project Membership
For Discounts on Rentals,  
Exclusive Sales and More!

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

  SCANNERS + 
THE BROOD  
Soundtracks 
from Mondo!
$30 Each

Seattle Stranger
Wednesday, 2/25

2col(4.75)x7

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
STARTS FRIDAY, 2/27

ACADEMY AWARD
®

 NOMINEE 
BEST ANIMATED FEATURE

LANDMARK THEATRES GUILD 45 
2115 NORTH 45TH (206) 547-2127 SEATTLE

HHHH
“THIS SEASON’S ANIMATED

 MASTERPIECE!”  
- NEW YORK POST

“A WONDER TO BEHOLD!”
- Kenneth Turan, LOS ANGELES TIMES

SONGOFTHESEAFILM.COM

SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN

THE APPLE

MAP THEATRE: PARKS AND REC TRIVIA

VHSWTF

SHOWTIMES

THURSDAY @ 8:00PM
KUNG  Fu   movie   night   w/ seven   star   women's    kung    fu

SUNDAY @  7:00PM 

FEB   27 -  MAR   5

FRI  - SAT & MON - TUES @  7:00PM  / SAT- SUN @  3:00PM  

FRI DAY - TUESDAY @    9:30PM  

WEDNESDAY @ 7:00PM 

4500 9TH AVE NE • 206-633-0059
SEATTLE

TWO WAYS TO SAVE AT
SUNDANCE SEATTLE

MONDAY IS $6 ORCA DAY SHOW YOUR ORCA CARD ALL 

SEATS ARE $6** ($7.50 FOR 3D)   NOT GOOD ON HOLIDAYS.

TUESDAY IS GIRLS MOVIE NIGHT OUT! TWO OR MORE 

LADIES GET $5 ADMISSION ($6.50 FOR 3D) ALL DAY

FULL BAR & BISTRO FARE • RESERVED SEATS
$2 PARKING AFTER 5PM AT ADJACENT LOT*

+21 AT ALL TIMES

FOR SHOWTIMES VISIT:

SUNDANCECINEMAS.COM
WHAT WE DO  

IN THE SHADOWS FOCUS

MAPS TO THE STARS RED ARMY

BIRDMAN STILL ALICE

MR. TURNER THE IMITATION GAME

KINGSMAN:  
THE SECRET SERVICE AMERICAN SNIPER

FIFTY SHADES OF GREY

* PAY AND VALIDATE AT OUR BOX OFFICE
** TIX AVAIL AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

MARCH 1-31

FOR RESERVATIONS, MENUS & MORE
DINEAROUNDSEATTLE.ORG

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.scarecrow.com
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documentary Red Army. Polsky had been 
calling and calling, but the former captain 
of the Soviet national hockey team said he 
wasn’t interested. At the last minute, Fetisov 
said he’d give Polsky 15 minutes. The inter-
view lasted five hours.

It started out rough. In Red Army’s 

first scene—a marvelous depiction of the 
awkwardness of interviewing—Fetisov ic-
ily ignores the director, stubbornly looking 
at his phone while Polsky presses him with 
questions. “I’m busy now,” Fetisov says. “I’ve 
got some business.” Polsky persists, and Fe-
tisov eventually flicks off the camera. But 

FILM

History on Ice 
in Red Army

How the USSR Won Six Hockey 
Gold Medals but Lost Its Soul

BY BRENDAN KILEY

O n Gabe Polsky’s last day of filming in Moscow, Viacheslav 
“Slava” Fetisov—a hockey legend and former minister of 

sports in Russia—finally agreed to an on-camera interview for the

W ill Smith. Not too many years ago, 
that was the biggest name in Hol-

lywood. It sold nearly $6 billion in tickets 
worldwide, and domestically, it represented 
the only actor to have eight consecutive films 
that made more than $100 million at the box 
office. To add even more amaze-
ment to these achievements, 
Will Smith is black. There was 
nothing like this kind of black 
success before him, and we may never see its 
like again. We can now safely see Smith as a 
thing of the past, as it’s hard to believe that 
his new movie, Focus, which opens this week-
end and concerns a middle-aged hustler who 
has a thing with a young and pretty fellow 
hustler, will return him to glory.

Rumor has it that Smith picked up the role 

in Focus after it was first dropped by Ryan 
Gosling and then Ben Affleck. Also, Variety 
reported in 2013 that when Smith became 
officially attached to the project, Kristen 
Stewart (an actress made famous by the Twi-
light series), who was then slated to play the 

romantic interest of the lead, 
left it because “the age differ-
ence between the two would be 
too large a gap.” (At the time, 

Stewart was 23 and Will Smith was 44.) The 
weird thing is that Stewart was happy to play 
the role when Ben Affleck, who is 42, was to 
be her partner in crime. Was this maybe a 
race thing? Did Stewart leave because she 
did not want to be seen kissing and fucking 
a black man in thousands of theaters across 
America? Either way, it only shows how far 

they start talking. The result is a turbulent, 
hairpin-turn story that uses the hockey team 
known as Red Army, which was technically 
part of the Soviet military and won six out of 
the seven Olympic gold medals awarded from 
1964 to1988, as a keyhole to peek at what was 
happening inside the USSR during the late 
1970s and early ’80s.

In those years, hockey dominated the 
Soviet Union—and the Soviet government 
dominated its top hockey players, who were 
international superstars but also virtual pris-
oners. For several years, Fetisov 
and his team were locked away in 
a training facility for 11 months of 
the year, with only one phone to call 
their wives and children, and were 
accompanied by KGB agents—Fetisov calls 
them “the special men”—when they played 
abroad. Under those conditions, the athletes 
became intensely close, and it showed in their 
style of play. It was collectivist (players em-
phasized passing over drives toward the net 
to score, which kept 
their opponents to-
tally bewildered about 
what they’d do next) 
but highly creative 
and improvisational. 
The architect of the 
Red Army, a beloved 
hockey coach named 
Anatoly Tarasov, studied chess and the Bol-
shoi Ballet while developing his grand theory 
of optimal hockey training and play.

But for Fetisov, those golden days wouldn’t 
last long. Tarasov angered Soviet premier 
Leonid Brezhnev—the documentary men-
tions an incident when Tarasov pulled his 
players from the ice after a controversial 
referee call, directly disobeying orders from 
Brezhnev, who was in the stands; Tarasov’s 
grandson has told reporters that the coach 
also refused to throw a game at the 1972 Win-
ter Olympics in Japan that would have busted 
the US team down to bronze status—and was 
replaced with Viktor Tikhonov, who, Fetisov 
says, only got the job because of his close 

connections with power brokers at the KGB.
Tikhonov, in Fetisov’s account, was a brutal 

man who intensified the Red Army’s training 
regimen and refused to let players inter-
rupt it for any reason, including going home 
to visit dying parents. In game footage from 
the era, a sportscaster says he’d heard one of 
the players say that if he ever needed a heart 
transplant, he’d want Tikhonov’s—“because 
he’s never used it.”

Red Army, which was coproduced by 
Polsky, Jerry Weintraub, and Werner Her-

zog, hangs almost entirely on this 
stroke-of-luck interview, but Feti-
sov’s life seems like a microcosm 
of Soviet history and its eventual 
tilt toward capitalism. At times, he 

seems nostalgic for the esprit de corps of the 
old socialist system—“We have lost our soul,” 
he says at one point—but he was also battered 
by it. When he quit the team in disgust after 
several broken promises that he could play 
for a year in the United States, he was socially 

ostracized, prohibited 
from skating in any 
rink in the USSR, 
and once arrested 
and beaten until four 
in the morning. Af-
ter a long struggle, 
Fetisov and a few of 
his teammates got to 

play in the United States, where they were al-
most universally reviled by jingoistic fans and 
teammates.

Americans who remember those players 
probably associate them with the “Miracle on 
Ice” at the 1980 Winter Olympics, when the 
US team—made up of amateurs and college 
students—beat the highly trained and heavily 
favored Soviets. At the time, the victory was 
taken as a political, and almost metaphysical, 
affirmation that American capitalism was su-
perior to Soviet socialism. But as Red Army 
reminds us, the human stories behind big 
symbolic moments are always more compli-
cated—and often more tragic—than what we 
see on the highlight reels. n RED ARMY A hockey team that was technically part of the Soviet military.

The new coach only got 
the job because of his 
close connections with 

power brokers at the KGB.

Red Army
dir. Gabe Polsky

Sundance Cinemas

Smith has fallen. There was a time when no 
one saw any race in Smith. All they saw was 
the brilliance of his fame and the mountains 
of his money.

This is the background for Focus, the first 
film Smith has starred in since the 2013 box-
office disaster After Earth. Indeed, Smith 
recently said in an interview with Esquire that 
After Earth was the “most painful failure” of 
his career. The pain was worsened, he further 
explained, by the fact that it involved his son 
Jaden Smith, who might be permanently dam-
aged by the bad experience. Following After 
Earth, Smith stopped working, dove into 
himself, and tried to find that self that had gen-
erated an impressive, record-breaking string 
of summer hits. Where is this person now? 
What Smith clearly doesn’t know is that the 
old self he is looking for did not disappear with 
After Earth but with Seven Pounds. This 2008 
film is the apple that the snake in his garden of 
successes tricked him into eating.

We must remember that Will Smith is an 
empty human being. His fame is not built on 
talent but on the absence of it. He is not in-
credible; he is only likable. And the moment 
he attempts to do more than be just likable 
is the moment we run into serious trouble. 
That trouble began with Seven Pounds, which 
Gabriele Muccino directed. (The Italian also 

helmed one of Smith’s biggest hits, The Pur-
suit of Happyness.) In Seven Pounds, Smith 
plays a heavyhearted, brooding soul who is 
working on an elaborate plan to donate his 
vital organs to morally upstanding people. 
Do you want his eyes when he dies? Are you 
desperate for his liver? If you are not a good 
person, you are not getting an organ from 
him! He commits suicide in a bathtub.

The film showed that Smith had lost some-
thing that kept his career in the stratosphere: 
his self-knowledge of his essential mediocrity. 
We looked all over the film for it, but Smith 
kept hiding it with this thing that looked 
vaguely like acting. Smith’s new self-percep-
tion as an actor of substance—wrought by 
fame, success, and probably Scientology—led 
to his downfall. Maybe Focus will pull him out 
of the massive and still-smoldering wreckage.

And maybe there will be an After Earth 2. n

Will Smith’s Fall from 
Commercial Grace

Or, I’m the DJ, He’s the Former  
Number-One Box-Office Star in the World

BY CHARLES MUDEDE

Focus
dir. Glenn Ficarra, John Requa

Wide release
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6009 SW 244th St  21+
Mountlake terrace Wa 98043

(425) 672-7501 - Movieline

1490 nW 11th ave  All Ages!
iSSaquah, Wa 98027

(425) 313-5666 - Movieline

FILM SHORTS
More reviews and movie times: thestranger.com/film

SEX IN A BOX
Okay, so now you can die knowing you’ve 
watched a TV show where two people 
have live sex inside a box. (That was 
#372 on my bucket list.) The show is called 
Sex Box, it debuts this Friday, February 27, 
at 10 p.m., and it’s on the WE network—as 
in, “WE’ve never heard of it.”

Basically, troubled couples are inter-
viewed by creepy therapists in front of a 
live audience, and then disappear into a big 
opaque box to have sex… while the rest of 
us awkwardly check our Twitter accounts, I 
guess? Anyway, after blowing their loads, 
the couple returns (dressed in satin bath-
robes, EWWWWWW!!!!) and engages in 
meaningful “real talk” about their relation-
ship… because orgasms supposedly make 
people more open and honest. (Or in my 
case, grab the next bus out of town.)

Now, I have no trouble with people 
having sex inside a box. (Especially if it’s 
coffin-shaped.) But there are two glaring 
problems with this show: (1) The couples 
having sex don’t really like each other, 
which means “No, they would not like it in 
a box/No, they would not like it with a fox.” 
And (2) last time I checked, there’s still free 
internet porn—where I can watch hot sex 
that’s not obscured by a box, or immedi-
ately followed with “feelings.” (If you can 
direct me to anything more perfect than 
internet porn, I’d like to see it.)

That being said, I’d love to have sex 
in a box with you one day (cue segue)… 
and these TV shows, which are returning/

debuting this week!
• House of Cards (Netflix, all episodes, 

Fri Feb 27): The shiniest jewel in the Netflix 
crown returns for its third season. When 
we last left shifty creep Frank Underwood, 
he’d finally attained his greatest wish—
which means now things are about to get 
really ugly. Expect backlash from formerly 
loyal wife Claire and a new crop of enemies 
salivating for the chance to take him down. 
(I would have sex in a pentagon-shaped box 
with this show.)

• Last Man on Earth (Fox, Sun March 1, 
9 pm): I love the hilarious Will Forte—for-
merly of SNL—and would have sex in any 
box of his choosing. In this new comedy, 
Forte plays Phil Miller, the titular “last 
man on earth,” who somehow survived a 
virus that wiped out the human race, and 
now spends his time walking around the 
country in his underpants (because why 
not?), eating Pop-Tart sandwiches (again, 
why not?), and moving into a McMansion in 
Tucson (I can think of a number of reasons 
why not).

• Battle Creek (CBS, Sun March 1, 10 
pm): Breaking Bad creator Vince Gilligan 
dreamed up this cop comedy about a 
woefully underfunded police station in 
economically depressed Battle Creek, Michi-
gan. Detective Russ Agnew (Dean Winters) 
demands help—and immediately regrets it 
after being saddled with super handsome 
and charismatic FBI agent Milton Cham-
berlain (Josh Duhamel), who’s also kind of 
a shithead. In an effort to make them get 
along, their chief tells them to have sex in a 
box, which is filmed and put on the internet 
for my enjoyment. (And NO, I don’t want to 
hear about their “feelings”!) n

Read Humpy’s weekly TV listings at
THESTRANGER.COM

I ♥
TELEVISIONTM 
BY WM. TM STEVEN 
HUMPHREY

LIMITED RUN
H 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY
Stanley Kubrick’s classic meditation on time, space, and 
getting stoned. SIFF Cinema Uptown, Fri, Mon 9 pm.

H A FULLER LIFE
Samantha Fuller’s documentary isn’t the first to profile her 
father, the big-hearted, cigar-chomping, Godard-revered 
filmmaker Sam Fuller—it follows 1996’s The Typewriter, 
the Rifle & the Movie Camera—but it’s the first in which 
he narrates his own life story (Fuller died in 1997). The 
hydra-headed voice-over combines film clips and 16 
mm home movies with readings by actors and directors 
from his pungent memoir, A Third Face. Fuller started 
off as a newsboy before climbing the ladder to crime 
reporter, novelist, screenwriter, and, finally, director of 
low-budget classics like Pickup on South Street. As for 
World War II, during which he served in the infantry, he 

called it “the biggest crime story 
of the century.” The man deserves 
a clutch of documentaries, but 
his daughter makes some begin-
ner’s mistakes, like an extraneous 

prologue and close-ups on faces like that of the overex-
posed James Franco (his reading is fine, but speakers 
with a closer relationship to her subject, like the radiant 
Constance Towers, make more sense for this project). If 
her film inspires more people to seek out Fuller’s work, 
however, that will be more than enough. In addition to A 
Fuller Life, the Grand Illusion will be screening two of 
his most essential films, Shock Corridor and The Naked 
Kiss. (KATHY FENNESSY) Grand Illusion, Fri-Sat at 7 
pm, Sun 5 pm, Mon 9 pm.

H LEVIATHAN
In the first decade of this new century, we witnessed 
the migration of the crime film from the US to Europe. 
In the second decade, we may see it move from Europe 
to Russia. Evidence of this relocation is found in Andrey 
Zvyagintsev’s masterful, gorgeous, and even gripping 
Leviathan, a film about a very dark crime indeed. 
Leviathan, like the novels of Dostoyevsky, and also like 
the director’s previous feature, Elena, is also profoundly 
philosophical. It asks the big questions: What is life? Is 
there a God? Is all of this (the sea, the animals in the 
sea, the animals on land, the clouds in the sky) just a 
process with no direction, no fundamental purpose? 
Leviathan has no answers to these questions, but it does 

make our world, the planet Earth, feel very old and very 
indifferent to human problems. (CHARLES MUDEDE) 
Guild 45th, Fri-Sun 3:45, 9:15 pm, Mon-Tues 9:15 pm.

MAPS TO THE STARS
We will all agree, after watching David Cronenberg’s 
Maps to the Stars, that Julianne Moore is the best. Yes, we 
already hold this truth to be self-evident (and her brand-
new best actress Oscar for Still Alice only bolsters this 
known fact), but it’s always delightful to see her in action. 
And the action is plentiful in Cronenberg’s takedown 
of Hollywood, starring Moore as waning diva Havana 
Segrand—a self-involved product of Tinselturd who’s 
just as likely to find her Zen poolside as she is to throw 
her phone into the deep end in a rage-induced hissy fit. 
Cronenberg, being Cronenberg, doesn’t flinch from poking 
at the visceral, and Moore rises to the task in fine form. This 
is a film where Moore strips down repeatedly, seduces 
Robert Pattinson in a limo, gets seemingly molested in a 
creepy therapy session, and noisily poops on a toilet while 
bossing around her personal assistant. She chews the 
scenery, and it suits her to no end. Somehow she remains 
improbably classy throughout. While Moore’s performance 
is clear as a bell, Maps to the Stars’ plot is decidedly less 
so—it’s a convoluted knot that unravels, bit by bit, to reveal 
the relationships of an expansive cast of characters in 
Los Angeles. It starts when mousy teenager Agatha (Mia 
Wasikowska), fresh off the bus from Florida, gets a ride 
from limo driver Pattinson. With severe facial burns and 
sporting long black gloves, she might be a loon as she 
name-drops Carrie Fisher and claims to be the inspiration 
for Bad Babysitter, a blockbuster kids’ movie. Maps goes 
on to revel in the Bieber-esque douchebaggery of Benjie 
(Evan Bird), child star and recovering drug addict, and 
his stage mom (Olivia Williams) and self-help-guru dad 
(John Cusack). But most of the story focuses on Moore’s 
damaged Havana. As a child, she suffered sexual and 
physical abuse at the hands of her mother—a beautiful 
actress whose lasting legacy is a cult film called Stolen 
Waters—and now, as Havana’s star is waning, she’s hell-
bent on landing her dead mother’s role in a reimagining 
of the black-and-white classic. Wrap your head around 
that Greek tragedy. Eventually, Maps’ stories intertwine 
and play off each other in vicious cycles where the child 
becomes the mother and the victim becomes the abuser, 
like echoes funneling through the canyons of Los Angeles. 
It’s a haze of toxicity, backstabbing, and finagling for 
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“THE BEST COMEDY OF THE YEAR!”
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FROM THE CREATOR OF 
‘FLIGHT OF THE CONCHORDS’

“ONE OF THE 
FLAT-OUT FUNNIEST 

FILMS IN AGES!”
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THE BEST COMEDY OF THE YEAR!”

HILARIOUS!

HILARIOUS!”
HILARIOUS!”

STARTS FRIDAY, 2/27
SEATTLE
SIFF Cinema Uptown
(206) 324-9996

SEATTLE
Sundance Cinemas 
Seattle
(206) 633-0059

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENTS 
NOW PLAYING

REVISE 2

advantage in the good ol’ dream factory. Then ghosts start 
popping up, and it’s somewhere in here that Cronenberg 
and writer Bruce Wagner’s film stops hitting its marks. 
(Havana, Agatha, and Benjie’s troubles are already verging 
on supernaturally awful without some on-the-nose haunt-
ing.) But it’s a minor misstep in a eerie, silly, and noirish film 
that’s filled with the fading glamour of Sunset Boulevard, 
the maternal monstrosities of Mommie Dearest, and the 
sordidness of last week’s tabloids. Cronenberg’s world 
of dark humor, violence, and sexual unease has a rotten 
Hollywood at its heart, peopled with dynasties of spoiled 
child stars, pyromaniacs, cults, and spirits. It’s a place that 
lets Moore shine bright—even, or maybe especially, when 
she’s dancing and singing, maniacally celebrating the 
death of a child. (COURTNEY FERGUSON) Sundance 
Cinemas, Fri-Tues. For complete schedule and show-
times, see thestranger.com/film.

★ METROPOLIS
Honestly, Degenerate Art Ensemble’s score of Fritz 
Lang’s sci-fi classic Metropolis promises to be brilliant. 
Degenerate Art Ensemble actually composed much of the 
score for the silent movie back in 1997, when it was the 
Young Composers Collective—DAE came into existence in 
1999. This earlier performance happened at Gas Works 
Park and drew something like 10,000 people. During the 
17 or so years between that show by the lake and today, 
lost pieces of Metropolis have been found around the 
world and added to the puzzle of a picture. DAE, as a 
consequence, has expanded its initial score, which was 
composed by five musicians and involved 17 players. 
I will be shocked if the update is not something grand. 
(CHARLES MUDEDE) Paramount, Mon March 2 at 7 pm.

★ THE SHINING
The Stephen King/Stanley Kubrick horror classic about a 
man dealing with alcoholism, writer’s block, snowstorms, 
Shelley Duvall’s contorted face, and a psychotic 5-year-old. 
SIFF Cinema Uptown, Sun, Tues 9 pm.

★ TWO DAYS, ONE NIGHT
This excellent feature by the Dardenne brothers is about the 
state of the European soul, which is presently possessed 
not by the dark forces of Islam but by the otherworldly 
power of the euro. The film concerns a woman, Sandra 
(Marion Cotillard), who works at a small factory that makes 
solar panels in Liège, the third-largest city in Belgium. 
Sandra is a mother of two, she has a loving husband who 
is a cook at a cafeteria, and she is about to lose her job 
because her conniving boss has made her coworkers a 
tempting offer: Each will receive 1,000 euros if they permit 
him to let go of Sandra. She must now beg for her job, 
person by person, face by face. This is a powerful film. 
Cotillard deserved to win the Oscar she was nominated 
for this year. (CHARLES MUDEDE) SIFF Film Center, 
Fri-Sat 7 pm, Sun-Mon 5 pm, Tues-Wed 5, 7 pm.

NOW PLAYING
FIFTY SHADES OF GREY
Early in the film adaptation of Fifty Shades of Grey, 
Anastasia Steele (Dakota Johnson) reminds us that she’s 
about to graduate college with a 4.0 GPA, but she’s also 
incredibly naive. She’s never had a boyfriend, she lacks 
confidence in her looks, and she’s a total klutz, which we 
know because she trips exactly once in the film. Johnson 
handles the cipher of a role—one of her major character 
traits is that she bites her lip a lot—with surprising ease. 
The movie doesn’t waste much time introducing her to 
Grey (Jamie Dornan, the Irish actor who is so good in The 
Fall but desperately struggling with an American accent 
here) and his so-called “red room of pain,” where he car-
ries out his S&M fantasies. They’re an attractive couple, 
and it’s nice to watch attractive people take their clothes 
off, but the actors lack the kind of spontaneous chemistry 
that could’ve turned Fifty Shades of Grey into something 
greater than the book it’s adapted from. You have no trouble 
believing they’re sexually attracted to each other, but the 
kind of attraction the book calls for—the once-in-a-lifetime 
gravity—just isn’t there. You won’t find many people willing 
to argue that Fifty Shades of Grey is a good movie. Many 
would argue it’s not even a successful sexy movie. But 
you can’t argue with someone’s state of arousal; if you’re 
turned on by Fifty Shades of Grey, it worked for you. For 
many, it will be the cinematic equivalent of eating a whole 
pint of ice cream by yourself. There are spots in the middle 
that will make you want to turn back, and by the time you 
reach the end, you might regret digging into it in the first 
place. But you probably had a little bit of fun along the 
way, didn’t you? (PAUL CONSTANT) Various locations.

★ FOCUS
Focus is a misleading title: To enjoy this movie as much 
as you ought to, I recommend not paying attention to the 
details. If you do, you’ll find a lot of holes, and that will take 
away from what a treat this movie is. And take it from me, 
you won’t need to understand. Will Smith stars as Nicky, 
a third-generation con man (a fresh prince of con men, 
if you will), who meets Jess (The Wolf of Wall Street’s 
Margot Robbie), an aspiring grifter with natural talent but 
little grace. Nicky takes Jess under his metaphorical wing 
in the streets and under his literal body in the sheets dur-
ing a frenetic first act of heistual education; cut to three 
years later, and both are out of the game (OR ARE THEY) 
and still thinking about each other (OR DO THEY), and 
the whole thing collapses into a mess of deception. And 
this mess is delightful! Yes, I’m surprised, too: A February 
release starring a not-yet-as-famous-as-she-should-be 
actress and a not-nearly-as-famous-as-he-used-to-be 
actor has no business being as fun as Focus. Clever and 
consistently entertaining, Focus keeps you on your toes 
with frequent surprises, not the least of which is that it’s a 
legitimately excellent movie. Will Smith tries to smarm up 
his West Philadelphia charm, but thankfully slips into that 
bad boy we’ve loved for years. The year 1998 called; it 
said Will Smith is dope, and it’s right. Suck it, Jaden. But 
see, I worry that giving this movie a positive review will 
backfire, because part of what made this so fun for me was 
going in with rock-bottom expectations. Also, I can’t say a 
lot more without giving away several plot points that, come 
to think of it, didn’t actually make much sense to begin 
with. Please, for your own good, don’t get your hopes up. 
Just bounce with it. (ELINOR JONES) Various locations.

HOT TUB TIME MACHINE 2
Everything that Hot Tub Time Machine got right, Hot Tub 
Time Machine 2 gets wrong. The problems start with the 
cast: John Cusack’s character, the everyman of the first film, 
is nowhere to be found. In his place, Adam Scott plays his 
character’s son (yes, it’s set in the future this time), and 
Scott is completely out of his comedic depth here. When 
he’s supposed to come across as some kind of everyman, 
Scott seems creepy and weird. When he’s supposed to 
sell an insane idea, he comes across as unbelievable. He’s 
lacking any of his Parks and Recreation charm—the nerd 
who is at home in his own skin—and he fails to replace it 
with anything meaningful. This leaves the film rootless, and 
heartless, and in trouble. The rest of the actors from the origi-
nal—Craig Robinson, Rob Corddry, and Clark Duke—display 
none of the goggle-eyed enthusiasm they demonstrated 
in the first Hot Tub Time Machine. They seem to know the 
material isn’t as good, so there’s a gimme-the-paycheck 
vibe to their performances. And Corddry’s self-impressed 
buffoonery grows thin just about 10 minutes into the movie. 
Unfortunately, he’s supposed to be the main character. 
Embedded as they are between a whole string of tedious 
exposition dumps, Hot Tub Time Machine 2’s jokes are 
mostly of the gross-out non-sequitur variety. Characters 
played by Jason Jones and Gillian Jacobs are introduced for 
seemingly no good reason. There are a lot of dick jokes, and 
an unfortunate gay-panic moment in the first film is mirrored 
and stretched into a way-too-long sequence in which two 
male characters are forced to have virtual sex, resulting in 
a few uncomfortable rape jokes. Like lots of time-traveling 
sequels that jump into the future—Back to the Future 2, 
Terminator: Salvation—Hot Tub Time Machine 2 is a mess 
of pandering moments. It’s a movie that has no free will of 
its own, a dead-eyed robot, staggering from one vague plot 
point to another in a coldly calculating attempt to entertain. 
(PAUL CONSTANT) Various locations.

MCFARLAND, USA
You’ve got to at least give McFarland, USA this: Of the two 
racist Kevin Costner movies released in the past month 
(the other being Black or White), it’s probably the least 
racist. McFarland is based on the true story of Jim White, 
a disgraced high-school football coach who moved to a 
majority-Latino town and inspired his cross-country ath-
letes—many of whom had to work to provide for their families 
while attending school—to go on to college. But even though 
this white-savior movie is based on a true story, it’s still a 
white-savior movie. McFarland is interested only in the 
white perspective. When he moves to the town McFarland, 
Costner, as White, glowers at everything he sees: the low 
riders, the signs written in Spanish, the old women tending 
to chickens in their yards. “Dad, please tell me we took the 
wrong exit,” White’s teenage daughter scoffs. They go to a 
Mexican restaurant, and White is outraged to discover that 
they don’t serve burgers, only weird food like tacos and bur-
ritos. But this is a Disney movie, so rest assured the Whites 
will learn a Valuable Lesson. White helps his students earn 
self-esteem, and they help him manage his anger. The film 
presents the usual obstacles (White forgot his daughter’s 
15th birthday! White is offered a job at a better, whiter 
college!), and everything is resolved with gold-hued cinema-
tography and hearty handshakes and a montage set to “The 
Star-Spangled Banner.” The bones of the film are sturdy: It’s 
a feel-good sports drama that unspools at a leisurely pace. 
The kids on White’s team, especially Carlos Pratts as the 
star runner, are solid actors. But it’s just one more movie 
about white people single-handedly improving a non-white 
community. Sure, the white guy learns something along the 
way, but the inspirational message of McFarland, USA is that 
ethnic neighborhoods need a little more White-ness to make 
everything okay. (PAUL CONSTANT) Various locations.

★ WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS
Now that we as a culture have seemingly settled on zombies 
as our primary monster metaphor, the somewhat ignored 
genre of vampire movies is busy getting weird. And the 
weirdness is a wonderful thing to behold. Jim Jarmusch’s 
Only Lovers Left Alive looked at vampirism as a represen-
tation of ennui. Iranian director Ana Lily Amirpour’s A Girl 
Walks Home Alone at Night used it as a symbol of feminine 
empowerment. And now we have What We Do in the 
Shadows, a New Zealand mockumentary about four vampires 
renting a flat in Wellington together, and it uses the lens of 
vampirism to… well, I’m not really sure what it’s supposed 
to mean. But it sure is funny. Cowritten by, costarring, and 
codirected by Taika Waititi and Flight of the Conchords’s 
Jemaine Clement, Shadows combines the banality of reality 
television (“I tended to torture when I was in a bad place,” 
Clement’s Vladislav deadpans to the camera) with pretty 
much every vampire trope from the last century of film. Some 
of the humor is smart, and some of it is pleasantly moronic. 
(Waititi’s naive, innocent vampire, Viago, runs around the 
house at dusk in the first moments of the film shouting in 
his bad Transylvanian accent, “Vake up! Vake up, everyone! 
Avaken! Avakey-vakey!”) Though Shadows suffers from some 
aimlessness in its latter half, it’s overall a pleasant revisitation 
of the mockumentary tropes perfected by Christopher Guest. 
The special effects are surprisingly good for a low-budget 
New Zealand feature, with characters flying around, turning 
into bats, and struggling to slurp blood as it gushes forth from 
an accidentally damaged aorta. This is funny stuff; you can’t 
wring these kinds of laughs out of a goddamned zombie. 
(PAUL CONSTANT) Various locations.

What We Do in the Shadows

http://www.whatwedointheshadows.com/
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EMPLOYMENT RENTALS & REAL ESTATEHEALTH & SERVICES MUSIC INSTRUCTION & SERVICES

Superior Court of State of Washington

for King County

Eduard Martirosov, Petitioner

Yelena Hovhannisyan, Respondent

14-3-07919-6 SEA

The State of Washington to  

Yelena Hovhannisyan:

 

You are hereby summoned to appear 

within sixty days after the date of the first 

publication of this summons, to wit, within 

sixty days after February 11, 2015 and 

defend the action and answer petitioner’s 

petition for dissolution and serve a copy 

of your answer upon  

Reed Yurchak, attorney for petitioner,  

at 40 Lake Bellevue Dr #100,  

Bellevue, WA 98005  

and in case of your failure so to do, 

judgment will be rendered against you 

according to the petition, which has  

been filed with the clerk of said court.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED - MUST BE 18+ 
OPEN SCHEDULE’S GREAT DAY BUISNESS 

208 SW 16th St. Renton, WA  •  425-255-3110
ANCHORAGE - RENTON /SEATTLE - FAIRBANKS - PORTLAND

visit us at clubsinrock.com

ATTENTION SHOWGIRLS
UPSCALE HOTEL CLIENTELE

FREE RENT

FREE LICENSING

EARN FAST CASH NOW!!

MINUTES FROM AIRPORT

C

C

C

@ SAFECO FIELD
Housekeeping Job Fair

March 2nd & 3rd • 10am - 2pm
Ellis Pavilion located on 1st Ave. next to 

the Mariners Home Plate entrance.

Detail Workers, Event Workers
Post Event Workers

Seasonal PT Housekeeping Positions
EOE

FREE Mobile Phone & Service
You may qualify for a free mobile phone from Total Call Mobile and free wireless ser-
vice through the federal government supported LIFELINE program.  You may qualify 

under certain government assisted programs or if your household income is below 
a certain amount. Eligibility documentation is required to enroll. Free service is 250 

(wireless or wireline) per household; Lifeline service is non-transferable.

For plan details, full terms and conditions call 
1-800-661-7391 or visit www.totalcallmobile.com

BURIEN $450
Sober living Services has just opened 
a New Home In The Burien area, http://
soberlivingservices.vpweb.com/ , Bunk 
Beds start at $450.00. Twin beds are 
available. Call Sean Today at 206 661 
0911, or John 206-242-7570

CAPITOL HILL $1,450
Capitol Hill Studio, $1450/month. 
Parking $75/month underground 
garage. 640 Sqft with W/D in unit. Lots 
of storage. Granite kitchen and stain-
less steel appliance. Bus to Microsoft, 
Seattle U, UW, Amazon 2 blocks away. 
Dee 510-449-6267

ART STUDIO/CREATIVE
I AM LOOKING  for someone that 
would be interested in sub-leasing this 
room. This is not a place to live or a 
place for a band to rehearse. See web 
ad for pictures. 425.444.5053 or email 
at robert@thevocaliststudio.com.

OFFICE/COMMERCIAL
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES 
AVAILABLE  in Lincoln County 
Washington http://lincolnedc.org/busi-
nessresources/commercial-properties/

FLEXIBLE OFFICE ARRANGEMENT  
Great for psychotherapists, counselors, 
ARNPs, docs, etc. $100 for up to 25 
hours per month ($30 for every hour 
over 25) 206-458-2556

ROOMMATES
ALL AREAS ROOMMATES.COM.  
Lonely? Bored? Broke? Find the perfect 
roommate to complement your person-
ality and lifestyle at Roommates.com! 
(AAN CAN)

U OF W  big room available now. 5 
blocks north on 17th NE. Completely 
renovated old home. New plumbing, 
wiring, alarms, granite counters, big 
kitchen, wide halls, tall ceilings, 24 
hour lights, 5 bathrooms. Cable, tv to 
every room & business class comcast 
wireless. House computer, tv room w/
comcast on demand, commercial laun-
dry & lots of hot water. We do not rent 
to smoker or take pets. Avail now is a 
13X15’ room on main floor with new 
Ikea queen bed. 6 ceiling lights & fan. 
9’ ceilings & a bay window + built in 
dresser & shelves. $625 + $80 for all 
utilities and yard care. Zone 6 parking 
is available for $80 per yr. Call T.H. 
Monroe 206-229-8853 10am-7pm

GENERAL HELP WANTED
NEED A JOB?  Call Today. Food 
Service & Light Industrial. 206-587-
5360 HALLMARK TEMPS

CHILDCARE/EDUCATION
MUSIC TEACHER NEEDED!  
Teach piano classes for children at 
various locations throughout your area. 
Training/Materials provided. Contact 
MissPam@MoveOverMozart .NET 
Locations: Bellevue and Kirkland areas

CUSTOMER SERVICE
GENERATE LEADS FOR  Tree Work 
No sales involved just short conversa-
tions face to face with home owners 
offering Free Estimate Appointments. Our 
Services help home owners keep their 
trees safe and healthy. Our industry is 
steady and year round. Set your own 
schedule. Most reps work between 25-35 
hrs. a week. Reps average $500-$750 
per week in earnings. Top reps earn 
$1000+ Allowances for Cell phone, 
travel, medical compensation can be 
earned Company provides all market 
areas, apparel & training. Vehicle, DL, 
Cell phone & Internet access req. Email 
resume to recruiting@evergreentlc.com 
or apply online at www.tlc4homesnw.com

PAID RESEARCH
ALCOHOL STUDY THROUGH  UW - 
Men 18-20 needed for a study on health 
behavior. Earn up to $150 if eligible. 
Email dartuw@uw.edu for more info.

PARTICIPANTS WANTED FOR  
RESEARCH STUDY Young men & 
women wanted for study on health-
related behaviors. Participants must be 
ages 18-25. Earn up to $75 in gift 
certificates of your choice of a select 
number of merchants if eligible! Visit 
http://depts.washington.edu/uwstarr/ 
or email Project STARR at UWstarr@
uw.edu or for more information.

RESTAURANT/HOTELS/CLUBS
EXPERIENCED COOK

Looking for experienced 
breakfast/lunch cook. 

Drop resume at Ballard Bridge Cafe. 
4609 14th Ave. NW, Ste. 108.

RETAIL
ECO ELEMENTS METAPHYSICAL  
Books & Gifts. Immed opening for 
PT sales person. Energetic, flexible, 
committed, EXP. & knowledgeable in 
metaphysical. Also looking for an expe-
rienced Psychic Tarot Reader. Drop off 
resume in person & book list to: 1530 
1st Ave (serious inquiries only)

SALES
ARBORIST SALES 

CONSULTANT
Looking for experienced Sales Reps 

with Proven Experience Closing Sales. 
We Offer: * $70,000-$160,000/Year 

* Cell Phone & Travel Allowance 
* Company Sponsored Medical * 

Voluntary Dental * Company Vehicle 
Avail. * Aggressive Marketing Structure 

Provides you Quality Leads * 80% 
Growth since 2008 in a Recession 
Proof Industry * Comprehensive 
Industry Training Provided Email 

Resume to Recruiting@evergreentlc.
com or call 800-684-8733 

ext 3434 or 3321

LEADERSHIP 
DEVELOPMENT

• Simple 3 Step System • Full 
Training & Live Support • Make up 

to $19,000 per sale • A global online 
business opportunity Apply Now: 

www.4ubizonline.com

VOLUNTEERS
DO YOU LOVE  automobiles? 
Volunteer at Lemay Americas Car 
Museum! For information visit our web 
site: www.LemayMuseum.org or email 
Volunteer@LeMayMuseum.org.

FREE MILITARY STRESS  reduction 
acupuncture clinic for active military, 
veterans & their family. MONDAY nights 
at SolidGround 1501 N. 45th St. in 
Wallingford. 206.930.1238

LOVE CATS? WANT  to help? Be a 
Clinic Volunteer for the Feral Cat Spay/
Neuter Project. Please email volun-
teer@feralcatproject.org for more info 
and to apply.

SALONS
COVEN SALON IS  hiring an expe-
rienced stylist! Come join our diverse 
and accepting community. Existing cli-
entele and creativity preferred! Email us 
your resume at info@covensalon.com.

SKILLED TRADE/CRAFT
CLIMBER OPENING

Year Round work performing Tree 
Trimming, Pruning & Removals. 

We have a motivated, outstanding 
sales division, and refined marketing 
campaign to keep our crews busy and 
profitable. Day Rate is Paid Bi-Weekly 

($160-$200+/ Day DOE) Company 
Sponsored Medical Available. 

Opportunities for advancement into 
Crew Lead Available for top Climbers. 

Please submit your work exp. to 
recruiting@evergreentlc.com or call 

800-684-8733 ext. 3434 or 3321

LESSONS
SING! JANET 206-781-5062  
FreetheVoiceWithin.com

THE VOCALIST STUDIO
We Train Vocal Athletes 

www.thevocaliststudio.com 
Scream technique, 5 Octave range. 

Eliminate Tension. 
Downtown Seattle studio. 

425.444.5053

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE
MATURE, SEASONED, EXPERI-
ENCED  female singer looking for 
PROFESSIONAL band situation - cov-
ers, showbands, originals, I’m open. 
Serious chops in several genres, great 
ears, stellar harmonies, theory, writing, 
lyrics. Intent on making a living at this! 
Email me: clan.macarthur@yahoo.com

OPENED FOR
JEFF BRIDGES!

Legendary Pianist Available I’m 
Richard Peterson, 66 year old com-
poser, arranger, and pianist. I play 

weekly at KOMO Plaza. I’m available to 
play parties, weddings, clubs, shows, 
etc. $200/gig. Covers and originals. 

Please call 206-325-5271, Thank You! 
CD available. Must have a piano.

VOCALIST/SYNTH PLAYER/
SONGWRITER LOOKING  TO FORM/
JOIN AN ELECTRONIC/ALTERNATIVE 
GROUP. I HAVE MANY YEARS LIVE 
AND RECORDING EXPERIENCE. CALL 
ME TODAY AT 2068603534. I LIVE ON 
CAPITOL HILL IN SEATTLE.

MUSICIANS WANTED
EXPERIENCED ELECTRONIC 
MUSICIAN  LOOKING FOR AN 
ELECTRONIC GIG:I SING, WRITE 
MUSIC AND LYRICS. I LIVE ON 
CAPITOL HILL IN SEATTLE. CALL OR 
TEXT 2068603534

FEMALE VOCALIST WANTED  for 

80’s cover band. Need great voice and 

fun stage presence. Must be able to 

sing versatile artists - Berlin, Whitney 

Houston, Janet Jackson, Missing 

Persons, Bananarama, Expose, etc. 

Contact: Evan, 206-713-7172

SEEKING BASSIST! 

ESTABLISHED,  goal-oriented, driven 

band with a kick ass show. We’re look-

ing for our 4th member to complete this 

ensemble of bad-assery. theadarna.com

WE PROVIDE BALLOON  drops, 

balloon arches, balloon décor and any 

balloon service in multi cities for bands. 

Over 30 years in the industry. Local 

and worldwide band services. Open 7 

days. Cell and text (310) 628-6127. 

www.mrballoon.com

RECORDING/REHEARSAL

ONE SHARED REHEARSAL  room 

@ $220/month including 36hr/month 

& private closet. One $500/month pri-

vate rehearsal room.Visit wildersound-

studios.com. Located in SODO Seattle. 

Contact Samantha 425-445-9165. 

s.wilder@wildersoundstudios.com

STARLODGE STUDIOS (206)  287-

1615 Hourly rehearsal with PA or fully 

backlined rooms, able to accommodate 

orchestras, Air-conditioned (HVAC), 

kitchenette, easy load-in, 3-phase 

power, truck or bus parking available. 

ADA/wheelchair accessible.

MASSAGE
LAURIE’S MASSAGE 

(206)919-2180

LIKE A JAPANESE  Hot Springs 
- At The Gated Sanctuary you can 
soak naked outside among soaring 
cedar trees in jetted hot pools. Dip 
in our Alaskan cold plunge. Get an 
amazing massage. Enjoy our euca-
lyptus steam room. (425)334-6277 
www.TheGatedSanctuary.com

OTHER
PREGNANT? THINKING OF  
ADOPTION? Talk with caring agency 
specializing in matching Birthmothers 
with Families Nationwide. LIVING 
EXPENSES PAID. Call 24/7 AbbyÕs 
One True Gift Adoptions. 866-413-
6293. Void in Illinois/New Mexico/
Indiana (AAN CAN)

SAY GOODBYE TO  Painful Varicose 
Veins! Do you have any of these 
symptoms? * Varicose Veins * Spider 
Veins * Itching and Burning * Leg 
Pain and Cramps * Heaviness and 
Swelling * Skin Discoloration * Ulcers 
and Blood Clots. You may have a seri-
ous medical condition called Venous 
insufficiency. USA VEIN CLINICS WILL 
HELP! With a non-surgical minimally 
invasive and painless procedure, 
that takes only 15 minutes! Medicare 
and Most Insurances accepted. 
Call 206-508-8796

BEAUTY/FASHION
FASHION DESIGNER 
SEAMSTRESS  duo for hire. 
Specializing in leather clothing, utility 
kilts, kink wear, costumes and custom 
clothing. kiltthis@outlook.com Free 
consultation. www.kiltthis.com

CAR SERVICE
$100 CASH MINIMUM  TO $5000 
CASH FOR ANY CAR*RUNNING 
OR NOT*SAME DAY CAR 
REMOVAL SEATTLE TACOMA 
EVERETT CALL 206-679-2167 OR 
SEATTLECASHFORCARS.COM

WE BUY ANY  CAR FOR CASH ! 
ANY CONDITION OR YEAR ! AS IS 
& WHERE IS ! WE COME TO YOU 
WITH CASH & PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR 
YOUR CAR ! GET CASH FOR YOUR 
CAR @SEATTLECASHFORCARS.COM 
206-679-2167

CLEANING

CLEANING SERVICES OFFERED  
by You’ve Got It Maid. Call TODAY for 
a clean Home or Office TOMORROW. 
Taylor 206-375-8307

COMPUTER

-ON-SITE COMPUTER REPAIR-  
Virus Removal, Data Recovery, Backups 
& Networking. All clients receive free 
phone tech support. GUARANTEED 
LOWEST RATES. (206) 395-9599 - 
www.SeattleTechExperts.com

WHY GET A  GEEK... WHEN YOU 
CAN HAVE AN EXPERT! Virus 
Removal, Data Recovery, Backups 
& Networking. GUARANTEED 
LOWEST RATES. (206) 395-9599 - 
www.SeattleTechExperts.com

FINANCIAL/LEGAL

CONTACT HAAS LAW  for a consul-
tation (206) 853-3379 Small Business 
Formation, Licensing & Federal 
Trademark Registration, Wills & Trusts, 
and Family Law. Smith Tower, 506 2nd 
Ave. Ste 1400

MISC.

AVIATION GRADS WORK  with 
JetBlue, Boeing, NASA and others- start 
here with hands on training for FAA 
certification. Financial aid if qualified. 
Call Aviation Institute of Maintenance 
800-725-1563 (AAN CAN)

I’m Richard Peterson, 64 year 
old composer, arranger, and 
pianist.  I’m available to 
play parties, weddings, 
clubs, shows, etc.  
$200/gig.  Covers 
and originals.  
PLEASE CALL 
206-325-5271
Thank You!  
CD available.

, PIANIST AVAILABLE .

,/.
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1-888-MegaMatesTM

FREE CODE: Stranger
FREE to listen and reply to ads!

For other local numbers call:

Seattle 206-753-CHAT
Tacoma 253-359-CHAT

Everett 425-405-CHAT

Vancouver, WA 360-314-CHAT

Vancouver, BC coming soon... 

Portland 503-222-CHAT

or WEB PHONE on LiveMatch.com 

Find your flame on

Free to TRY! 

Free 24/7 - LiveMatch 

CHATROOMS and 

member FORUMS. 

Ladies, chat with VIPs 

FREE all the time!

MAN to MAN
Free group chatrooms 24/7!
206-753-CHAT

(2428)

GEORGETOWN TO SEATTLE
I saw you in your blue sexy new 
Subaru. Me: blonde, smiling, in a 
green Mercedes; really wished we’d 
chatted. I-5 North just before the big 
city. So close but yet so far (I’d like to 
ride in your car:)) When: Sunday, 
February 22, 2015. Where: 1-5 
North just before Seattle.. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #920960

CAPITOL HILL DRIP OR 
AMERICANO
You come in to my shop often with 
co-workers. I’ve never had a good time 
to ask you out due to Seeing you less 
now that my schedule has changed.  
Youre from Olympia I think your name 
starts with M. When: Wednesday, 
February 18, 2015. Where: 
Capitol Hill. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #920959

BLUE EYES IN HOODIE
Maybe I like them sweet or you caught 
my eyes. We talked about humid 
weather and your coworkers. It would 
be nice to see your smile again. You 
asked for my autograph twice, I regret 
not asking for your number. When: 
Tuesday, February 17, 2015. 
Where: Cap Hill. You: Man. Me: 
Woman. #920956

HEY, BIRDMAN!
You stopped for an americano on your 
way to the movies, where you were 
going to sneak in a double feature. 
I think it’s cute you go the the mov-
ies alone. Get back here! When: 
Tuesday, February 17, 2015. 
Where: Pike Street. You: Man. 
Me: Woman. #920955

SCRUFFELL LOVE
Ordering your sister a chalupa and 
talking about scruffell tattoos. 
Microwaving string cheese, made dil-
las watchin’ Grey’s and reading Sookie 
Stackhouse. Let’s eat Beecher’s while 
you change your outfit and squirrel 
rips your tights. You’re the best ever, 
champagnes! When: Tuesday, 
February 17, 2015. Where: 
Factoria Taco Bell. You: Woman. 
Me: Woman. #920949

BALLARD GOODWILL
We were both leaving when we had 
brief eye contact, you were cute 
with long brown hair pulled up.  You 
drove off in a dark green Subaru 
impreza. Care to grab a coffee some-
time? When: Monday, February  
9, 2015. Where: Goodwill 
Ballard. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#920948

THROUGH A BUS WINDOW
You: septum in nose and skateboard 
in hand walking past Boren Ave. Me: 
green beanie and scruffy face on bus 
line 10 or 11. Us: locked eyes and 
shared huge grins. Wanna share grins 
again? When: Friday, February 
13, 2015. Where: Boren & 
Pike. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920947

MOONLIGHT CAFE SAT. 2/14 
2:00PM
You were sitting in a booth with a 
female friend. You had on a light 
blue button up and black hair. I wish 
I could have told you how beautiful I 
found you. Your gorgeous smile made 
my entire day. When: Saturday, 
February 14, 2015. Where: 
Moonlight Cafe. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #920946

GRACE OF BLOODWORKS 
NW
During my blood donation, we talked 
about 15 minute breaks and eating 
at one’s desk. If you like men, are 
interested, and available, will you 
allow me to treat us to supper some-
time? When: Friday, February 13, 
2015. Where: Terry Ave Blood 
Center. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920945

PANTS=SMART, LIKE YOUR 
MOUTH!
You: firm, child-rearing calves, 
selectively generous and pleasantly 
asymmetrical. Me: red hair, English 
ancestry, intensely whimsical. 
I always wave to you through the 
window. Maybe someday you’ll wave 
back? When: Monday, February  
9, 2015. Where: Smarty pants, 
Georgetown. You: Man. Me: 
Woman. #920944

CRISPY LOVE: FRIED TO 
PERFECTION
You: Sexy dark-haired man-babe eat-
ing fried chicken while perusing the 
beer section on 2/10. Me: Big-haired 
blonde girl who was flustered and 
said ‘f*%& it’ and walked away. Your 
zero f*&#’s attitude makes me wish 
I said ‘f*#@ me’ instead. When: 
Tuesday, February 10, 2015. 
Where: Wallingford QFC. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #920941

PRIVATE EVENT, ROBROY, 
TUESDAY, 2/10.
You stood in line for my drink. Twice. 
Hipsters everywhere, except my chair. 
Bangs, a red down coat & a Rottweiler 
who likes the beach, I’d stand in line 
for your drink any time. You made my 
night. When: Tuesday, February 
10, 2015. Where: Rob Roy. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #920940

SMILES IN FREMONT
Walking: N Fremont Ave and 41st 
About 4:30pm Tuesday Feb 10th You: 
Petite, pretty, glasses, and a smile. 
Me: Slender, handsome, glasses, and 
a smile. You are lovely. Coffee and a 
walk? When: Tuesday, February 
10, 2015. Where: North Fremont 
Ave and 41st. You: Woman. Me: 
Man. #920938

BLUE SURLY AT FRED 
MEYER
Our Surly Long Haul Truckers were 
parked together at the Greenwood 
Fred Meyer. Want to go ride into the 
sunset sometime? When: Monday, 
February  9, 2015. Where: 
Greenwood Fred Meyer Bike 
Parking. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920936

MAN BUN MARS BAR MAN
Asian girl at Mars bar, we hit it off in 
a drunken haze and I bailed. Traces 
I recall you were a gem. Find me. 
When: Saturday, February  7, 
2015. Where: Mars Bar. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #920934

NEW ODDFELLOWS 
EMPLOYEE
You were getting trained at 
Oddfellows, blue shirt, green pants 
on Saturday morning. I also noticed 
your moon phases tattoo. I was with a 
group of friends (blue beanie, glasses) 
so I couldn’t tell you how attractive 
you are. Coffee? When: Saturday, 
February  7, 2015. Where: 
Oddfellows. You: Woman. Me: 
Woman. #920932

PECULIAR GIRL’S NIGHT
Black knit cap and denim jacket, 
dancing at that table by the fire 
and laughing when NKOTB came on.    
Everywhere you went you were the only 
girl in the room, and I’d like to see 
you again. When: Friday, January 
30, 2015. Where: Old Peculiar, 
Ballard. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920931

FREMONT PCC COIFFED 
CASHIER
You stopped doing your hair? I had 
no idea it was so full. Every lunch I 
wonder what it would be like to run my 
fingers through it. You definitely are 
“swell.” When: Friday, February  
6, 2015. Where: Fremont. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #920930

NUMBER 70 BUS
You’re a recent transplant and live 
in Ballard, work in oncology, were on 
your way to the Hutch. I’m an idiot 
for not giving you my number. When: 
Friday, February  6, 2015. 
Where: #70 bus from down-
town. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#920929

FILSON OYSTER PARTY, 
2/5/15
You: long brown wool coat, long brown 
hair, navy purse, jeans, black clogs, 
genuine smile, presence. Pretty. Saw 
you on your way out, froze. You smiled. 
Me: Bummed. Grey blazer, green ging-
ham shirt, khaki pants, glasses, black 
hair. Seemed reciprocal? When: 
Thursday, February  5, 2015. 
Where: Filson Party - SODO. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #920928

MAJOR CHEMISTRY AT UMI
I couldn’t resist looking at you during 
the evening. Definitely sensed a 
spark... You: tall, male, fit, auburn 
hair, sexy Me: petite, blond, braces, 
wide smiles and expressive Here’s to 
hoping you’re looking for me, also. 
When: Wednesday, February  
4, 2015. Where: Umi Sake 
House. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#920927

I KEEP SEEING YOU AROUND
Hi, I keep seeing you by Nordstrom 
downtown. I think you’re really 
attractive but it’s never been a good 
time to say anything. Are you sin-
gle? I go to the Redwood a lot ;) 
When: Tuesday, February  3, 
2015. Where: Nordstrom down-
town. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#920924

HAIRCUT COMPLIMENT ON 
THE 40
Me: male-bodied demigirl with 
big black headphones and pink 
bow-headband in front of you on the 
bus to Ballard! I called your haircut 
‘really cute’. I try not to bug people 
on buses, but wished I could talk to 
you! When: Monday, February  2, 
2015. Where: 40 Bus to Ballard. 
You: Woman. Me: Transsexual 
(male to female). #920923

SKITTLES AT SLUGGERS FOR 
SUPERBOWL
I called you “Skittles”. Had to stop 
looking at you before we made out. 
You were exploding with sexual energy. 
I couldn’t handle it. You were looking 
sexy in your skittles sweatband and 
glasses. I had a lot of fun. When: 
Sunday, February  1, 2015. 
Where: Sluggers Sports Bar 
Seattle. You: Man. Me: Woman. 
#920922

SECURITY SWEETNESS AT 
BROADWAY QFC
It’s difficult to not to appreciate your 
military-precision hair style, and 
incredible smile. You were in electron-
ics: I was surfing for earbuds. You’re 
often evening security, and I’d enjoy 
an opportunity to see that smile much 
closer. When: Sunday, February  
1, 2015. Where: Broadway QFC. 
You: Man. Me: Man. #920919

SPONTANEOUS 
INTERSTELLAR WITH 
BORING ENGINEER
We met at Gameworks. You were about 
to see Interstellar next door and you 
spontaneously asked me to come. I did 
and we were those assholes who talk 
during the movie. It was amazing, but 
we exchanged no numbers. When: 
Tuesday, January 20, 2015. 
Where: Gameworks. You: Man. 
Me: Woman. #920915

UBER DREAMBOAT
Joshua...you picked me up after I 
got off work in Fremont. We talk-
ed light philosophy and you told me 
about your school plans. You’re a total 
babe. I should have asked you out. 
Heart. When: Sunday, February  
1, 2015. Where: Fremont. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #920914

KARAOKE TO MACKLEMORE 
AT BOXCAR
November, you got on stage toward 
end of the night at The Boxcar in 
Magnolia and did karaoke to 
Macklemore’s “Can’t Hold Us.” I’m a 
radio producer, and would like to talk 
to you about a story I’m working on. 
When: Saturday, November  8, 
2014. Where: The Boxcar Ale 
House. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920913

CURVY WOMAN AT GRAND 
CENTRAL
You - dark hair, curvy, black top, with 
a guy. You appeared to be having 
lunch and you didn’t look too excited. 
Me green coat with a woman friend. 
We exchanged glances. Meet for 
drinks? When: Thursday, January 
29, 2015. Where: Grand Central 
Bakery. You: Woman. Me: Man. 
#920912

DOWNTOWN SEATTLE SMILE
You waited for the light. I crossed early 
and smiled. You had to smile at mine. 
You are dark-skinned, slender, wore 
business attire. Me light-skinned, a 
blue coat and glasses. “And you know 
what a smile means, don’t you?” 
When: Tuesday, January 27, 
2015. Where: NE corner of Pike 
and 6th 1:37pm. You: Woman. 
Me: Man. #920909

BSBD @ PATTI SMITH
Your name is Wes.  You had on a Blue 
Sky Black Death T-Shirt and were 
smoking cloves outside the Moore 
right before Patti Smtih.  I would love 
to get a look at the rest of those tat-
toos. hart, YKW ;-) When: Monday, 
January 19, 2015. Where: Patti 
Smith Show @ The Moore. You: 
Man. Me: Woman. #920907

MICHELE IT’S JON!
Chele, I shouted to you when you were 
in line at the Starbucks in Westlake 
Center.  I was headed up the escalator 
with clients.  If you see this hit me 
up.  It’s been years When: Tuesday, 
January 27, 2015. Where: 4th 
& Pine Westlake Center. You: 
Woman. Me: Man. #920906

Read bucketloads more (or place your own) online at www.thestranger.com/personals

Your sex life demands it. 
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A New Online Dating Service 
for Active Singles

Sign Up Now For FREE!
6 Months Free for the fi rst 100 Customers!

www.livelovebeactive.com

Non-Stop
Hookups

Hot ’n horny hookups.

Get up to 10 days unlimited access.

Join now for FREE.
Accessible:

4.75 x 4.375 trim

I have been reading your column for years, 
Dan, and now I’m writing you for the first 
time to ask for a favor. I met this dude online 
in December and I felt like we had a good con-
nection. He “dumped” me, though, because he 
was busy and was going through 
career shit and lived halfway 
across the country from me. I 
think a dude telling you he’s 
too busy for you is bullshit—
because boobs—so I encouraged 
him to tell me the truth. He 
insisted he wasn’t shining me 
on: Busyness and career shit 
and distance were the truth, he 
said. Now it turns out that I will 
shortly be moving within easy 
dating distance of this dude. I 
still think about this guy a lot. I 
feel like I could connect with him emotionally 
and sexually in a really blissful way. He reads 
your column. Would you be a pal and tell this 
dude to date me already?

Girl On The Move

Before I turn to GOTM’s problem—such as it 
is—a quick note about why I chose her letter: 
I’m sick as a dog and so hopped up on Theraflu 
and DayQuil and Chinese tinctures that I prob-
ably shouldn’t be operating advice machinery 
at all today. But deadlines are deadlines. So I’m 
going to respond to some easy questions this 
week—low and over the plate—and leave the 
situational ethics, rulings on whether a par-
ticular infidelity is permissible, and advice for 
stressed-out parents of budding young sadists 
for another column.

To the dude GOTM met online in December: 
You should date her.

To GOTM: Okay, I told the dude to date 
you. You’re welcome. But moving within dat-
ing distance solves only one of the three issues 
he cited when he “dumped” you. The distance 
problem has been resolved, but the career shit 
and busy shit endure—if those are the real rea-
sons he dumped you. The courteous dumper 
often points to career, schooling, distance, etc., 
to spare a dumpee’s feelings. When a blind-
sided dumpee presses the courteous dumper 
for the real reason(s)—as you did, GOTM—
the dumper almost always doubles down and 
insists that career, schooling, distance, etc., 
are the real reason(s). Only in rare cases does 
the dumper say, “Okay, that wasn’t the truth. I 
totally lied. The real reasons I’m dumping you 
are [something devastating, something you 
can’t unhear, something the dumpee was right 
to spare you from in the first place].”
So, GOTM, you say you urged him to tell you 
the truth and he insisted that distance, career, 
busyness were the real reasons he couldn’t date 
you. But even if you somehow solved all three 
problems—moved closer, got him a better job, 
hired him a personal assistant—odds are good 
that he still wouldn’t be interested in dating 
you. So I’m telling him to date you, GOTM, per 
your request, but I’m going to close by telling 
you to brace yourself for the “no” that’s prob-
ably coming your way.

Shame on you for recommending adultery as 
a solution to a husband who can’t satisfy his 
wife! Satisfying a woman is easy! I learned it 
from a book! You just tickle the clitoris contin-
uously with as light a touch as possible until 
she comes, as many times as you like. Sorry, I 
forget the name of the book.

Bad Advice Destroys

I’m not sure which column you’re objecting 
to—I’ve recommended adultery to so many 
husbands and wives over the years that I’ve 
lost track—but I’m pretty sure the book you’re 

referring to is God, Guns, Grits, and Gravy by 
Mike Huckabee.

I’m a 33-year-old man in a monogamous rela-
tionship with a 32-year-old woman for eight 

months. In the beginning, she 
was really passionate and 
required sex all the time. But 
I noticed that she was the first 
woman I was ever with who 
didn’t like to give pleasure with 
normal sex, by which I mean 
vaginal intercourse. Instead, 
she was only interested in sex 
that directly pleasured her. 
She didn’t think about my plea-
sure while I satisfied her with 
cunnilingus or helped her to 
masturbate herself. After six 

months, I was losing interest, so I asked her 
why it was like this. After that talk, I had to 
leave for work, and after a month, we met 
again. Her sexual desire for me had disap-
peared, while my desire for her had only 
grown. My two questions: (1) Does she have 
another man? (2) Is our relationship over? 
Please let me know what you think.

Too High Too Low

1. I couldn’t tell you.
2. Looks that way. And if the genders were 

reversed—if you were a woman dating a man 
who didn’t care about your pleasure and only 
wanted blowjobs and help jacking off—no one 
would hesitate to tell you that your lover was 
selfish and that this relationship needed to end.

I’m a high-school sophomore. I’m a mostly 
closeted gay, having come out only to some of 
my friends, but my best friend was the first 
one I told. I’ve had a crush on him since sixth 
grade. Sometimes he acts very gay with me: 
He’s stroked my hair and leaned on my shoul-
der, some light rubbing of feet, etc., usually 
with me reciprocating. Most of this was before 
he knew I was gay. But just a month ago, at a 
sleepover, we had to share a bed, and basically 
the entire night I was the closest I have ever 
been to a non–family member. Yet he continues 
to protest that he is straight. My question: Do 
you think he is gay or at least questioning?

Crushing On Bestie

Your best friend could be gay, COB, or he could 
be one of those New Model Straight Boys, aka 
a straight boy so secure in his heterosexual-
ity that he’s comfortable with what the sex 
researchers call “homosocial intimacy,” e.g., 
leaning on a male friend’s shoulder, stroking a 
male friend’s hair, rubbing a male friend’s feet 
(a form of homosocial contact that this homo 
isn’t comfortable with), etc.

If your friend is gay, COB, he may not have 
come out yet for all sorts of reasons (he’s not 
ready, his parents might freak, he’s not sure if 
he’s gay or bi or what). Or your friend may know 
he’s gay but hasn’t come out to you because he 
knows how you feel about him (crush since sixth 
grade) and he doesn’t feel the same way about 
you (he likes you only as a friend). So he tells 
you he’s straight to spare your feelings, COB, 
because then the rejection isn’t so personal.

But only your friend knows what he is 
for sure, and right now he says he’s straight. 
Respect his sexual identity, COB, just as he 
respects yours—sleepovers and homosocial 
intimacy notwithstanding. n

On the Lovecast, Dan talks a woman off the 
dick-pic ledge: savagelovecast.com.

mail@savagelove.net
@fakedansavage on Twitter

SAVAGE LOVE
Sick and Easy   BY DAN SAVAGE

JOE NEWTON

Your sex life demands it. 

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.livelovebeactive.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:mail@savagelove.net
http://www.savagelovecast.com/
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GRASSIFIEDS
thestranger.com/grassifieds
To place an ad, please call: 206-323-7101

Or email: adinfo@thestranger.com

www.ReGenSeattle.com 

BEST BEST way to get started growing!way to get started growing!  

USED GROW GEARUSED GROW GEAR  

BUY | SELL BUY | SELL               NEW | USEDNEW | USED  
 
 

2 LOCATIONS  
           GREENWOOD 
7821 Fremont Ave N 
Seattle, WA  98103 
(206) 973-3231 

TACOMA 
725 E 25th St 

Tacoma, WA  98421 
(253) 777-3350 

 Now stocking   New  ItemsNew  Items  

 

Save thousands on your I-502 grow! 

Soils \Coco\HydrotonSoils \Coco\Hydroton  
Bulbs\Ballasts\HoodsBulbs\Ballasts\Hoods  
Controllers\Trays\ FansControllers\Trays\ Fans  
ReGen Nutrients LineReGen Nutrients Line  

® 

GREENLEAFHEALTHCARE.ORG

1556 E Olive Way Capitol Hill 
206-323-HOLY

HUGE 
selection 
of Vapes!

8 DIFFERENT STRAINS OF 

• All natural • Mood elevator 
• Opiate Replacement

• Lasts for hours  

OPEN 
EVERYDAY 

UNTIL 
MIDNIGHT

T I G E R H E A LT H  C L I N I C
$100 NEW MEDICAL MARIJUANA AUTHORIZATIONS*
Regular price $150, mention this ad for above price*

RENEWAL $75 FOR 12 MONTHS* 
*With qualifi ed medical records

Assists with: 
Pain management, Energy Level,
Chronic illnesses, Appetite,
And More!

Provides: 
General Wellness Exams, 
Sports Physicals, 
Nutrition Consultations 

Professional & Discreet!

(206) 853-5165 
11680 Renton Ave S. Seattle WA 98178

MEDICINE MAN 
WELLNESS CENTER
In compliance with RCW 69.51A

www.medicinemanwellness.com

Best Service in Town
 $99 - Includes Authorization and Card

 
 

Doctors Available
Tues 2-6

Fri 11-6
Sun 12-4

Walk-Ins Welcome!

U-DISTRICT
5267 UNIVERSITY WAY NE

SEATTLE, WA 98105

CLEARVIEW
16510 WASHINGTON 9, Ste E

SNOHOMISH, WA 98296

WEST SEATTLE
2532 ALKI AVE SW, Ste B

SEATTLE, WA 98116

LYNNWOOD
15804 HWY 99, Bldg A, Ste C

LYNNWOOD, WA 98087

$75
RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR QUALIFIED PATIENTS

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY
EXTENDED 5-8 HOURS 

WEDNESDAY AND SATURDAY

CBD EFFECT: CONNECTING PATIENTS, PROVIDERS, AND CANNABIS HEALTHCARE

SCHEDULE YOUR APPOINTMENT ONLINE
TheHopeClinics.com
Call Us 206.466.1766 Fax 206.913.2815

*Low Income Sliding Scale Visit Costs Available with Proof of Income

$75 FOR ALL RENEWALS AND  
QUALIFIED LOW-INCOME PATIENTS

Medical Cannabis Recommendations

Stay Protected Under RCW69.51A 
24/7 Online Patient Verification

Seattle 206-453-4181  Everett 425-609-7858 
1620 Broadway Suite 204, Seattle WA 98122
www.nwgreenresource.com
Providing the industry Gold-Standard Cannabis Card

 9-9 7 eenwoode m |m : 9 : : ::oo oooooo ooo h: 9-9 : 9 11 7 een di
407 

treescollective.com | m-th: 9-9 f-s: 9-10 s: 11-7 | 10532 greenwood
(206) 257- 4407 

thehopeclinic.com

S E A T T L E   |   T A C O M A   |   S H O R E L I N E

SEATTLE’S PREMIER

MMJ AUTHORIZATIONS CLINIC

(206) 283-4673(206) 283 4673
TO SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT CALL

( )
info@thehopeclinic.com

DO YOU QUALIFY FOR MEDICAL CANNABIS?

SEATTLE
1818 Westlake Ave. N

Seattle, WA 98109
Tues & Thurs  |  2pm-5pm

TACOMA
4051 Tacoma Mall Blvd

Tacoma, WA 98409
Mon & Wed  |  2pm-5pm

SHORELINE
18820 Aurora Ave, #104B

Shoreline, WA 98133
Fri & Sat  |  9am-4pm

REVIEW US ON YELP!

@thehopeclinic

$75
ONE YEAR 
MEDICAL CANNABIS 
RECOMMENDATIONS

RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA STORE
TACOMA WASHINGTON

WARNING: KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.This product has intoxicating effects and may 
be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate 
a vehicle or machinery under the infl uence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with 

consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older.

COME SEE OUR QUALITY CANNABIS 
Mon-Thurs 10-8 • Fri-Sat 10-9 • Sun 11-5

21+ WELCOME CONVENIENT & EASY TO FIND 
3005 6TH AVE STE B • TACOMA, WA 98406

253-327-1675 

LOCAL 
POT!

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:adinfo@thestranger.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.ReGenSeattle.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.nwgreenresource.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.medicinemanwellness.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:info@thehopeclinic.com
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Today’s Events

Music

Movie Times

Theater&Dance

Comedy

Art

Readings&Talks

Food&Drink Events

Festivals

Sports

Restaurants

Bars&Clubs

Weed

THINGS TO DO

Weed

The New Guide to 
Everything.
thestranger.com/events

Hempfest can be 365 days! Monthly VIP events & Special perks.
Memberships start at $30.  More info atwww.hempfest.org/get-involved/join

UPCOMING EVENTS!
SATURDAY 2/28, 6PM 

WINTERFEST 
MEMBERSHIP PARTY 
120 N. 35TH ST., SEATTLE

FREE TO ALL MEMBERS.

FRIDAY 3/13, 4-7PM
HEMP JEWELRY 
MAKING CLASS
@HEMPFEST CENTRAL  

LEARN TO MAKE JEWELRY WITH 
BAR FROM EYE IN THE FOG. FREE.

SHOP LOCAL - SUPPORT SEATTLE HEMPFEST!

Pacifi c NW Hand-Blown Glass, Books, Accessories & More
Open Wed-Fri, 10am-7pm & Sat, 1pm-7pm

12351 Lake City Way  Seattle, WA 98125
206.364.HEMP  HEMPFEST.ORG

FREE GIFT 
WITH 

PURCHASE

FREE WILL  
ASTROLOGY
BY ROB BREZSNY

For the Week of Feb 25
ARIES (March 21–April 19): Lately, your 
life reminds me of the action film Speed, 
starring Sandra Bullock and Keanu Reeves. 
In that story, a criminal has rigged a pas-
senger bus to explode if its speed drops 
below 50 miles per hour. In your story, you 
seem to be acting as if you, too, will self-de-
struct if you stop moving at a frantic pace. 
I’m here to tell you that nothing bad will 
happen if you slow down. Just the opposite, 
in fact. As you clear your schedule of its ex-
cessive things-to-do, as you leisurely explore 
the wonders of doing nothing in particular, I 
bet you will experience a soothing flood of 
healing pleasure.

TAURUS (April 20–May 20): One of the 
most dazzling moves a ballet dancer can 
do is the fouetté en tournant. The term 
is French for “whipped turning.” As she 
executes a 360-degree turn, the dancer 
spins around on the tip of one foot. Mean-
while, her other foot thrusts outward and 
then bends in, bringing her toes to touch 
the knee of her supporting leg. Can you 
imagine a dancer doing this 32 consecutive 
times? That’s what the best do. It takes ex-
tensive practice and requires a high degree 
of concentration and discipline. Paradoxi-
cally, it expresses breathtaking freedom and 
exuberance. You may not be a prima bal-
lerina, Taurus, but in your own field there 
must be an equivalent to the fouetté en 
tournant. Now is an excellent time for you 
to take a vow and make plans to master 
that skill. What will you need to do?

GEMINI (May 21–June 20): If you’re a 
martial artist and you want to inject extra 
energy into an aggressive move, you might 
utter a percussive shout that sounds like 
“Eeeyah!” or “Hyaah!” or “Aiyah!” The Jap-
anese term for this sound is kiai. The sonic 
boost is most effective if it originates deep 
in your diaphragm rather than from your 
throat. Even if you’re not a martial artist, 
Gemini, I suggest that in the coming weeks 
you have fun trying out this boisterous style 
of yelling. It may help you summon the 
extra power and confidence you’ll need to 
successfully wrestle with all the interesting 
challenges ahead of you.

CANCER (June 21–July 22): The prolific 
and popular French novelist Aurore Dupin 
was better known by her pseudonym 
George Sand. Few 19th-century women 
matched her rowdy behavior. She wore 
men’s clothes, smoked cigars, was a staunch 
feminist, and frequented social venues 
where only men were normally allowed. 

Yet she was also a doting mother to her two 
children and loved to garden, make jam, 
and do needlework. Among her numerous 
lovers were the writers Alfred de Musset, 
Jules Sandeau, and Prosper Mérimée, 
as well as composer Frederic Chopin and 
actress Marie Dorval. Her preferred work 
schedule was midnight to 6 a.m., and she 
often slept until 3 p.m. “What a brave 
man she was,” said Russian author Ivan 
Turgenev, “and what a good woman.” Her 
astrological sign? The same as you and me. 
She’s feisty proof that not all of us Crabs are 
conventional fuddy-duddies. In the coming 
weeks, she’s our inspirational role model.

LEO (July 23–Aug 22): It seems you’ve 
slipped into a time warp. Is that bad? I don’t 
think so. Your adventures there may twist 
and tweak a warped part of your psyche in 
such a way that it gets healed. At the very 
least, I bet your visit to the time warp will 
reverse the effects of an old folly and cor-
rect a problem caused by your past sins. (By 
the way, when I use the word “sin,” I mean 
“being lax about following your dreams.”) 
There’s only one potential problem that 
could come out of all this: Some people 
in your life could misinterpret what’s hap-
pening. To prevent that, communicate 
crisply every step of the way.

VIRGO (Aug 23–Sept 22): In English and 
French versions of the word game Scrabble, 
the letter Z is worth 10 points. In Italian, 
it’s eight points. But in the Polish variant 
of Scrabble, you score just one point by 
using Z. That letter is rarely used in the 
other three languages, but it is common in 
Polish. Keep this general principle in mind 
as you assess the value of the things you 
have to offer. You will be able to make 
more headway and have greater impact in 
situations where your particular beauty and 
power and skills are in short supply.

LIBRA (Sept 23–Oct 22): “Learn all you 
can from the mistakes of others. You won’t 
have to make them all yourself.” So said 
Alfred Sheinwold in his book about the 
card game known as bridge. I think this is 
excellent advice for the game of life, as well. 
And it should be extra pertinent for you in 
the coming weeks, because people in your 
vicinity will be making gaffes and wrong 
turns that are useful for you to study. In the 
future, you’ll be wise to avoid perpetrating 
similar messes yourself.

SCORPIO (Oct 23–Nov 21): “Love her but 
leave her wild,” advised a graffiti artist who 
published his thoughts on a wall next to 
the mirror in a public restroom I visited. 
Another guerrilla philosopher had added a 
comment below: “That’s a nice sentiment, 
but how can anyone retain wildness in a 
society that puts so many demands on us 
in exchange for money to live?” Since I 
happened to have a felt-tip pen with me, I 
scrawled a response to the question posed 
in the second comment: “Be in nature every 

day. Move your body a lot. Remember and 
work with your dreams. Be playful. Have
good sex. Infuse any little thing you do 
with a creative twist. Hang out with ani-
mals. Eat with your fingers. Sing regularly.”
And that’s also my message for you, Scorpio,
during this phase when it’s so crucial for you 
to nurture your wildness.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22–Dec 21): “Don’t
worry, even if things get heavy, we’ll all
float on.” So sings Modest Mouse vocalist
Isaac Brock on the band’s song “Float On.” I
recommend you try that approach yourself,
Sagittarius. Things will no doubt get heavy 
in the coming days. But if you float on, 
the heaviness will be a good, rich, soulful
heaviness. It’ll be a purifying heaviness that 
purges any glib or shallow influences that 
are in your vicinity. It’ll be a healing heavi-
ness that gives you just the kind of graceful
gravitas you will need.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22–Jan 19): “What I
look for in a friend is someone who’s dif-
ferent from me,” says science-fiction nov-
elist Samuel Delany. “The more different
the person is, the more I’ll learn from him. 
The more he’ll come up with surprising
takes on ideas and things and situations.” 
What about you, Capricorn? What are the 
qualities in a friend that help you thrive? 
Now is a perfect time to take an inventory.
I sense that although there are potential
new allies wandering in your vicinity, they
will actually become part of your life only if
you adjust and update your attitudes about
the influences you value most.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20–Feb 18): At the turn
of the 19th century, Russian laborers con-
structed thousands of miles of railroad 
tracks from the western part of the country
eastward to Siberia. The hardest part of 
the job was blasting tunnels through the
mountains that were in the way. I reckon
you’re at a comparable point in your work, 
Aquarius. It’s time to smash gaping holes 
through obstacles. Don’t scrimp or apolo-
gize. Clear the way for the future.

PISCES (Feb 19–March 20): The British
rock band the Animals released their gritty,
growly song “The House of the Rising Sun” 
in 1964. It reached the top of the pop charts
in the US, Canada, the UK, and Australia,
and it was a hit with critics. Rolling Stone 
magazine ultimately ranked it as the 122nd 
greatest song of all time. And yet it took the 
Animals just 15 minutes to record. They did
it in one take. That’s the kind of beginner’s
luck and spontaneous flow I foresee you
having in the coming weeks, Pisces. What’s 
the best way for you to channel all that
soulful mojo?

Homework: True or false, you can’t get
what you want from another person until 
you’re able to give it to yourself. Explain
why or why not at freewillastrology.com.

COMIC | BY ELAINE L IN

ACCESSORIES

REGEN SEATTLE USED  GROW 

GEAR! Bulbs* Ballasts * Hoods * Trays 

* Fans * Hydroton * ReGen Nutrients 

Line * and much more! Now Stocking 

New Items! Buy/Sell * New/Used Save 

thousands on your I-501 grow! 2 loca-

tions, Greenwood & Tacoma. www.

ReGenSeattle.com

COOPERATIVES

PEOPLE’S CHAMPZ MEDICINAL  

Cannabis Products. BEASTMODE 2.0-

-just one of our top shelf strains! Now 

open in SoDo! 2224 1st Ave S. Seattle, 

WA 98134. FREE GRAM OF YOUR 

CHOICE FOR NEW PATIENTS!

TREES COLLECTIVE--CANNABIS, 

CONCENTRATES,  Edibles & Glass. 

Any 3 eigths for $89 * $99 Ounces 

* $3 Dabs New patients welcome! 

10532 Greenwood Ave. 206-257-4407. 

treescollective.com

DELIVERY
ATM DELIVERY SEATTLE  Open 7 
days a week: Mon-Thurs 10am-10pm; 
Fri & Sat 10am-midnight; Sun 10am-
8pm. Free downloabable app @ www.
atmdelivery.net. 844-420-1212 Se 
Habla Espanol 21+

NORTHWEST BUD PROS  is one of 
the areas most trusted and professional 
home delivery services. Huge variety 
of amazing indicas, sativas, oils and 
edibles. * Free delivery * Best Prices 
in the Area * Discreet and Professional 
* Exceptional product quality * Text or 
call (425) 246-6313.

SEATTLE CANNABIS EXPRESS-
-WE  proudly focus on delivering 
to Downtown, West Seattle & South 
King County. 206-556-6925. Visit us 
online to view our amazing prices. 
www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com / 
Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com

SEATTLE’S BEST CANNABIS  
Delivery. SeattlesBestCannabisDelivery.
org Check out our menu online. We 
have the best prices in town. Delivering 
to most areas. 425-238-2812 or 206-
939-3074. MMJDELIVERYSEATTLE@
GMAIL.COM

THE ORIGINAL HOPE  Clinic. 

Medical Cannabis Authorizations $75 

for qualified patients. Clinics located 

in Seattle & Tacoma. 206-283-4673 or 

www.thehopeclinic.com

TIGER HEALTH CLINIC.  

Professional and discreet medical 

marijuana authorizations with qualified 

medical conditions. 11680 Renton Ave. 

S. 206-853-5165

GROW SHOPS

SEA OF GREEN FARMS
First to be licensed in Seattle and King 

County under I-502! 206-588-1308 

seaofgreenfarms.com

RECREATIONAL

MARY MART RECREATIONAL  

Marijuana store in Tacoma. Come see 

our Quality Cannabis, must be 21+. 

Convenient & Easy to find. 3005 6th 

Ave STE B Tacoma ¥ 253-327-1675

DOCTORS

HOPE CLINICS. ONE  of Seattle’s 

oldest, most reputable doctor clinics. 

Strong supporter of political progres-

sion of safe regulation around medical 

cannabis. 206-466-1766. thehopeclin-

ics.com.

MEDICINE MAN WELLNESS  Center 

4021 Aurora Ave N Seattle WA 98103 

632-4021 medicinemanwellness.com 

Best service in town! Medical autho-

rization and card for $99. Walk-ins 

welcome. Verification provided 7 days 

a week.

NW GREEN RESOURCE.  Medical 

Cannabis Recommendations. Stay 

Protected Under RCW69.51A. 24/7 

Online Patient Verification. $75 

for all renewals and qualified low-

income patients.Seattle 206-453-

4181. Everett 425-609-7858. 1620 

Broadway #204, Seattle, WA 98122.

www.nwgreenresource.com

http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.ReGenSeattle.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.ReGenSeattle.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.atmdelivery.net
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.atmdelivery.net
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=mailto:Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.thehopeclinic.com
http://www.etypeservices.com/Flash/LinkRedirection.aspx?IssueID=78576&ReturnUrl=http://www.nwgreenresource.com
http://www.hempfest.org/get-involved/join
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TURN THE PAGE FOR POT!
Recreational, Medical, Delivery, etc.

-- CANNABIS CITY --
Seattle’s FIRST  

Legal Marijuana Store
Open Daily new expanded hours!

2733 4th Ave S, SODO
206-682-1332 

Do you have PTSD and alcohol problems?  
Seeking free treatment?  

Paid research opportunity.   
Call the APT Study at  206-764-2458.  

GET STRONG! LIVE LONG! 
Quantum Martial Arts 

964 Denny Way, Seattle.    

(206) 322-4799  | Quantumseattle.org

SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION 
GOT YOU DOWN?

We may be able to help to remove that requirement.

The Meryhew Law Group, PLLC (206)264-1590  

www.meryhewlaw.com 

Twice Sold Tales happy hour sale! 
25% off • 6 p.m.-closing. Capitol Hill        
324-2421 • 1833 Harvard & Ballard 

545-4226 • 2001 NW Market.   

You Could be an Egg Donor
Are you a healthy, compassionate

woman in your 20’s?
Generous compensation, apply today!
Email DonorEggBank@pnwfertility.com

or Text us at 206-877-3534

tahoma
fl avors

100% Flower

4 pre-rolls
handcrafted

21+ REC | MJ Store

grapefruit

indica

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Mon-Thurs 10am-10pm
Fri & Sat 10am-midnight

Sun 10am-8pm

TRY OUR NEW APP!
TO PLACE AN ORDER FOR DELIVERY

FREE VAPE PEN
W/EVERY NEW PATIENT REGISTRATION

(844)420-1212
Free downloadable app @
WWW.ATMDELIVERY.NET

Track your order!
Se Habla Espanol • 21+

FREE 

 

VAPE PEN KIT 
w/ EVERY NEW PATIENT  REGISTRATION! 

TRY OUR NEW APP! 
TO PLACE AN ORDER FOR DELIVERY 

(844)420-1212 

FREE DOWNLOADABLE APP @ 
WWW.ATMDELIVERY.NET 

TRACK YOUR ORDER! 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 

Sunday 12pm to 6pm 

Monday thru Saturday 10am to 10pm 

LAWYER FOR THE LITTLE GUY

DRUG & FINANCIAL CRIMINAL DEFENSE
FIREARM RIGHTS RESTORATION

CRIMINAL HISTORY CLEAN-UP
SEIZED PROPERTY RETURN

Serving All of WA – Your Location Doesn’t Matter

You Can Call Collect 360-853-8368 Day or Night

billie@LawyerfortheLittleGuy.com
9805 Sauk Connection Rd, 98237

mmjdeliveryseattle@gmail.com

seattle’s Best cannabis delivery
seattlesBestcannabisdelivery.org

CheCk out our menu online

We have the Best prices 
in toWn, delivering to 

most areas - 
call to check

availaBility

425-238-2812 206-939-3074

SEATTLE 
CANNABIS 
EXPRESS

We proudly focus on  
delivering to Downtown,  

West Seattle and South King County.

206.556.6925
Visit us online to view  

our amazing prices
www.SeattleCannabisExpress.com
Seattlecannabisexpress@gmail.com

+21 ONLY

TACOMA’S PREMIER  
RECREATIONAL 

CANNABIS SHOP!
8001 SOUTH HOSMER SUITE B 

 TACOMA, WA 98408
NEXT TO HUSTLER HOLLYWOOD 

253-444-5444

www.CLEARCHOICECANNABISWA.com
21+  WARNING: KEEP OUT OF  THE REACH OF CHILDREN.  

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, 
coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. 

There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product.  
For use only by adults twenty-one and older. 

LYNNWOOD
19220 ALDERWOOD MALL PKWY

LYNNWOOD, WA 98036 
TEL: 425.245.8036

SEATTLE
118 1st AVE S • PIONEER SQUARE

SEATTLE, WA 98104 
TEL: 206.397.3993

BELLINGHAM
1321 CORNWALL AVE

BELLINGHAM, WA 98225 
TEL: 360.778.3235

20% OFF Your First Purchase!

Join our rewards program &

earn points for free merchandise!

TURN YOUR SMOKE BREAK
INTO A VAPE BREAK.

Get exclusive discounts & offers at: ecigexpress.com/stranger

Expires 3/3/15

Do you still have tingling, burning  
or shooting pain (nerve pain) after 

the injury or surgery?

A 17-week research study is being conducted to 
test the safety and effectiveness of investi-
gational medicine in people with this type of 
nerve pain, as compared to a placebo (a look-
alike pill made up of an inactive substance).

All study-related medications and procedures 
will be provided at no cost. You may also be 
reimbursed for time and travel.

You may be qualified to participate if you:
• are at least 18 years of age
• have experienced at least six months of  

nerve pain as a result of surgery or an injury
• satisfy all of the eligibility requirements

For more information go to:

Northwest Clinical Research Center

425-453-0404 

NWStudies.com
 
For more information go to: 
paininseattle.com

Do you still have.... Pain 
as a result of injury or surgery?

206.829.9751

FREE .50 Gram BUBBLE HASH 
with every order

$50 Quarters all shelves  
Flowers / edibles & hash

206-853-5034 

  free 
delivery!

ALLERGIES?
ARE YOU ALLERGIC TO
TREES, WEEDS, MOLD 
OR FOOD?
Currently Enrolling. Earn $185 
for each qualifi ed plasma donation

Donate Now!  Ends March 31st. 
425-258-3653  plasmalab.com

To see if you or someone you know qualifies, 
please call us at 206-522-3330 ext. 2  
or email research@seattlewomens.com 

3216 NE 45th PL Suite 100 Seattle, WA 98105

We are currently enrolling qualified participants 
in a clinical research study with a new investiga-
tional drug. To qualify, you must be between the 
ages of 9 and 45, have acne pimples on your face 
and be in good general health. Health insurance 
is not needed to participate and you may receive 
compensation for time and travel. Participants 
must be willing to make six site visits.
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